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Note 1. Both the Greek and Latin translations have only the

t hree words Mane, Thekel, Phares in verse 25. See below.

Note 2. : elancthon Gomm. A. D. 1543 p. 39 translaued<VJ*fby

"numeravit. w
" HiV 1 .

'
.

, ,
;

,., • H
JU^JUuX .^ /^-W - ^ . > fate* h> Ta^+CJu- n _ •

SmItc* ' f^'^'^V ' S 1*7?.^ rat. fr« /*.>•*«*- $**f>t Ixttfifiir. Cv-e&xf-trve-l)



Chapter First.

INTRODUCT

The story of the Keast of Belshazzar and the mysterious wri-

bin ' e e, Mene, Tekel Uphars in* which accordin to the fifth

chapter of the Book of Daniel appeared as ; to bhe Babylo-

nian monarch is familiar to every reader of the Bible.

1 sentence has always been one of the most puzzling of the

Lifficult scriptural passages which have excited the inter-

est anu baffled the ingenuity of scholars. Indeed up to

Present ae r ade really no satisfactory explanation of the problem

has been attempted.

The okier commentators evidently regarded the three words

.icel ana Feres 01 verses £6, 27 and 28 as substantives.

Josephus for example translates them (Ant. X. 11. 3.) ay /\fi$pto\,

£t«^« '<\^ r , l; -Pe-lyohronius—by

—

t±£x^^ €rn»V '
* * A < "r^^*-

ana Jerome by "Numerus, Appensio, Divisio". Jacob of ex-

plained j»-t£>by i£_<L±»^2_ - Scissio, divisic.

the more modern scholars the opinion has teen advanced

b a>j*? and t>hn are preterites of the -to count ana

t»G mi h respectively, an I i

'•
i lur i

v
-'

;

to divide. The translati -

jravit, .
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Note 3. Compare among others Havemick— 1832 who explained

the form bto as being caused by analogy with &p?. Lengerke

—

1835 p. 261 262 who explains the three words as participles anal-

ogous in form tOTjiV (~t'ta> ) Chapter 2. 5. 8. Hitzig 1850

—

p. 84 regarded bj^as a middle pronunciation between b^n and b'^.n

(from bbi>) containing the double meaning "thou art weighed " and

"found too light";;-, rather fanciful supposition which was objected

to by Kranichfeld 1868— -226 the latter considered b^,not as a

pure passive participle, out as a sort of passive preterite which

passed to an intransitive b-'Knbecomi] bta y assonance with amu

(cf. Keil Comm. 158 who translated verse 25 "Gezahlt, gezahlt,

gewoger & in Stucke." )



torff, Lexicon s. \ .

^

I
. .

-

• r .p.

o] lowi int ami Vulgate r

error- oi' the copyist, who accordia to their idea Titter

r b ice. Hertnolut re. arJed the three words as par;i-

ciples translating "bezahlt ist es, . ewo er ist es, retheilt ist

•±s.* This opinion which was followed with certain r:>odifi cations

by almost all the subsequent critics vas never a satisfactory ex-

planation, because, while it was possible to regard Pp* as a pass-

ive participle (see below to verse 25 ) the for:; of the other words

and ^always presented a difficulty. (se if.)

Of late years, however, an entirely new li it has been tl

on the interpretation of these wonis by M. Cler - • io, in

18&3, published in the Journal Asiatique (serie S. 1. p. 36 ff.)

an article entitled "h.ane, Thecel, Phares et le festin de Ball

•ed in an English translate rai .

7—1 2.

. lau er riefly mentioning some of the ra

opinions or. the subject, which will be noticed below at

once to the question of i: terpretation. He calls attention to

trie fact that the interpretation attributed to bar i el does not

a ree ri.-orously h' it's dec h r i "ip-

Hi ; i. e. i rpretatio i

- 2 -





26, 27 and 28 inclusive, is based only on the t r

Tekel and Peres," the plural for 8 latter, /•>*','
i

-

ra in verse motion i
,

r irded.

This difference between the text as read and the explanatio

b could o : -he supposition that the Bil Li-

cal Author had to do with a set traditional phrase fr it

was necessary to bring out a certain interpretation adapted to the

circumstances of the case.

\nneau then proceeds to explain his important discovery,

which ^.ives a new key to the meaning of the mysterious words.

epi raphic mission to the British Museum in 1878 he found

that the three letters or certain half-mina weights .which had

previously been reaa u r /\ were in reality <u-> o z paras— half.

As the weight bearing the inscription was equal to t - If of

a li tit mina, he concluded that "^ o ean half-mina, This

discovery led him to decide that on the set of Ninevitic

letters approachin i form lc the Ara

ters,the three words udo —mina, b^o; — shekel —
mir.a were to he found, i b Li t t 8se thr res-

pond t ree chief words of the sentence in the Fift

of Daniel.

Concludj

of wei proceeds to to • ation



Note 4. Gar.neau of course only affirmed positively concern

ing mene and peres. See below.



phrase, suggestii a ber of conjectural translatio

the entire sentence no one of which throws any satisfactory 1

on the meanin . Readir i

\

i

• oses,

for example, to transfer the i fron )'&->** to !>h>n , readin i

1

perative of^ — bo wei h and branslatin "for every mina

two paras" or "a mina is a mina weigh two paras", or

the verb as a preterite "they have weighed two paras' etc.,

etc. ( c-*f. p. 96 ff.) i ral conclusion at which he

arrives is "thj t t e bwo extreme ana essential terms of the phrase

in Daniel are two names c wei ' ts of which one is double

r, )laced in relation by a third middle term, which is ei1

a bhir (that of shekel) or the verb U , from

the name of shekel is derived."

Gar teau was followed up y Dr. 'heodore

. olueke in ZA 1. 414- 418. Acceptin
_
Garmeau's disco-

rase in Daniel 5 contains names of rei bs

(p. 414) that i>|ip and no should n'r^r have

bicipial forms, according bo the idea of r com-

mentators lains the v/ords wp ,

'.!>.>
i

->.•••
substantives in bhe Absoluti bhe case

market » riac occurs o

.
'

.
,v. , for i ike l ,J "— reed. Ltta

- : -





lute Stale of such words is scarcely ever found,

cording to all analo y
(

I r - o

Lives and participles like { ^> , J^^st. e ph. I--, r ,

'^ v -

v »\ ave ncen in the olJer 1 bhi Absolute State of

V •? v '" explains as the Absolute Soate of vbty ana rvon

respectively,— forms like ^^— N^ar.di)" 1

' vy„K.

• -i\
, W3J* of verse 2D as a repetition of vord he

ests accordingly the translation "A Mina, a Mina, a Shekel and

all- inas.

)

,

Still a third attempt to explain this i ysterious

a G • iffmann in 1887 (ZA 2. 45—48) erin

to the idea of Noldeke that *»?**» is? is a repetition of the s

offers the translation "A Mina, a Shekels a

hali- r r i 'i'^as in apposition to*>j^. ly be

well to remark here that Noldeke (op. cit. 415) considered i1

ir.st the spirit of the r ca-is as a dual in f o

: ianneau (] . . . 4.

—

se r a . Hoi"'

46, pointed out that in meanii

i n--'i>— Urj

.o recapitulate briefly, Cler

that sterious sentenc es of -vp ; acoor-

- . -





• fixed t of ivlene and Peres as .'.Una a

About the >fi>»^he seemed bo be in so •.' lining

r bo the idea that it is a part of the verb bfrn to wed

;e clearly saw in t>j^the shekel ana explained bhe three '

tlu

ibstantives in Absolute State. Finally ted

t M>n apposition toWyand explained the mean!

:econd element of t; ;e sente ' el -pieces

or old staters.

"

bo the peculiar application of these names of ^eights to

i

•
.

' sentence appeared, Gai eau

eit. 99) recalls the Talmudic metaphorical usage of r\v> >><> —
mina and half- Lna. inica] raters called a son worth

less than his father a mia
7 n e»io , a son who is superior to his

r a sno ^a ni±> , and a son equal uo his lather n v
|

i •> v
.

(cf. Levy, Chaldaisches Worterbuch u er "»*» and ^"> , -> .)

• ther a vague manner he suggests that b e I iblical Author

may have intended some such allusion in his rious

s without any definite explanation I

lei may have been meant r the father and Bel

-

shazzar the so;-'. the folio e (100) referring to
|

titions that this word.o-'.'in; to its r — n er-

sayi
sian i etermined bhe choice of bh sum as i ime to ex-

- 6 -



ote 5. This paronomasia was noticed also by '.ertholdt 389

and Lengerke 262.



plain the prophecy relative to the so i of the ersians. It is

certair.ly safe to say that danneau arrived at no defj

sior on this subject. On the last page (101) he compare?:

whole scene of Chapter 5 both to a vignette froc Book

of the Dead ant to the scene often found on Assyrian seal-cylin-

ders, repress tin.-1- a god seated on a throne holdi se for li-

bations— a candelabra^— an inscription on the seal and tv:o per-

sons one of whom presents the other to the god. Babylon and

ay have influenced trie Aut iel ir

descriptio Feast of Belshazzar !

rond the mere r t»ical expla-

t - at Hoffraann (p. 46) considered that ,-v,",

two h referred to a division between the Mede Darius and

••
. 71ns

.

In the session of the oerritic Se inary of Johns Hopkins di-

versity of the year '86— '87 Prof. Paul Haupt suggested the fol-

translation ana interpretation of the nysterious sente

'There ml ina, a shekel ] -
i

estio 1 of u he cons i .

,,j
i

I

ludin to Nebuchadnezzar, the shekel as

b 1

"•• rt: y successor of the ;reat Ba ylo '.

hali - i is ••; referrin to bhe div-is-ica oj .•• ;.

"

- 7 -



Fote 6. For a collection of the opinions of the older com-

mentators compare Pfeiffer, Dubia Vex 503, quoted Fertholdt p.

350. Also Bugati—Exposition ties Johannes Constantinopolitan

p. 57.

'.ote 7. Gf. Buxtorff Lexicon Rabb. Talm. 248 and Levy Chald,

Wort, under -pb<v,v p^ — $mc » -(quoted Ganneau p. 88.) For

the opinion that the sentence was a cryptogram compare Pfeiffer



Medes and the ....:. 8 p. i J. H. U. An-

nua] "eport 1887 p. 1. .

'

i ility of the wise men to read and explain

ysterious sentence a reat variety 01' conjectures I

umerous commentators. us Luderwald Iquol

tholdt Go . 346) considered the portent as a vision of the

alone, o one save Daniel, who was supernatural ly gifted could

interpret. Ln's conjecture who sai .

; ecturis quia pro a ile est vel scrip-

tural fuisse re i propositan et latuisse oj I ita

excaecatos fuisse quemadmodum etjam Deus saepe ejusmodi stu]

d . biat Judaeis.!) Not i i the text of C:

ort such a view. The evident terror not o '

. i ut also of his Lords and the state ent i i verse 8 that the

vise men could neither read nor interpret the writing seem to

ad o intention of represn

of the King's brain.

of the Talmudists thought t 1 • wr

accordin to the cabualistic a] L. . one the

first ' as as its eq . .he last,

were rr three a sort o

vertically and not Horizontally, a circu

- 8 -



op. cit. 805. It is interesting to notice from the Ethiopia

correspondence of Job Ludolf that a similar cryptographic method

of writing, depending on the interchange of letters was known to

the Ahyssirians. (Compare £a II. 110—Flemming.)

ote 8. Compare G-anneau op. cit. 88.

"ote 9. Compare Levy par. 5 under "n icK>

ote 10. Quoted Bertholdt 350.



wise . i 6 '• ain considered the sentence as

while Menochins ard Maldonato thou I t ree initial

letters of each word were written.

Thube and others of ins time (quoted Bertholdt, Daniel 351)

held that the writing may have been in such unusual characters as

to prevent its uecipherment by the Hiero-"grammatists. Bertholdt

379 suggested that it may have been written in some -o-hwaet eristic

riti . (fiharacterschrift) It is worthy of record in t is

ectibn that such a great scholar as J. D. Michaelis is the au-

thor of the following wild b i using theory. r Lated

the expression "end of the hand" (see below) by "the inner surface

e hand." That is, the hand must have appeared to the King

as if writing from the other side of the wall, w

terious means had become transparent '. The writing was there-

• reversed as if in a mirror, which fact no one noticed u til

.el was summoned, who promptly read it off. . elis

49---
; :so Bertholdt 350—351.)

Some scholars believe Lie

a forei I u e or character. is Prideau old

ed old Phoenician,

;

•

i

]

rew script.

Recent critics have inclined 1 e words

, .
•

j

-

|
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er. 60 for i r rticle on t] • Feast of

azzar (Bew. cl. 61.—88 p. 263—264) and Di «de in his

review of L. Havet—La Modernite des prophetes, in iviitt-

eil. -x. 334. This theory will be discussed at i i a fol-

lowin chapter.

The question as tc the difficulty of decipherment t.

rows down to one of two hypotheses. Either the mysterious sen-

tence appeared in an unusual form of the vernacular or in a foreign

i b e following essay is to su entire

question regarding the portent to a new examination, which may

pertiaps lead to a more correct understate hi 0' the e i latical

rice. In order to investigate the subject as thoroughly as

possible, it will be necessary to study the whole Fifth Chapter of

el from a historical standpoint and with this object in v

for reater convenience it may be well to present a transla-

tion of the chapter with brief explanatory and philological notes.

- i -



ote. The letters refer to the additions:] philological

notes.



Ihapter Second.

Translation of the ifth Ihapter of Daniel.

Verse 1.— elshazzar the in ave a real feast to a thou-

of is lords and in the presence oi' the thousand drank wine.

. ols 1. ols-.azzur identical with Belsarucur, the son of

^.abonidus the last kin^ oi iabylon. ?,ee below.

ote 2. At 'such a feast the king woulu probably sit facing

his loras at a separate table.— cf. 1 Sam. 20, 25. wi.ore the king

sat during his meal on a seat by the wail, and in this connection

also figure 33. in Kaulen's Assyrien & abylonien p. 54, represent-

in an Assyrian king taking his meal surrounded by his servants

and protected by the -ods.

According to Athenaeus—Deipnosoph. lib. 4,c.l0, on the au-

thority of neraelid^s of 'uma (Pusey Daniel 383 note 2.) This

was also the custom oi rsiar kings at festivals. (cf. v.

rke p. 243.) Posidonius (100 .
'.)---. o

:arth L. v. in

Athsn. 4, 38, quoteu Pusey 1. c.—rives the same account of the

FarLhians.

*In the presence of— before, facin them. & ^ y:

It is not necessary to translate by "Propinare" wit •' oldt

uvemick 174 etc.

- 11 -





Verse 2.— elshazzar commanded, bein under b e influence

oJ the wine, to bring the vessels of gold and silver which ebu-

c'.iadnezzar his fat] er , taken from the Temple which was in .eru-

salen ; in order that the king and his wives and concubines might

drink out of them!

"ote. The Author evidently regarded this as a terrible

profanation (see verse 23.) '-nick's strange idea (p. 176.)

that Kelshazzar wished to honor Jehovah by usin^ the sacred ves-

sels finds no confirmation in the text. That the vessels were

not sent for until the king was v/ell in his cups seems to show

that the Author wished to represent the command as a arunke-" whim.

These vessels were brought to Babylon by ebuchadnezzar at

the time of the first capture of Jerusalem (597) in the reign of

Jechoniah (1 Kings 24. 13) and were restored by 'yrus ir. the first

yec.r of his reign,along with the return of t ewish exiles

ra 1. 7 if.)

•se 3.—Then they brou ,; t the vessels of oh, which they

had taken away from the jmple of the House of : od, whic

Jerusalem, ana the king ana his lor

out of t

- 1: -





' ote 1. The wife oi' the kin,:; who -1 b 9 rank or que*

rians ana abylonians usually she • bore i'irsL

son. (uelitsch-tflurdter. Gesch. 118.) As it is well known that

rsatest freedom of life prevailed at abylon there i^: nothin

incongruous in tue statement that women were present at feasts.

According to 'urtius 6. 1. they were admitted to drinking oouts.

1
ec meret/ricum hoo dedecus est sed niatronarum virginumque apud

quas coxites habetur vulgati coporis vilitas." It is interest-

to note in this connection that Xenophon, 'yr. 5. 28. men-

tions t.,- presence of a concubine at a revel of the last king of

Babylon. (Pusey aniel 382, note 2.)

Regarding the Persian customs in this matter accounts vary.

According to Josephus it does not seem to have been proper for

women to be seen by straners. (cf. Ant. 11. 6. 1., ref err:

Esther 1. 10— 12 ; the refusal of Vashti to obey the Kin 's com-

mand to p.-- 'rself before him and his lords. ) On the other

hand, if the record of Esther can be trusted thus far, the Oueen

'onsort seems to have been able to invite men high in rank to dine

with her and the king. (Esther 5.) erodotus too (3. 13)

it is 3tated that not only the concuuines, but also the your- wives

were accustomed to be present at Persian feasts. i ,

serts (syrapos. 1.1.) that concubines were allowed at feasts out not

- 13 -





wives. (see Pusey Daniel 382 note 2.) mt was

a] lied to the Parthie acrobius 7. 11. (cited Havernick

180.) Compare also Justin 41. 3, cited nusey 1. o.

It is worthy of notice that the Septuagint makes no mention

of t e presence of the women in this passage of Daniel. Haver-

nick, 338, thought that the translator deliberately omitted it as

p pugnant to his ideas of propriety.

Note 2. erse 3 is i good example of the repetition of the

narrative style. One codex omits it altogether. See Ber-

tholdt 368, note 4.

Verse 4.—They drank wine ana praised t Id and

silver, brass, iron, wood and stone.

3 5.—H that same moment came forth fin ers of a man's

t i

hand and wrote opposite the chandelier on the plaster of the wall

of the king's palace ; ana the king saw the hand which vrote.

ote 1. Opposite the li writing could be most

easily seen.

T:iere is a double l of verses 1, 4 and lo (for

- I -





:•; nts, see is nie] p. 502.) is verse the words

written on the wall are transferred fro: verse 25, and the follow-

in i tterpretation is ;iven.
" ane— it is r ; hares

—

it is taken away, and Thekel— it is weighed. (see note to

verse 25.

)

Note 2. A plain stucco work or simple painted plaster. In

ruins of the palace of Niraroud a thin coating of painted plas-

ter was discovered by Layard, (Nineveh

—

2. 203—Kaulen—Assyri-

an & Babylonian 262. 52. 109. ) the colors of which when first

discovered were still fresh and brilliant. The interior of la-

abylonian houses was frequently painted, on the lower half of

the wall more in figures, but above ornamentally. (Reber—ZA 1.

303.) That plaster mixed with ashes was used for mortar is ev-

ident from the ruins of Ur (Mugheir. ) , but it is probably a later

development. (Reber op. cit. 145.)

Plaster seems to have been known also in Pale- o-

sephus Ant. 8. 5. 2. describing Solomon's palace
—

" ut I

part up to the roof was plastered over and, as it were, embroi-

Lth eolors and pictures."

I of elshazzar is re] r to i i

a room or . 11, and not necessarily

or pavilion 11.

)

- 15 -





thought i1 ^s ; Inner court of t - (?)

a U
'arse 6.— king changed color and his thoughts ter-

i)

rifie*.. him, d t joints of his hips were loosi

knocked one against the otiier.

olp 1. 'one of the interpretations of the older commen-

tators -cr? very rotesque. Grotius I Lonato trai slateu

1
WtivtiK <(.;(.<( .. /. . It may bo interesting i this

tion to compare the famous passage of the prism inscription of

Sennacherib. Column 6. 19. 20. 21 ; Ttarraku libbusun sin-

atishin ucarrapn kirib narkabatisunu umassiru nicusun.

* r/\;±L.r^t
f

,,;(>,( //u lic wM "<>.. >>,;',,_ It, )c',C<-/

stius thought that the passage in Daniel referred bo an <f>*>«»/<

^'" '• s ' from fear.
.

(quoteu. Havernick 184) For the express-

ion of violent emotions of fear see Fzekiel 21. 12
; :*a\J£ n

i ii b=>l /r )
'

> '> : ,
, ) r> n ~~>

) T3 ' i ' 'r i ) ->-,
,

.',',, ) No I

(0 \., <\ 1( 69. t v. ; j r\)^»T1 f > \ > Jn n .» i h I > "jA' ia n n ' r v n

( ,
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hut another version has" >
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"erse 7.— i -ailed with a loud voice to summon the

Lcians, tl I and the orosco Lsts. The king spoke

and said to tne wise men of Babylon that any man who could ~ead

this writing ana show its interpretation should wear scarlet and

v)
a chain of gold upon his neck, ana should rule as third in rank

in the kin dc

Note 1. It is a common error to consider the name Chaldean

as synonymous with" Babylonian or even^old Babylonian!' i
1-

daeans -very clearly in ancient Limes a people quits distinct from

itants of al ylonia. Their exact origin is extre-aely

uncertain It may be conjectured with "'inckler (Uag. 48) ju„ -

th smitic character of their proper names that they were

a Semitic people, or* with Jensen (see Lehmann—Samassumukin, p.

173) that bhey were 'Semitised Surnerians" i. e. a on-Si Ltic rac

contajtfct with Semitic influences had lost its original

It seems pro Lrs1

. at a very early date, along the coast of the Persian ulf.

(

v'or the olu opinion of esenius, eeren, Niebuhr etc. that the

Kaldi came from Armenia and Kurdistai

: - time of ebuchadi jzzar, se -

!• p on about Ur (Lehmann op. cit. 2--- '•),-

ylonians





proper ded in i ] iprema-

cy under Nabopolassar and his successors. (That Nabopolas9 •

was ; Ld>raean, si Tiele op. cit. 421 : Winckler op. cit. 60

nd for the history of the rise velopment of bhe !hal-

daean power compare Tiele 65. 207. 211. 286. 287. 362. 422. Winck-

ler op. cit. pp. 47—64. )elattre, Les 'haldeens, Paris, 1877.

)

The peculiar use of the . Ldaean in this passa/ e of

Daniel to denote a class of magician or priest is, as einhold

remarked (B. z. Erkl. d. B. Dan. 28) late. The term <V<*>

is used also by Herodotus to denote the priestly class of ! abylo-

ria, from whom he ot his historical information. This trans-

fer of the name of the people to a special class is probably to

be explained in the following manner.

The sudden rise of the abylonian Empire under I . Laean

rule of ebuchadnezzar, son of Nabopolassar, tended to produce so

thorough an amalgamation of the Ohaldaeans and Babylonians,who

had hitherto been racially distinct, thai in the course of time no

perceptible differences existed between the two peoples. The

luaean however Uvea on in the restricted sense already

for the following reason. seized

ana held from most ancie -ion of ol , the cen-

tre or the non- emitic culture. L73. ) It

- IS -





seems extremel ile that the • so strongly infl

this superior civilian o eventually adopt it. • own,

• the domin caste of that re-

gion became a Chaldaean institution. It i to con-

jecture that South , home of the old culture sup-

plied Babylon and other important cities with priests .who from

their descent were correctly called Ghaldaeans. A name which in

later times, owing to the amalgamation of the Ghaldaeans

lonians, wh berm had lost its national force, became a dis-

Linctive apppellation of the priestly caste. (Compare ii this

connection Gutbrod, ZA. 6 p. 29 ff . , Lehmann 173, Delattre, C

eens, pp. 29-34, also, Revue des Questions Hist, i 77 1. •
.

- .)

It may not be cut of place to remark here that 1.

of" xjn'bv ,a,i ,n '> j
' Isaiah 14. 1. <<».,('•, n b y

...I.,-,, ,-,,,, r ,

. 3, believed that the original Levites or Jewish reli-

gious caste were those Egyptians who had gone with the Israelites

in their exodus from' Egypt. That Egyptians vent out with »Moses

is probable from Exodus 12. ( ibers 11. ?) ai

aceabl f nt from the

les cited by Lagarde. :, e believes that ..loses

tian ana treats the account of his birtli ana exposur ( xod

. ble similar to Lh

rius.

- i





If this theory be true It explains

suppo Levites, his fel] ntrymen. Lag .; ^oes on

to say that if the Levites were Egyptians ^his explains v,

were able to gov ! ion i. e. by virtue of

their higher culture ; it explains Levites do not appear

as a -\ ui .r tribe, and finally it explains what the Egyptian

s relate about the Hebrew exodus. ( See Lagarde <£ymru. 2.

In connection with this theory compare also Or. K. 2. 1880 p. 20-

?r Gesch. 1. ;

The Chaldaean priestly caste were in all probability a her-

editary order, as Diouorus Siculus (2. 29) stated. (Compare Len-

ormant Magie German edition Chap. 6, 563.) Accord in

Lority (Diodorus) the priests were divided into three

classes ; first, those who celebrated sacrifices and performed pu-

rifications, secondly, those who recited incantations to keep off

evil spirits, and finally those who explained portent 'jams.

(Compare Tiele, Gesch. 546). This division is, as Tiele remarks,

not contradicted b\ the inscriptions although it oarmoi be known

lat Assyrian names correspond to each of these

classes. The scribes (Tupsarre), (bo,

were als class from whom all the 111 a

times proceeded.

- 20 -





Tins translation se< as air

• he ldt (372, . "Der old-

ener. Halssohmuck tragen. " Then is no n c u to ... I "have" as

aoes the Authorized Version.

Note 3. The I scarlet was a color hela in I

esteem in antiquil . ' impare Rze^iel 27. 7. 27. .15.

Herodotus 3. 20. Xen. Oyr. 1. 3. 2.: 2. 4. . : . . 1

tius 3. 2. 10 : . . : 15. 13. :>13. 14. Co ipare also the pur-

purati of the Persian kin&s who wore the "k^^s ." mtal

sovereigns sent robes or this color to thoir vassals (1 Maccab

10. 20 : 14. . :) ver ic as popes sent the pallium in

the midule ages. (Bertholdt 372 note 10.) Bar Hebraeus re-

s how the sultan Masud sent a purple robe to a favorite who

had done him a service. (Havernick 1 .

Not-: . -old chain seems to have been worn by the higher

class Persians. (Xen. Anab. i. 8. 29. . 8.)

sign of special favor. Herodot .
....:>.

Mot-- 5. Third in rank i. e. i I olshazzar

whowwas :n all probability an iriq
• nt.

(See beL- . Probably not one of

chapter 6. 3., althc slation is possibl . Coirq

feld 21. 9 : Hit? . Sie^fri L— 1. Lit.

Zeit. J IOth, 1891, where h la's

- . 1 -





translation* third in rank. (Recension oi 1)
i : 1---D 11-

reiche & das Gott-jsj^ichnach jon Weiss$

— compare also Driver 4o0.)

Jerome remarkea "vel tertius post me^el anus bus prin-

bus quos alibi ' ry <^r^' legimus." '
-** '

''•

'

'

' '' ' '
'

old idea was bhat Daniel was to be second Vizier, the

first Vizier being called "second" after bh . ( Com;

ter 10. 3.;1. Sam. 17—Havernick 1 , 251,Eerthold

Kautzsch, Aramaean Grammar II - I Na-

bonid . -Mother.

.
! wise men cur:

,
c not

riting nor sh ation to the

Verse 9.— The] Lng Belshazzar was

a)
ed and his color changed ana his lords were confoanued.

10.---]

son of the exclamations of the King ana his lords and

spoke and said ; 0, King,

hee no-- let I





Note 1. The Queen here must mean eith 3hief wife or

the mother of the king. It has been stated however ir,

2 and 3, that the wives of t ere aire*

I the tone of command which the Author makes her assume,

to show that he cons i r not the wife but the mother

of Belshazzar. Q -ther was meant is the opinion

of the majority of the older commentators. Compare Lengerke

252, Kranichfeld 221, Havernick 191, Jahn, Archaol. 2. 1. 217.

Rosenmuller 1. 2. 89. Kengstenberg 47.318. Ephraim Syr. and Theo-

. 1] etc. however that J. D. Michaelis 47 ai

Bertholdt believe that the wife of b] vas meant. Joso]

Ant. 10. 3. 2. thought that it was the king's grandmother. (See

chapter 3. \>
fi-)

The Queen-Dowager was a powerful and important e in

ancient Limes.
^ See 2 Chron. 15. 16. 1 Kings 15. 13.") As at

- . ing ihe minority of Lhe king and probal

3 had an advisory voice in the management of the govern;.'

L Turkey as was the case in anc - [other

faeor in politicaJ affairs. Am 3 the

• ranked after the kin .

i
',

. 1 .

)

In the j

er is of a most respectful

-





trail Delitzsch, Ba 1. 187-188 we find, "Abit sarri ana

ummi sarri sulrau asi, sulmu ina ummi sarri—word of ihe kin- 1,0

Qu n-Mother, • l:, , . -eeting to the Queen-Mother."

her. the king greets a subject he uses the words "libbaka lu labka-

... heart" bub in the message to the Queen-Moth r I

an aclarsss would be disrespectful. In spite of Ihe honor ac-

corded b. the king to his mother it is interesting bo tat

he neve" calls her/his Lady? — a fact to which Delizsch :ias call-

attention (1. c.) as indicating the evident supremacy of the

From the lone of the above mentioned letter the king was

o carry out his mother's behests, but her commands m

first have ! 'oyal s nc i. Fo^ other •

; tie Queen-

. .192.

. . ^ (jij — Everything was in confusion, see verse 9

- lT1( , \., -ed hall to see what the aras.

Hitzig's translation p. 81 is correct. "Aus Anl

Red :

.

"

version
:

" K«Tf v*vrL V3 v A *y ^i ' < >

units the words altogether. V lae

uccicier.. • it optimatibus ejus." Septuagint ;
ror* <

r> i)

. >>t< )> v>k\) h ,v >
'>\-

n chapter : . ;

'

; 1

-





Deluzcii

Common also in Bal Limes', ses^ BA 1. :

lord." Com] op. cit. - in

this connection Kaulen—Assyrian & Babylonian. 262-185.

.

—

(i ii ;ingdom in whom is the

b of tiie noly gods and in the days of thy en-

ment and understand dom like the wisdom. oi s were

found in him and the kin^ Nebuchadnezzar thj- fath

• mmatists, the magicians, the Chaldaeans

the horoscopists— aye, even the king thy father.

Note 1. Com!-: shapter 2. . It is not historic:

. coulu have occupied such a position
;

first, because it is difficult to see how a strict Jew could con-

scientiously hold this post, and second' , • ie magicians,

probably bein "der ( above note 1 to verse 7)

ve resented a iider over them. (Compare

Lenormant Magie. German edition chapter 6, 563.)

Lion of the ffords "thy i -"at the

verse' is not necessarily an anaco lout; ion. (S

ean Grammar 163 ) but simply for emphasis.

diu it himself. 1 "...
maj or . s

.

"

-
.





Verse 12.—

.

•

8 and

riding to i]

10 sc rid in this Daniel whom

Li
Belteshaszar ; so .1 noned, in ordi

show th<

Note.— It does not seem to have been uncommon for kings to

change the names of their vassals. Compare 2 Kings 24. 17. where

name of Mattaniah, the uncle of Jeconiah was changed by liebu-

Inezzar to Zedekiaii, and 2 Chron. 26. 4. where Necho kin? of

changed the name of Eliakim, brother* of Jehoahaz to Jehoia-

kim. Jehoiakin son of Jehoiakim was also called Jeconiah (1

. . 16.) and Coniah {Jer
:

22. ; .)

In Assyria we may compare in this connection the case of

Tiglath-fdleser 3rd (745—727 B. C. ) who reigned in Nineveh as

,h pileser ana in Babylon under the name Pulu,— the bib]

Shalmaneser 4th also (727-722 B. C.) was called in Babylon

Ulula'a (Ilulaios) but in Assyria Shalmaneser.

Verse 13.

—

n before the kin,
:

:e and saia ; so thou art Daniel of the sons of

2.)

Judah, . from Jud

- 26 -





. . u net necessarily a question with

interrogative n d ,o avoid hiatus. (So

cit.) If ttaj . ition be. auo. .no con-

tradiction between this verse aj i atement in cha] • . 27.

had already been in the service of Belshazzar.

no1 sa. 'Art thou Daniel ?" as if he had never before

heard the name (Lengerke 254) but remarks reflectively'So tho

Daniel." The Author certainly did not intend to represent in

this address a. . b scorn at Daniel's Jewish origin, accord-

ing to the strange idea of Calvin (followed by Havernick 194).

Note 2. The relative pronoun refers lp the exiles and not

niel directly, as the Vulgate has it. Theodotion co>-r

Verse 14.— I h . rd concerning thee that the spirit

of tne gous is in thee and that enlightenment ai

xtraoruinary skill are found in thee.

Verse 15.— Ana now the wise men (and)

in before me, in oi'de*- his

its interpretation to me, • not

able to show





.— Simple asyndeton, chapter 1. 20 2. 27.

ac version inserts la. jrnick, 1 >rthold£

Lng Theodotion supposed bh classes of m

Theodotion has " S-^f**-, H^,^<,l\-
()

Verse 16.— tub I have heard concerning thee that thou art

to make interpretations and to solve riddles. So if thou

canst read the writing ana make known to me its interpretation,

wear scarlet ana a chain of gold upon thy neck and

shalt rale as the third in rank in the kin.: •

i 17.— Then Daniel answered ana said uefore the

A.

ifts be to thyself and give thy presents to another
;

I will .
.

. i.ng and will make known the in-

-ebation to him.

Note 1. Duniol's refusal t<

n oi his religious exch.siveness. he is unwilling to take

- I ower which God As :

: acceptance of the offer,

-
. -





A ithor gives the Prophet, time to examine and

read the writing during the speech of tne king. Compare the

Verse IS.— 0, king, the most, high God gave a kingdom and

. 1 unto Nebuchadnezzar thi

Note 1. * 0, King. " Peally thou king,— a nominative ab-

solute as in chapter 2. 20 , 30. 32.

2. Notice the contrast so stron. sizeu in

verses 18—20, between the J -buchadnezzar and his insigni-

..', successor. The poin 1 is, that if Nebuchadnezzar the

great king suffered such punishment for his priue from th

. more then Belshazzar who has delib lted

tod of the Heavens by the profane use of His sacred vessels.

.— And on ac c ount oJ

a
him, all peoples, nations and 1

c

Whomsoever he would he killed and whomsi v

J ivo ; and •.-homsoeve , • he would he and whom-

L ow

.





Verse 20— But when his hei ana his

ith pride, .. Led from the throne or

book his glory from him.

21 . -- ihildren of

men and his reason was made like to the beasts ana his d Lin

was with the herds. ' ss like oxer: and his bouy
c.

.vas moist with the dew of the heavsns, until he discover. a that

ost High Gou is ruler over the kingdom of men, a soever

he will . nts over i b.

jual translation is "wild asses." 1

t-ini has " Tcov ov<*y
f
wk from bhe Aramaean <v riv,

preferable bo read *V» ^tv) herds. (This s

vanced by Prof. .. Lres.and is mention . D.

>lis, Cornm. 51, as Lng of an old codex). The

reading 'wild asses" makes no sense, as no i could

up his aboue w nizens d

Note V.. For- thi ...
... ls gi\ - .

.

biblical st

his

ie. The





Bans. Ace' i
.i,

phecies i n and calls on his enemies

le Book of Daniel - 'ed himself.

Compar lus Praep. Ev, . L. . L. ^aisf. and the .

n

same in the Chron. libiduo— Schone, 1. 41. 41 .

—

Ler, Jahrb. - . ... . N >bu-

ezzar's.

The theory of v. Lengerke, 151 and Hitzig, 57 seen

tenable that/ the account of Abydenus was a later fabrication taken

from the Prophecies chapters 2-4, partly from 3 •;; of

the lycanthropy, chapter 4 ana chapter 5. diametrically op-

iharacter of the two ace ears lo preclude such a

In the Bible the curse falls or buchadnezzar,

ecu version the kin^ invokes it on his enemies.

. flection be: ms to lie in the fact that in

both -:•
. ale about Nebuchadnezzar.

If, as Schrader thought (op. cit. 7. 628. ),the tv/o accounts

;
sndent developments of one and the same

end, one version has been sadl; distorted. It is perhaps more

account in thi

•si on of the li 1 .

31 -





Verse 22.— is]

i

23.— hou I st the Lo~c

., the vessels of his house be-

; rid bh lords, bh; wives and concubines

drinking wine from them, and. thou hi - of silver

5S, iron, wood and stone, which neither see, nor
n

near, nor notice ; but the uoa in whosi th ' life and

...-..-:, hin .hou hast not Honored.

Note 1. Compare Psalm 135. 16. 17. "They nave mo

;s have they but they see not. Th

but n , i

; ther is there any in their mouths.

—

also Psalm llu. 4. if.

mpare Jen ^.rgum 10. 23. ^ tt^w a^j\»4 tf~> - J/, A,.

se 24.— Then the hand was sent forth from him ard this

writ] i
• ired.

.— Septuagint " &"» revro"
; . Vulgate idcirco are not

quite exact. It is "then" not "therefor ". ^ *»»'

. -





Verse 25.— And ihis is the vriting which was written
;

in counted a mina, a shekel ar.u ilf-minas.

Note 1. The mina alludes to Nebuchadnezzar the greatest

Ionian monarch ana the real founder of the Empire. The sne-

kel, one-sixtieth as valuable points to the insignificant Belshaz-

zar, while trie two half-minas refer u ible nation the Medes

ana Persians who shall diviae between them the power of Nebuchad-

nezzar. For this translation and interpretation see above p. J

. oelow chapter 4. for full discussion.

Both the Greek ana Latin translations in the reproduction of

mysterious sentence in verse 25 read only the three words

" ane, Thekel, Peres", omitting one N3_y>and disregarding both the

conjunction l and tne plural form of q~>d . This reading may have

been due to the influence of verses 26, 27 and 28 where only a

single "Mane" and the singular form "Peres" are mentioned with £>uS)

us strictly necessary to the interpretation. The Syrian ve -

sion alone has kept the received text." y^ h •" " (/
)

lv ' \**>

It is interesting to notice that the Septuagint, in d

ment in this poi

n

vers :f Theodotion has transferred

the words to verse 5 (see note) and c :eir order, readin ;

Ai^fij , (/ *fti, Gck(\ It seems probaole that the copyist of the

original manuscript, from Ls brans! idsr-





the real mean in; of the words as names of weight*, and with-

out seeing their special application to this passage, felt the

necessity of a regularly decreasing enumeration. Compare in

this connection Htb. 3. #2.96.n. / (Ganneau.) The Septuagint,

r, translates the three words by V,
(
A/.^mc ,£^

(
hc ,«'*/< t ,",

—

n

-, taken away, weighed.

Verse 23.— This is the interpretation of the bhii ; ...ina

:

—God nas counted thy kingdom and finished, it.

has cut short. Compare Ephrairn Syriacus. "

God has coi le years of the empires which were given to

Lonians and the time of all of them is up in thy days. In

Hebrew T>j y occurs in the sense of "allot, decide. Isa-

. .
>->7^b -v»x>to >tTzx>iand Psalm 147. 4. ; Trn^ob ~>Dfc^ T>i)\o

V

.— Shekel ; thi ;hed in I

.--- Half- 1

n to tne Medes an



Note 1. Annals 2. 2. also Gyrus Cylinder lo. See appendix.

vol i of the Median Lroops against Astyages is probably re-

corded in the passage referring to the events of the sixth year of

Nauonidus. The passage is mutilated.

Note 2. Compare 5 R. 64. c. I. 29. where Gyrus is referred

to as an insignificant vassal of Astyages. "Ardu caxri" for

Ansan see additional notod.to chapter 4.



Note.— iian Empire, an outline of whose history is

V.9?.ff

giver. , fel] hands of the Persians in at

year 549 S. C\ According to the account of the Annals of

Nabon dus, sument

iian armv rebelled against Astyages their King, and

i him over to Cyrus, King of Ansan (a 3

: ted upon \ I I Ecbatana

ssession of the entire Empire,

was the son oi C . res, conqueror of .. (See

bel. • . p. \oo) About the ultimate fate of Astyages

there . 'ious accounts. According to Herodotus I. 130. Cy-

rus kept him prisoner, but diu not maltreat him. The only author,

so far as I know, who asserted that the I

us was Isocrates in his funeral oration on Evagoras King of

Salami8. (Oration 9. 38—He asserted that Cyrus killed the

er of his , vhich is probably an allusion to As

to Cyrus we ma ;e that Isocrates -

See |».9/.\

lcveu Herodotus.' J Acco^din^ to Ctesias, Phot. Bib.

i like a father and sent him t< province.

• ,A

hind in a desert I

to do their i

Astyages has sur

_





(a bjl

Armen. editi* i p. 77 Dahak.

"Biting ser] enl " a

Ly rejecteu by . Weiss bach, Acham. Inschr.

2 Art. p. 20

a chief oi' the Sioux Indians king !

name from the Aryan stem "arsti— lance & yugu,

mation from the well known stem "yuj" seve . *ous

meanin Lood in this connection ;---com

nect .

.", 3 ' in motion. Th . mean "He who .vie las

u lance. " W nckle

n lyaxares, but us a Scyth, who with his barbarous

possession of Media. (Ui . 1 ff.) for

fall of p under As1 •

. s c

. iischen Reiches, 1880.

Ancient history establish slosest connection between

.iuns (for .. •
.

•

. ?s$-) com-

'

i on. Thus, 1

.

flicts D ls and his successor 1
•
" r^ Mifitt^

or r°* /I « (
«*•** "

,

in J

•essed as : .

I.Del-

- . -





alt re, Medes p. 5.

)

I Pers ians as

customs. Compare Danii I . . 12. 15: . ! : 1. 3.

•
; Lia ; 1. 14.— ; Lncess

i

'

• also 1. 18.)— 10. 2. Book of

' -oracles of Media and P . Previous to the discover; of

• tnei-'form inscriptions, no on

as vsll us the Persians belonged to race. Hero-

dotus 7. . rked " {K«^Vro n*\*.c tt(-Is ttc\vt^\ At > •

'

idds that when ' lohis came to them from Athens they

chan -names . It is also especially stated by

Strabo 15. 2. . bhal bi bh Medes and Persians used prac lly

. ( i"x ' y*( TK'*>SK«t cpoy\ OTTOL TTo,^ ^

f«' K
f
tV

) Compar Lnson 1. c. ana also Strabo 10. 11.

the same assertion is mad ^kos one nions of

Alexander. (See for , Acham

P*gw* . Art. p. 21.)

or i t

.

I i om

... . .

Sir

1 -





.
.Iras. 10.

a synopsis and discussion rious opinions on this sub

Delattre op. cit 16.) This . lich

ih a pr .. n t ice n he royal inscriptions mu

idiom of trie most important subject pe

Lre, the Babylonian being necessarily excl id

iecided accord it it could only be th

Medes. Th i an examination of the dialect brought to i

Semitic nor Aryan idiom they conclud a

ies must have been a "Turanian" people. ciple on

•sition rested is,as Delattre pointed out (p. 16)

that the choice and disposition of language in the A ian

texts depended on the relative importance of the peoples who made

up the Persian Empire.

Although it would c

should in their tri -lingual doc Ive the idiom of the most

.
•

, it still does not nee

•

dia. It c- ed, it is ,
s en-

, text to the Persi ans

,

- -





seem ' a conclusion. .

1

.
I

, :
I

' ,.—
—176. •

;
' also

&Delattre p. 17 note • .

)

been aue to the sacerdotal caste of

lly of Median origin. (So I

lattre p. 17 & . ) The very fact that the nam

so long, as almost a synonym for Persian, certainly seems to

the individual it;- f older people was extr ni-

nent throughout a long per rs ian history,

of Dei . . t 1 se considerations ; kened

jnt of the Annals, 2. 1—4., I

al
;
like an enemy's city

;
has no special

i . their superior civilization even-

on the Per , does

not necessarily follow , came into

contac
, lished directly such frien

.. the con ople as to abstain from p]

• capital, which had fallen to .

rifluences

I
.

'

• Persians v

;on of the former,

-





. name

3 from his tor

influence of Med destinies of

an Empire i established fact, vince

•
.

.s not even a distinct province but accordin

rodot . . . . . a single

•ibute. (Delattre p. 17 & not

It is contrar I authors as

ns and closely

akin to the Persians. nt of Strabo that b Les

and Persians used nQcxv. ^s confirmed by an ex-

amination of the -extant Median proper names, nearly all of which

are oj .'. n character. Compare in this connection :

linson, Herodotus

r on the list of names n chiefs of Sargon's

time given in Delitzsch— Kossaeans p. . — Lop. 2. p.

From the n : these names he concl I the

. . I.

(See also Weissbi . cit. . 19.

)

•

- -





us follows Lhe remarks oi' ' (op. cit. p. 21 f.) Aec

him if this to bi ace I J issibilil

nt themselves with regard to Lhe Ian des.

A. All Medes s an.

B. Ail Medes spoke an Aryan-Turanian

C. All Medes spoke Turanian.

D. Th spoke Aryan, the Turanian spoke Tur -

nian.

In answer to the first two suppositions it may be stattu,

the 1 .. of tiie inscriptions oi cond sort is cl

• A •

. nor a mixed iuiom, for example, like modern Turkish,

while the theory that all Medes spoke "Turanian* is made untenable

I irred to above, of the ancient au1 *s/ vho

evidently I the Median language as Aryan. The fact too

an important part in Per

a long time so closely and prominently com.

the latte I ,

• .ve been the case hi .

•ace. In Lhe I rice,

considerable m: Luenc n-

;soc iatioi fie

tion oi 'ests

Le of a common 1 i

- 1 -





istablish such : union.

As to the last idea that I Les spoke Aryan ana

nl even if th so, ve would hi / to

call the language of I

'

dian? as this ben

• .stom to an Aryan speech. To do so,would be to

a confusion of names similar to thi I Weissbach .(p. 22.)

iie aserts quil to call a Turanian Ian uian

would be an error like callin . dent

hemia^Boheraian," a term which is on

l

id to the idiom of

the Czechs ; the true Bohemians.

In addition to this however, there is no reason ; po-

sing tii Achaemenian inscriptions of the sec-

ond sort is that of "T . ides at all. (See for full dis-

cuss: on We i s s baci; p . 11 :'f .

)

If, as seems necessary, the Medes must be regarded as entir

ly Aryans, to what people then are the non-Ar; i ,
non-Semitic Achae

menian inscriptions of the second sort to be ascribed.

. iJelattre seems to ; $y to the solution of

blem.

He advances the theory y: odes

i ) Sayce (Psba. 3. 2. . . "•Median" of 1

Ac;.

-





no used • idiom of

As a number of Persian loan-

fcssyr. b. 1. 18---] . . )

in the Achaemenian dialect he further concluded that the

wjio spoke it mus eeii for soma lime closely connect-

ed with Persian influences. (So Delattre p. 44.) The fulfill-

ment of botn these conaitions no finds in the natives of Ansan,

.—editary state of Cyrus ; i. e. he believes that the second

menian language was the Elamitic dialect of Ansan; (For Ansan

and its language compare Weissbach—Die Anzanischen Inschriften,

.'.a theory which certainly deserves consideration ,in that the

language of Ansan. as the vernacular of the nucleus of the Persian

Empire .might rank directly after Persian and before Babylonian.

As our knowledge of the langua^ e of old Klam however, does

not yet permit a translation of the cunei-form inscriptions in that

-.

, it seems impossible at present to make any definite state-

ments concerning Elamitic dialects. Then too, tha fact that the

Achaemenian second language and the Elamitic are quite distinct

although allied languages, increases the difficulty. In this

connection , difference in Lime between the Ac

menian inscriptions of the second sort ancient documents

S isiana or El

-
•

-





the inscriptions oi old Elam are lo be divided into two groups,

—

the on "actors closely allied to I

second b a

. rich is closely akin to that of bh Achaemenian rec-

ords of the second sort. Accordip ssbach (Acham. Inschr.

2 Art. p. 24.) monstrate

pies that this form oi ; cns, originally

. . i Ionian c racters
/

'

. ment from

I on the monuments of Mai -Amir.

jtion to the list oi' characters given by Sayce u

transactions . sixth international Oriental Congress.

All ' 'ted at present however, seems to be that

eat lai the Persian Empire

idiom 3 c nd sor an . e may

: .. El mitic or Susian, c num-

; .'. •; an loanwords obtained through long in1

races,— i. e. 1 rsians. Thi •

I

inion of Weissbach (op. cit. : ) vJ call Ac enian

dialec " •
. id

- bhr

,
-- . .first,

of S •

, Ionia. As s





the second s or

•ace of

latter, in view of the reasons mentioned above^should not be

called in quest;

In the twenty-e I i'ii'tli chapter of Daniel the

o lasia on" Persian ma; , inaicate that th • was

no posi tion of tJ 1 e.

•us on Persian
/
bee: could not pun

on the word Mede (Lengerke) is untenable because a derivatav

stem-T-r^), to measure, such asr»-n>p"woii

adm 'ably. (Kranichfeld 227.) ; 3e to the

stion oi prec • :o -d le biblical

older people, it is inter earlier

us ions. Thus in Isaiah 13. 17.

in icom of Babylon it is
"

Ld I "ill

!." una in
j

. 51. 11. referrin
;

to ". subject "Th? Lor;;

s of the
'

." Thr- h Book of D

. nations ar I,

in
Book of Esther (s

is put . .

Book of ,
—

-





seems to be , that us th< Medes in I a -".,601

.•came practically identical with I , the

be used in place of Mede. In fact the .

lame under the Sassanidae seems to have com; ]

(pelattre p. 31 . ) It iral

prac . ibl y

mixing should end by becoming one , and that the name of the

aomi: should prevail.—*~

Verse 29.— Then Belshazzar gave orders to clothe Daniel

in S£ n of gold on his nee

rd ruler in the

iom.

be. It is not clear from ..' of this .

the A ait to convey that the prcmisea honors illy

conferred on Daniel or not, nor is I ;

long discuss]

,265. It is possi-

ble to translate "Belsh

. which

•

.





!

death of t] vented the fulfillment of

mise. In view of I tent co-ordination of sentences in

ie subordinate iharacter

is apparent, n seems preferable. (S Kautzsck

Aramaean Grammar
_

•. L02.) The idea thai ds were gi\

3tly was held by Jerome who remark a
;

"non mirum si B. Audi ens

tristia solverit praemium quod poll ictus est. Aut enim longo post

term, lidit ventura quae dixerit aut dum Dei Prophetam honor-

so veniam consecuturum. " Compare also Zockler Daniel.

.— In i. us BePshazzi

Chalduans slain.

i.— Ana Darius the Median received gdom,

sixty-1 •

' ... .

3 si on.)





ADDITIONAL LINGUISTIC NOTflS.

0O0

VFRSF 1. (a) Pelshazzar -- Bsisarucu- "Bel preserve the King"

cf. among others Nat." 433 (Schrader") & Fried. Delitzsch (Baer h

^elitzsch T^an.Rzra & \'eh. p. x.) Similar names are Marduk-sar-ucur

"ercral-saT'-ucur k Sin-sar-ucur (fo^ the latter of ^ATJ.lOl.)

devious to the discovery of the name in the cuneiform inscriptions

-rost commentators identified it with "Belteshazzar" - an error

which dates from ancient times, as the Greek translators evidently

regarded the two names as the same, representing both by the form

J. D. ^ichae lis (quoted Havemick (172) defended the reading

*-><su ',o'>-.i( found Dan. VII. 1, ^ VIII. 1.) H it zig regarded this

form as evidence that the <&><» was an abbreviation of the rela-

tive •^ti'A*". Among the Jewish Commentators, Sa'adia derived the

name from^W'to search h \N>V^' - because the King had to search

for the vessels in thev>^)A>'.*

For various obsolete opinions as to the derivation of the

name, cf. HavernicJt 172 ; V. Lengerke 242, Krariichfeld, 65, etc.

The name of the Persian Commissioner (ace. XQ some of Zerub-

babel) found in Ezra 1, 8, Sheshbazzar, may be a formation like

P 9l-sar-u^cur. A number of variants occur in the Greek versions,

i.e. in the translation of Ezra • 6^<^- ' H-- :

:

« \+ '( 1
'

<
'

' '

<a* <p * '
x

( »S a I - 1 1 ..| , .

; i n 1st Rsdras .
*>'•>•<

{
1 ,<> \ 1 « . . ,
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and in .

Tosephus "
* ". The ending --"^' ^("common to all,

(in -^ > v * '

'^ >p the >p is clearly the Greek termination) would seam

to indicate that it is a name in -- ucur perhaps a corruption of

Samas -- sum - ucur - S. protected the name ?

(b) ~onh T^iN of .nr»o;Apriu>N> Socles. 10, 19: Gen. 21, 8.

(c) ;
r> ^ really a double plural, i.e. with reduplica-

tion and ending - an. The word is common in the Targums, where

it occurs in the forms,'.vr-i'i •-* »- AVf rjr, wd"(Vrnri. for exam-

pies see Levy - Chald. Worterbuch. cf. #yri3C )j

roo :
. ,y^s^s etc.

g
Noldeke Syr. Gr. S 146. For a list of nouns in Lyriac forming

their plural in - an cf. op. cit.
'

L 74. Kautzsch Aramean Gr. p.

110 & p. 114 might, as Noldeke remarked ,(Gott. Gel. Anz. 1884 p.

1020) have stated a little more explicitly that the double forma-

tions y ^ ' '. /> • > » ^etc, cannot occur in the singular any more

than the simple forms v-^">, Mf.can form a plural (with the exception

of a few special cases.)

(d) bn-fab— before (^Ipcf. Ar.J^'- receive) Ass. ina

maxru - before, in the presence of, is an exactly equivalent ex-

pression, maxaru -- be in front of; <ao to meet, i.e. as an enemy,

to try to get ahead of a rival, hence "maxim-- rival; and finally--

to hasten' of. mitxaris -- swiftly; see Pelitzsch A. S. 124/125 for

the development of this words meanings.
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VERSE 2. (a)»v^n mmi m -- "At the command of the wine." Not

•when the wine began to taste* as is usually translated, cf

.

MavemicK 174; Kranichfeld 214; Hitzig 79 etc. Both R. Salomo &

Ibn Ezra understood this passage correctly, translating "at the

bidding of the wine" cf. Havernick 175. The LXX has " Ewycvfievcs

aTQ Tei OLUOV , Theodotion Ev rtf y/vcr£LTfv ot-rov. Vulgate.

.Jam temul9ntus "& Rphraent. Syr. I
"^' vW\r*

.

Aram, ^nii.' & Pss. Temu mean both "understanding' & "command."

For the former meaning for rijju? cf . Dan. VI. 3 tjjjlq id 16 -" consider;

also Pan. 3. 12: IV. 14; the signification "command" cf. Ezra. 4,

8, 9, l--tiNi r '-\»a Commander, also Dan. 3, 10, etc.

Assyrian Temu occurs in the meaning "understanding".

I R Smsr. c. II. 18. Amelu temi - a man of understanding. IV.

57. c. III. 33. usanna tenki - & Asb. c. 8. 6. Tensu usanni* a

he changed his understanding; i.e. smote him with insanity; for

this translation and the form "tensu" for Temsu see Haupt Wateh

ben Hazasl Heb. I. p. 219/220.

Temu means "Command" "demand" IV. 54. n. 1. 2 - "Etlu ina

temisu - the husband with his demand." I R. 46 cm 57. -- Ki tern

rarranisu - "of his own accord."

(b) Mrvv> l
> . For the Aramaean and later Hebrew use of '

to devote the accusative (Kautzsch Aram, gram p. 127.), the exactly

_ fin





equivalent usage of " o/na.* - to, for in later Assyrian may be

compared. Fo»* full references, see Bezold Acham. Inschr. p. 49.

n. 3 •

(c) }i m> ^ the legitimate wife - see V . 45. 10 - used in Neh.

TT. 6 of the Queen. According to Bar'Ali (cf. Payne Smith p. 542

top. under-j {^> ^ Venus) the star Venus was called by the Babyloni-

ans '/•Aio^', Uau^was evidently a synonym, therefore ,of

z beltu - lady - a name of Tstar.

Hesychius also gives the form ^ e At>j ir"_ Dilbat, as the Babylo-

nian name of Tstar-Venus as the morning star. (Lehmann Samassumu-

hin p. 125.) Dilbat seems to mean "the announcer of morning or

A
evening - see IT. 7, 37, g. b. dil-bat, - Nabu - tell, announce.

In II. 48, 51 the star Dilbat is mentioned in the same paragraph

with Sin (the moon) and Sam8S (the Sun). For the goddess Istar in

her capacity as morning and evening star, see Delitzsch-Murdter

Gesch. p. 29, and for the name of the place Dilbat cf. X v/,119.

5. (a) )' > ^"J - Vulg. apparuerunt. The q're n^tji ia unnecessary.

Nor is there any need of reading iPo3- fern. pi. according to an

old Codex (113.X.) -(cf. Rertholdt 368. n. 5.) The Semitic con-

struction does not require that the verb and subject should always

agree. £s to the possible survival of a feminine pi. of the Per-

fect in Hebrew see Peters Heb. I IT. No. 2. ///. That u & a were
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respectively the masculine and feminine 3d person plural endings

of the perfect is quite probable if the existence of a perfect in

primitive Semitic be granted; more than this, however it is very-

difficult to assert.(cf. in this connection the remarks of Dr. Cyras

Adler, Heb. ITT. n.4. 268.) Ifnh^be read the subject * p;i^-v"

must be conceived of as an abstract, agreeing with the verb in the

fen. singula**, as do the broken plurals in Arabic.

(b)(Vir>tt3~)ii3 - *'"<*£. Xtyc^cvci• _ Derivation uncertain. cf.

Syr.l Aa-i-oj . flame, lantern - (from which the Denominative - \^xaZ_|-

illuminate) - Ar. y\Ji.

The Je**. Genera translates it'o'"7" i)S 'b using the G>~eek word .

Ibn^sra also translates "lamp" cf. Levy Chald. wort.) According to

Rsshi'ivr><j:^;i (is syn.of ^^-Vusad of the great branching candle-

stick of the Tabernacle cf. 9x. 25, 31 ff. T £. 7, 49 etc.

^he Targum to Zeph. 1, 12, translates ^>3 by'.vnci '^ m'.

Tn this passage of Dan. V. the Syriac Version has '^' ' '

-

''ulg." con+ ~a candelabrum," Theod. K*T«V*rr< r^s \<*^w«t>o% Vers.

''ar-ci Evcomev toi \ot f*n^{ cs."o" -" K*T* wa^Tc to v u>u>n anci in

the Hebrew translation "to * |X> '
!f,,

»
.

All authorities seem agreed that the word is of foreign ori-

jim. cf. Bickal] Rphr. Carm. Nisib. 53 (quoted Ges-Lex. ) "here a

derivation from the Sanscrit ni -bhrag - illuminate is suggested.
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This is as unsatisfactory as the attempt of Bernstein (Lexicon) I

derive it from"^vi-i - shine ".v^(i'«^" - fire, or that, of Sa'adia from

,vf)o > in _ )i - light that shines throughly all the year - of Bib»

le Comment ary 304.

A Fe^sian derive ion (Frankel FremdwoHer- 96) is hardly ad-

missible because the original Persian word has not yet been found,

f cf. B&d Guidi -ttftum @AH*v&yioyM.- p. 3.) That the Arabic from

L?*t>*j belongs to the older language is seen from Nab. 27, 21:

Jekut. TV. 737, 7.

No satisfactory etymology seems possible at present.

(c) rV^' j- plaster- lime. (cf. Buxtorff Lexicon. 425, for the

Rabbinicpl Definition n ' ?r° l^ |V
'i

1

JY""^*' species terras deni-

grsntis.) The word is probably cognate with Ass. <?iru - pitch,

rrortar. (cf. Haupt Nim. Kp. 137, 1. 66. The Deluge, ' attabak

ana^iri* - "7 poured out for caulking or pitching." Thnre is

probably some connection with the Arabic ^Xp - pitch, according

to the theory of Prof. Haupt K. A. T/ 516, in spite of Jensen's

doubt (/sosm. 410) about the meaning of the word, Lagarde Wittheil

TV. 364, connects it with Turkish K - fuller's earth. The ideo-

gram which is found in the above passage of the Deluge with the

variant Y.i - i - ri" is explained in the syllabary S<* 94.

(d) bni) - wall. St. Rmph. 'V; ,><>.'- Ezra 5, 8. - cf. Kautz-

sch Ar. Gr. !
, 54, e. cf. Assyrian, "Kutallu* - side (San. VT. 28:
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T. 44, 55: IV. 52, 20: II. 48, 50.)

(e) ^"P &"S- The end of the arm - the hand, the fingers and

knuckles in distinction to the arm. ft- "novs » <

(
w <>• r«^i

v.'| os . "Vulg. articulos manus". Sa'adia on v. 24 ^' xr ,v^»» "V

£\r>"n". " &t) may he used of the surface of the hand or foot alike.

(cf .Syr. 1/ ill - bent hand or foot-) Cf. Syriac I K. 18, 44. I \>\
*3

T^eut 28, 35- I^V' "^.

V5RSE 6. (a) > 71 )
• r - VTs face, complexion- hue:

Theod. & Vulg. both translate by •figure," Not from the Per-

sian (Mold. Mandaean Grammar "Vxx T . ) but cognate with Assyrian

Zimu- face -(explained by Sak-ki. surface of the head (V. 31, 14)

cf. Jensen Z.K. II. 43, 2: Zb. 108: D.P. 153-. For the inter-

change of"m " ^ " i ", cf. Z.A. II. 273; 257.- Haupt.

(b) ^ >>na> _ The Termination has the force of a Dative as

already Kranichfeld,217, saw. It is not the use of the suffix

to express the pronoun and preposition (Kautzsch Aram. Gr. ^v 39.

2. as in v. 9. -- '^mJ^nor is it reflexive (Leng. 248.) The

use of the suffix to express the Dative relation occurs possibly in

Assyrian in such a connection as H. T. 80, 18 "ina isinni saknus"

at the feast made for him/ probably also in H. T. 30, 14. "Adar

sarru maru so. abusu ana. ruqetim appa usalbinusu. A "the King,

the Son, before whom his Father makes (them)worship far and wide."
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to
Tt is difficult know if the suffix has a real dative force in

A

esses like 'amatum ubakki" IV. 30, 7. "I made the word come to

thee "ina biti a erubsu" H. T. 93, 21,--' may it not come into the

house to him.

H. T. 81, 14, "lummidsu" may I erect to him, etc.

V. 7. v^u'o - cf. An. pasaru- loosen, free, IV. "R. 56, 23; I. 50

IS - Ar. )

--'-> ] ~ Suttu pasaru =£ "interpret a dream, cf. K. T. 205;

Sunata pasaru. Nim Ep. 6, 44, cf. ^«J$>- Eccles. VIII. 1. The

Hebrew form " jont/- interpretation, must be a loan word from

some dialect where the <^> was lisped as "
y> "- cf. Haupt Bal 181.

N. 2.

-Up.

(b) .vm^>A\'Ass. Argamannu - Asb. 1, 88; c. III. 68. The

darker purple scarlet as opposed to "takiltu" /-4—A*ap» 1, 887-c.

-4-LU 68^), the lighter purple red;cf. in this connection Zehnpfund

Bal, 507, on the different Mr.ds of purple.

(c) "<v ^> j>-77"may be the same as * h*vi*Ky** to which Poiybius

II. 31 refers as a Gallic ornament. Tl) ^rv S'«»rc J*f .
. .

1

y{\\ror V fofol^ 7re
t

l ris < <i is K«i row T\ - -,
> '

o< n > • r > <- ."

(d) ' **?y • "he ordinal form of the Aramaean Numeral is

'Svbjiof. ch. 2, 39. Hitzig. (81) read here"' t*!*^ in order to

connect it with '^
t
> 1m >» but the form >

^>f^»oan be an adjectival

formation meaning the third, like the Hebrew '" '
'

c ' - third part,
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Nu. 15, 6, ; Ezek. 5, 12.

iV y> .

N v.* would then have to be considered as an abnormal St.Emphat

of * mI;V . (Kautzsch op. cit. p. 121.)

V. 9. y<d:\\\Mi'\cf. Assyrian Sabasu-rage- Asb. c. IV. 88, c ft.108

Sibsu - rage Aup. IT. 106.

V. 12. >r><v- "there is." Before suffixes often in the form

• *vi\i"- Kautzsch op. cit. p. 125. Originally a substantive of

the stem\r>^ , Cognate with- Hebrew ft/*1 (a biconsonautal noun like

f& son - iJ<f;
- name) and Assyrian isu - "v w

The form »s>W with final ^ is a secondary development from

the noun, with the addition of *' and comes from -are original

"yaty" ( *r>*1
) the construct state of which, * r>\»,was pronounced

in Aramaean ' J?'^ ( ' ° 'V ) initial M becoming as always
. i !

The form " ^^»|- "Being" to ° v " is probably not Emphatic State

of - > ^ '^ as Noldeke thought Syr. Gr. fc, 199, but a form with a de-

nominal Nisbe, as f. ex. in l%cZ^.

The triradical stem ending in
-1

is found in the Assyrian

verb iVii. " to have, v -u \ (passim). In Assyrian the original

short form " Vft*- ' corresponding to <*'"• and n'A', mentioned alcvs,

occurs for example Nim. Ep. 13, 3—5, 37, etc. Similar bi-conso-

nantal forms are nouns like Safe*** * lip; daltudoor ,binu son--

bintu - daughterj Ilu
(

God etc.





The negative of Syr. A*' is ^ * ^ contracted from ' \' V.

A similar contraction is found in well known Arabic , r A (the only

form of this stem preserved in Arabic) and Assyrian " c«£ " -

la-x- fa .

(b)ij'.\'t->n - Engravers with the "' f \>ta cf. Is. 8, 1.

V. 12.^u ; ~^a> £ (\>)<d \j . Tt is simpler to read ^ ;»n and ^>w±?

infinitives, following the Vulgate (in agreement ^fk Bertholdt 378,

N. 15, Kautzsbh J^40 rem. 1 ) Vulgate, Quia spiritus amplior et

interpretatio sorrnorum et ostensio secretorum et solutio ligatorum

inventae sunt in eo." (cf. also Field's Hexaple note to verse

16. Codd. 22, 34 read \vetv *>wU'<r^ovs • and Codd 23, 62, 147.

Baer and Delitzsch however read "> ^ s V and <v ^ ^'x^Liber Dan. p.

11) as participles. cf. Theodotion, " °Tt *^ • «- tt>o <r -rV £
j

".

'

K«\ a^'vy.s K*< ^u'vcrrs <r*yKfiv«i, £vVrrvr« ^< »V«yy£/U*

Tt should be noticed that if '>^T>v>be read, this is the sole

instance of the Piel of this stem in B. A. (cf . Kautzsch op. cit-

p. 65 rem. 1).

(N)
l

/> if Sf>_— The orig. meaning of the stem n^u' to dwell is "to

loosen." cf. also Assyrian saru (Zb. 90. M«) f i.e. to cast the

bundles from the beasts of burden preparatory to encamping fo»* the
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night; hence later' to dwell.' of. Ar. \ v loosen and f
^ and \

place of rest. Derivatives of the Ass. sarit, to loosen, are surru

Tig. I. 62,surratu Anp. I. 43. - Beginning'and Tisritu the 7th

month. The beginning of the second half of the year.

(b) Belteshazzar. The Author of Daniel evidently regarded

the first syllable of this word as containing the name of the God

Bel. cf. Dan. 4, 5. - • ti£<n> tju;>

(Meinhold Beitrage zur Erkla'r d. B. D. 27.)

It is now generally admitted that this name is a corruption

of the Assyrian "Balatsu - ucur" "protect his life" cf. Oppert

^oc. Jur. p. 282. Schrader A.B.K. 154; K. A. T. (2)429. Frederick

Delitzsch Liber Dan. IX. -X.

While it is true we would rather expect to find " a ' instead

of iti in the Biblical'' S*w«/' u>bn* - representing an original's"

sound, (Balatsu-ucur) it is possible that in Babylonian the form

of the name may have be^n, "Balata-su-ucur" with w ". In addi-

tion to this it should not be forgotten that the name was probably

strongly influenced by the similar sounding Belsha^zar. (cf. Del.

Ac. Gr. Germ. Ed. p. 171.)

Hoffmanns reading (Z A II. 56) Balat-sar-ucur - "Balat protect

the King" does not seem admissible. He sees in Balpt the name of

a God (Saturn) and compares "San ballet", which is evidently a cor-
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ruption of "Sm-uballit " "Sin has made him live." The 'B< \«t^->p
"

of Phot. Pibl. c. 242 quoted by Hoffmamiis prob. not "Ralat" but

"Peltu". The passage as he gives it is as follows:
^
^ otvafS * *<

&. v
'

f ot to, h'fova
V

H\ K& &y)\ k«< &oA*v^l

"
,r7, l ''' >v

-<">V' The author may have mistaken BoAa^V 1 for the

name of a male Divinity.

V. 17. )MT»i>. For the imperfect with \ preformative,cf . Kautz-

sch Ar. Or. p. 79.

Although a number of these Imperf . forms with ^.Preformative

have an optative meaning (for examples see Kautzsch^in some oases

they show simply the force of a regular imperfect ,
(cf . Dan. 2, 28,

29,) so that it cannot be asserted that there is any difference in

meaning between 3
Td
pers. -m. - with ^ preform or the same form

with P preformat ive.

In H'andaean as in Syriac the regular prefix of the 3
1

p. Tmprf

.

is >v B butsometimes "1". It is highly probable that the "n"

form is secondary
t
being developed from an original 1 (see Haupt

Pal 17), which, it is hardly necessary to remark, occurs in Assyrian

in 8 precative salification, (cf. in this connection Laurie Hebr.

II. No. 4, 249, remarks on "An Assyrian Precative in Daniel." )

In "andaean as in Aramaean, the two prefixes appear tu have an ex-

actly equal force; so much so that the "1" sometimes occurs by mis-
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take for lh9 unchangeable "n" of the l
s

pe»8. cf. Noldeke Mandaean

Gr. k 166. For examples in Mandaean of the imperfect of the verb

am i> "to be" with .; preformative see Noldeke op. cit. S 196, lm-

re>'fect foms in "1" are also found in the Babylonian Talmud ,

for examples see Luzzato, Gramm. des Idicms aes Thalmud Babli. p.

84, (quote Kautzsch op. cit. p. 79.)

V. 19. (a)|'yA>T - V^vTf to tremble cf. IV 4, 5. Targ. Gen. 32,25

The same stem is seen in Assyrian "Zu", storm, storm bird. cf. Z-t

|o. 94.

("b) 'ini' rr p> ybrt -r --"fearing before him" cf. Assyrian

"lspan esriti x x aplaxma. - I reverenced the shrines. Asb. ex.

78; T. 11, 14, etc.

(c) (V^-- cf. Assyrian cibu, to wish. (I. R. Sarg. Barrel.

/S A
42), from which the derivative "Tecbitu" "a wish;" also Cibutu -

desire.^ (d) <v^ v
, Ptc. Haphel of NJTi "to live."

The old Commentators considered it as the participle of Mti V;

" strike" reading <\my>. Theoddtion translated-- K u
«"

s spo'v^cn

a.vTbs liut\ui<. Vulg. "percutiebat, " but it is now generally ac-

cepted as being the participle of (V^t\ to live, (a£€a?l;/ as Bert-

holdt, p. 362, 19, Havernick, 196; Leng. 257/S; Mit.;i .

-

etc), as indeed the context plainly shows.

vor this form c?rr* of the Haphel Ptc. of f*'
1* the Syrlao
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Aphel -"KPtc.) V,v may be compared. Such forms are based on

the analogy of verbs >j\> (cf . Noldeke Syr. &r. S 183) cf. Aphel

Uial and P*» '
LN> from vTI '* <v 71 v is not to be considered there

fore as standing for an original N;.T**?as Kautzsch thought.(29)

(cf. also in this connection Noldeke Gott. Gel. An*. 1884, 1018.)

Such an analogy between
vv

av;^ " and the stems mediae gemina-

tae (found in the imperf. and aphel of this verb in Syriac) is

easily understood when it is remembered that the primitive form of

a»'k i s vn( Ws intransitive) a trace of which is still found in

the Arabic rj l^o> ,- animal. Aram. " <vr>vft» -

This "I'Tr'beoame naturally " »* n ", which was itself a form yy .

Aphel forms like V3-' Ptc. i_ix\'> f the verbs y y are in their

turn based on the analogy of verbs j^;thus the Aphel. of iaj
"

is 2&\ Ptc. .sJpJV. ( For Analogy in the Semitic languages in

general; of Huizinga - Dissertation^nalogy in the Semitic languages

Baltimore, 1891

J

V.21. (a) T'^li , cf. kss. Taradu. drive away, (passim.) "ina zum-

risu litrudP from his body may he drive it forth. TV. 15, 27, b.

V. 21. (b) *>«/. This reading as a Passive (<a £+vm l\ -,
:

C

cf. ^^v)is possible and indicated by the Old Translators. cf. O

• s <
-
p

->) ". Vulg. positum est . Syr. • - \n I , Vers. Mass. "T' a. .r .<

(cf. also Leng. 259; Hitzig, 84.)
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Katltzsch Aram. Or. p. 81 reads, )•)(/' a 3d pi. Pa'i^trans-

ferring the > from the following word, nv>. For the use of >m/

with ay cf. Pesh. St. John 5, 18W I jA'and ay Wjo j . In Hebrew

:•> n>a» is also found. cf . f 18, 34.

A corresponding usage is that of the Assyrian '-eW kum*} be

like, Peluge, 1. 183, Kima titi teme;-IV. 24, 41 b. Guy. ^ 89 and

~z.b. 69. Emu is also construed with the adverbial ending, is of.

useme Karmis. — I made it like a field. - San. c. 1, 75; imu tilanis-

I. 51, N. 2, 14; Emu salamtas they warelike corpses-Cyr. Cyl 11;

Emu Waxxutis.— They were as if destroyed,- ED. 15, 21, c. I. cf.

Jensen Cosm. 336/7. For the meaning "be like" of "Emu" cf. V.

47, 23 - Masalu (cf. Hebrew- b « ; ^)

.

It seems to me rather doubtful if the stem .>><'. '/>->
,

^o-v

is to be considered with Zimmera (Z. A.V. 85 ff.)
A
Common Semitic

possession. He cites the Assyrian form Su-u-u - Sum-mu-u found V.

28, 87. (cf. *— also T-b 16 E. along with Qi-u-u - Qu-mu-u) as

the Piel Infin. of »>>uJ. He then proceeds to deduce the argument

that an original i may remain in a few verbs TT? in Assyrian; con-

trary to Haupt ZAJI 259,-86; BAI 293-300.

Although the occurrence of the three signs *Y
, T~ and

indifferently in the form "u-sa-me" mentioned by him, certainly

seems to point to a "w" pronenciation
,

I am still by no means

convinced that ) is necessarily a radical letter of the stem,
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and that consequently usame (usawe) is to be considered the Piel
n, "t

of a stem tou and Summu - Su-u-u are infinitives of this Piei.

It seems perfectly possible to regard these forms as the Shaphel

of the stem '.>vm - Emu, -to be like, with radical "m", The "w"

pronunciation in the Shaphel Infinitive "Su-u-u" being understood

simply as a secondary "w" development from the original "m", seen

in the usual form "Summu."

The stem v mu in Hebrew, Syriac and Arabic may be a Shaphel

formation from the same stem as Assyr. Summu, i.e.^n**^

That Emu is not from" Tl*>y ", but from an original V<vm . (72) as

Amlaud thought (ZAII 205), seems to me untenable.

. aw.,^.

(c) >>tnj>vp - \jya>6
t
possibly the same as in Cubbu-- finger,

"the dipping member" (?) cf. — Cebu, to dye, found in the sub-

stantive "Cibutum" - Tinctio, Tmmersio II. 30, 62 f.

There are three words of this form in Assyrian, i.e. besides

the above; "2) Cibutu, " a desire ( see above note c. to v. 19) and

3)Cibutu, a precious thing, II. 67, 63. Compare for these form*

Jensen ZKII 26/27.

V. 25. j»dn o) bi>n a>3-*? W 1 )0

The discovery of Cta*™****. (see above p. 4), and its de-

velopment by Noldeke (p. 5.) have established the fact beyond doubt

that am\' bi>-n and "o >-'> are to be considered as names of
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weights.

Tt does not seem necessary to regard <N\! \' ,v
! ;

* as a

repetition of the same word with both Noldeke and Hoffmann (see

above pp. A-/5V As has already been noticed by Noldeke in his

remark concerning the old idea that all three words were partici-

ples (2A1,414) the form (Vi V can be regarded as a Passive Part.

Peal from <NM-V,to count, as verbs tertiae ** form their passive

participles in this manner ;( fa' ii) cf. in Biblical Aramaean. **b?.

f>(
yhx f>*#^ p^djd^U^ Ao^ and in Syriac# ^-

i
>( \^

from )\^> (see Noldeke Syr. Gr. S 176.) If the first r*J> in

verse 25 be considered in this way, the verbal form on which the

following words depend, the sentence receives more coherence than

if it contained the mere names of the weights with the first re-

peated twice. As will be seen from the subsequent treatment of

the subject there would be little point in thus repeating the sym-

bol for Nebuchanezzar.

The second ^^X !>!?*? and "o y?(sing of V? >° ) are in form

regular substantives in the absolute state, of emptio.1^- forms

,v> i v, a^Vm.i and <v*> > s respectively , as Noldeke has shown.

As to the form ^'^v> the vocalisation with'V'is proved by the

Scriptio plena, with ' in the TargunT A^'tV; Bx. 38, 26(Berliner)

also Targ. 1 Sam. 17, 5, and Targ. Hos. 3, 2 (Lagarde.) The

simple form of the word occurs in neither Syriac nor Arabic.
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Cf. Syr. \ Vo/x> Ar. V'J- iC f. Nold. V.AI.415\ but Heb.

bl>(i . Tt has passed into Greek in the form "
x 'y^« S."

j'>'V<-> is, as just remarked, plural of A'V)'> Alsol. St. v» 9

a word well known to the later Jews in the form v> <_> cf. Levy.

Chald. Wort.

The stem a^'means "break" in the sense of dividing into parts-

cf. Tsaiah, 58, 7, used of breaking bread; and2.l\. 4, 39, of the

division of the fruits.

The original meaning of Y
.?

v
>, seems to betherefore"a piece"

or "portion," (cf. Kautzsch Aram. Gr. S 54, N. 39.) It is

worthy of notice that only in the word "half Mina" does the meaning

•half" occur in Aram.
,

So that in this sense it may be a loan word,

(cf. Hoffmann, op. cit. p. 47.) The fornTu ^<>with «' discovered

by Ganneaix on the weights, may represent the distinctively Assyrian

pronunciation of the word. (cf. in this connection Noldeke ( ZA J

418.))

Concerning the pronunciation of a & a : in Assyro-Rabylonian,

the^e seems to be great confusion among scholars. For a discus-

sion of the perplexing literature on this subject cf. Haupt in his

paper on the pronunciation of"Tr."in Old Persian, J.H.XJC.No.59, |\

11*. Contrary to the idea of Delitzsch that original u' in Assy-

rian 83 w^ll as in Babylonian .
later became confounded with a (

F> S) '>
,N)

just 'as in Ethiopic , the truth se^ms to be that the pronunciation
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o r the Sibilants in Nineveh was different to that used in Babylon.

Cu appeals to have been pronounced S in the North and 6 in the

"idlands while lust the reverse took place in the case of b .

The first to notice this principal difference between the Assyrian

and Babylonian dialects was the great Irish Scholar Hincks, who

called attention to it, in a short essay of the year 1857, (quoted

Haupt i.e.) The same idea was expressed quite clearly by Oppert,

Elements de la ftramnaire Assyrienne 1868, p. 11,^22. For exam-

ples of the Babylonian pronunciation of the Sibilants see Haupt t.

c. quoting Hincks op. cit.

That £) was pronounced as'Vin the north appears clear from

such examples quoted by Hincks i.e. as Ass. Ursalimmu for nWr>>
t

Asdadu forut^N 1 etc, etc. Such a writing with u as" *w'>owould ap-

pear simply to indicate the Assyrian pronunciation of the original

o .

^he common scriptural spelling o""»9 is not then necessarily to

be considered a later usage, as Halevy thought, (Recherches Bibli-

ques 491) probably following the opinion of Delitzsch that the" S
"

pronunciation of u was a later development beginning after the

time of Sargon. (See Ag. Germ. Rd. p. 108) Delitzsch seems com-

pletely to have ignored the difference between the Babylonian and

Assyrian treatment of Sibilants, and denies the change of Assyrian

S to s, which later opinion is sriared by Hommel (see Jagdinschr. p.
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29, 5 and Sem. 509 quoted J.H.C. ^9, 118.)

v r vi X) ' although not a dual in form as Ganneau thought (see abovi

can certainly be understood as having a dual force, --"two half

Ninas," very much like "^ i >,v >" twins , (see above.)
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C II A P T E R T H I D

Value oi Daniel
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I l is now 1 opinion of most scholars who s

- istament from a critical point ,
Book of I
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.
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TV )
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Note 1.— The explanation originated wi1 : abbini-

cal writers that Dan ii he a'-TWi to i— spirit of holiness,

but not tho"viAn^:>r) tti ~> " the official inspiration. (Kimchi,

the Psalms ; Maimon, More Nebochim, 2. 41. 119. quoted

Bertholdt XIII. ) Rabbinical device was followed and elab-

orated by a number of the later orthodox commentators. Thus,

Delitzsch, Re. 3. 271. --272. Keil Gomm. 23, etc. Gompare als

Kranichfeld 9. Lengerke 565, etc.

Note 2.— Bleek Einl. 418. In the Septuagint the book

is placed directly a£ter Ezekiel, which shows that thi translator

considered it a prophetic work. Gompare in this connection the

opinion of Jachiades (quotco. Bertholdt I.e. ) who attributed to

Daniel the high prophetic inspiration. \b 7 t^h f)^

>& rata?! Compare Rabbi Isaac Abarbanel, in Daniel, f. 17.



Lie

• i

Dl^ i 1 ,V ' u ')

'

but (t>i h Ha\ :
• ..

i . fficial standing. (So

•

. 1 If Dan Lei .; visions

ited to him by the aring his .
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.

ion oi" the Book of Daniel is,tha1 lave
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I
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.
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.
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;riod

.

• <hip of J;

break off direc

God's . I 'essions and nouncemei

ianic •
• ction of the a

Ac. - Apocalyptic *ent

have the sai h cies in all^epeated in difj

forms, vision oi' the colossal ima^e in chapter 2, is evi-

dent, vision of the four beasts in c.

• tpter 7. 8. 24 ; 8. 9. and 1 L ] "ince

described in chapters 9 ana 11 who is to work such evil among the

saini - clearly one and the same person. Moreover, in

all the prophecies, a period of trial and tribulation is followed

ie triumph of the Lord ana his saints.

According to the Eook of Daniel four distinct empires are to

;; time the sufferings of the saints are to in-

crease until they culminate at the end of the fourth empire under

a prince worse than all his predecessors, after which the Kingdom

of Jod is to appear.

As shown above, a careful examination of the Book makes it
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apparent that the Author believed that Nebuchadnezzar was succeed-

ed by his son Belshazzar, who was displaced by Darius the Median,

and he in turn followed by Cyrus the Persian. It seems evident

therefore, that in the mind oi* the Author the four empires were

as follows : First, the Babylonian, represented by Nebuchadnezzar

ana his immediate successor Belshazzar ; secondly, that of Dari-

us the Median, thirdly, the Persian empire of Cyrus, and fourth-

ly, the empire of Alexander and his successors, culminating at

the time of Antiochus Epiphanes. (Compare Reuss 595 F.)

It is now generally recognized that chapter 11. 21—45 re-

fers to the evil deeds of Antiochus IV, an^ his attempts against

tiie Jewish people and the worship of Jehovah. In chapter 12.

follows the promise of salvation from the tyrant. In chapter 8.

the king, symbolized by the little horn, of whom it is said
/
that

he will come from one of the four kingdoms which shall be formed

from the Greek empire after the death of its first king can be

none other than Antiochus Epiphanes. In like manner do the

references in chapter 9 and chapter 11. 21 plainly allude to this

prince. (Compare in this connection Bleek Einl. p. 420 ff.)

It would be extremely difficult to reconcile these facts with the

theory of a Babylonian authorship for the book, because, setiin.

;siae the marvel of such accurate prophecy cent • lore the
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events referred to, it would be nal xpact tin

of the time oj Ionian oaptivity. would ra rect his

ntion to the i'reedom of his people from thair s in

Babylon than 1
' oppression •

1 vuo ruled centuries

later. more nabur work

jies 01 '
. Jews to Palestine, as in J

1, Isaiah '

- ', bhan i*f the proclamation oi

Messianic kingdom, such as we find in the Book of Daniel. (

the lateness of the second part of the Book, compare Bleek Einl.

.ok Re. 7. 419 ; Hoffmann, Antiochus TV. p.

a to the . . Ola Testament Li'

contents of ch *eJ rring to

Jerusalem all further doubt us to t] ;in.

renbourg, . . . Note 1. ) . only do

lyj tic portions o: . seem to prec tieor

Ionian au1 numerous inaccuracies in

sect Lons bold such a v.

Lone, whicl Ly discuss

from Babylonian times.

• a coulu hav -ted,

:.
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Note- 3. It is into o notice thai as earl r

s

1757 Goebel (De Belsasaro—quotea Reuss Einl. 602.) asked.

if such a blunder were consistent vitii the theory of a con-

norship. Compare also Sartor ins, Hist. Excid.

Babyl. Tubingen 1766 ; Norl . 3. 22. see Reuss I.e.



betvv

•e however not col

or in 7

J ihoiakim, . .

h i latter, i in ..

ninth month of Lh shoiakim had not yet come

rusalem. (From Jeremiah 30. 9. 29.— see 1.

.) Second] , ement in ... Nebu-

us dream in the second

:i, is in direct contradiction to chapter 1, where it is

buchadnezzar was King .is

tivity,

ars at court. T tion of

ream must ha-v

•

3 , ana c on

•further in-

•acies, see

An a

• •

•
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Note 4.—The theory that the occurrence of Persian loan-

words necessarily points to a prae-Maccabaean origin for

Lons (Struck re. 7. 419) does not seem. tenable.

It is quite conceivabl Persian loanwords should have

Lned until the time of Antiochus Epiphanes.

Note. 5* For the I ion -os in Hebrew compare Ges.

Thes. 1215.

:. . C in this connectioi Bri-

6. 803. 807 ; Driv r Introduction 470. Derenbi

Hob. 4. 7. ff. It is interesting to notice b y Ar^fi

was ix favorite instrument of Antioc i. (So P

bius Athen. 10. . bed H b. 4. 10. note 2.)



con

• Ls. Th

.

h i

•
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• •
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•'

j > \ > >
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t
- 3 6'e> verse 10.) )'*">*}??7>and vm'i'
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, y~** r7f •»" *< xf

1 1 c
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51 . " In

ro-

lls vie it.

"

"

Yamna . . Tyriari, Sidonian ana Ionian sailors. (S

1 . ) Neither .. later As

::

until th

j Th

ntly of a "mat Yamanu" , ev not
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7.—Both Frankel and Praetorius hold this opin-

ion. Compare also Lagardc. Gcs Abh. 49: 10. Si'g. 55. 5.

Deli^zseh As. 155. all Haup
:

t Ba 1. 171. Note.



ble to con: A
" "cither as a l

1. (S

.

gin from "bala (g)" ) At

no assistanc G

emites first met.

The object oi jhor of the Book of Daniel in both

Apoc of the work

10 be lo comfort, his oppressed peoj
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. (C . ade

.)

be admitted

. .

sty contains certain striking inaecur i

As . 'A 1 be seen subsequently, however, in spite of the man-

errors ci 'iter, it is not impossible that the

account map have a historical background.

The chief inaccuracies of chapter 5, of wP ef

discsussion will be necessary, are three in number.

A. The last King oi Babylon is called Belshazzar ( a name

occurring only in Daniel ana the Apochryphal passage Baruch

1. 11. ) Ana it is clearly stated that ho was the son of

dnezzar.

B. 1 is introduced at a feast on the eve of

Fall of Babylon.

G. It is stated that a Median king Darius

aom (\

.

• • Lshazzar.
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8.—Sir H;en nsor. Athenaeum M . 1:

•t Zomg. S. 598.

Note 9.—The name occurs in the inscriptions as that of pro-

bably two other persons. aN
>I?I KB. 2. 60. 59. where the ruler

of the city of the Kisesi, oJ 'ibes

S n is called Belsarucur. f) The Belsarucur son of Bala-

tu mentioned by Pinches,Ind . I . A , I

'.
, 1889, is

! bonidus,but of an or-

dinary person,—perhaps some one nai , Lng's

son.

Note 10.--
I

: .
"

. c. 2. 22. 23. Text KT . ranslation

JRAS 19.
,
Talbot: Oppert EM. 1. 26 .



Inscr Ld to have 1 Author

I . (So v.I. •

;
S "

.

319. Hi.: • ad L©.j<toe

: -in Belsarucur, which has been dis-

ss;

nts as the name of the eldest

V
sen i . king : B . /-Ion.

Anion, to this i in h cunci-

{ • -e thos in-

ns oi' Ur, f Nabon ,

. iting to the fall oi' Babylon. As tl

..all inscription of Ur is

cons, .. . ' most important, I nslation

In th

Balatu sa ume ruquti

ana siriqti surqam

u sa Bel-sar-ucur

maru restu

cit libbiya

puluxti ilutika rabiti

libbus suskinma

a irsa
- 80

Life for long days

give me as a gift,

and cause to dwell

in the heart of B.

my first born son,

the offspring of my body,

reverence for thy great uodhead;

may he ne'er incline



Note 11.—KB 3. part 2. 82. " Belsarucur maru restu

x x x cit (?) libbiya suriku umisu a irsa xiteti. B. my

first born x x x the offspring of my body, make long his

days, may he not incline to sin. Peiser transcribes in

KB. "xx lu (?) ux bi aL—cit (?) libbiya."

Note 12.—Annals c. 2. 5. during the 7th year. C. 2.

10. during- the 10th year. cf. 2. 19. 23.



xiteti to sin.

lale balatu lisbi. ;

ie be filled with the ful-

ness of life.

In the second column of the great inscription of Ur, the

king, after describing the restoration of the Temple of Bbar-

ra anu offering a d' vout petition to Samas, the sun-god that

the sacred shrines may now remain uninjured, closes with a
and

prayer for his own well being,, in almost the same words as

the above, with a supplication fo'* B. his first born.

Why this especial mention of the king's son occurs in

these inscriptions of Ur is doubtful. It may be conjectured

with Tiele (Gesch. 403) that Belsarucur was governor of this

province in Southern Babylonia, and had Ur as his capital,

or it is possible that I\abonidus attached some special reli-

gious importance to the cult of the moon-god, local in this

place. The petition here that the king's son might not in-

cline to sin, may perhaps indicate that the prince had in

some way offended the prejudices of the religious classes,

who, as is well known, supervised the preparation of the in-

scriptions.

From the allusion to ihe prince in the Annals of 'iaboni-

dus, it appears that the son of the kin.; "as a number of
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Note 13.— -Compare Nbpl. c. 2. 69. KB. 3. part 2. 4.

mention of Nebuchadnezzar, and 3. 6. ff. of Nabusulisir his

brother. In later documents mention is made of Cambyses,

son of Cyrus, as co-regent and king of Babylon during his

father's lifetime. (Compare Tiele Gesch! 483—484.) In

the inscription of Antiochus Soter 5. R. 66. 25. KB. 3. part

2. 138. 25. mention is made of Seleucus his son and vice-

king. Delattre ,1883, Salomon, Asb. et Baltasar-p. 5.,compares

in connection with Belsarucur the cases of Solomon and Sarda-

napalus, both of whom exercised the vice regal dignity during
the life of their respective fathers.



years with the lords and array in Akkad, most probably in the

capacity of Commander in Chief, whils his father was residing

in Tema free from the cares of government. (See belowj It

is worthy of nolice here, that in the Annals, the name Belsar-

ucur does not occur, the allusion be inn, merely to the son of

the kin^,' but there can be little doubt that the reference is

to the first born.

In addition to these three passages from the historical

literature, there are numbers of references to Belsarucur in

the Contract Tablets none of which however throws any further

important historical light on his character. (For refer-

ences to Belsarucur in the Contract Tablets see additional

note 1.

)

As belsarucur is the only king's son mentioned with such

prominence in the Babylonian inscriptions, and, as it is es-

pecially stated that the lords of the kingdom and the army

were with him (probably under his supervision ) in Akkad, it

seems hi^-hly probable that he was a very important personage.

A theory which is strengthened by the fact that his father

Nabonidus was more of an archaeologist than a ruler, and far

more interested in the discovery of a forgotten site than in
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Note. 14.—Floigl. Cyrus and Herodot. 24. Andrea Bew. d.

Gl. 88 p. 249; Smith Dictionary of the Bible. Iv.einhold Dis-

sertation 30, note 2, etc.

Note 15. — -Marsham Canon Chron. 596. Hoffmann 70 Jahr-

wochen,44. Havernick,Neue Kritische Untersuchungen 71. Oeh-

ler.Theolog. Lit. Anz. 1842 n. 42. 348. Hupfeld Exercit.

Her. Spec. 2. 46. Niebuhr.Geschichte Babyloniens & Assyri-

ens. Wolff Studien & Kritiken 1858,684. Zunciel Daniel 33.

Keil Daniel 145 knowing of the discovery of the name in the

inscriptions, thought that Belsarucur, son of Nabonidus, must

have been nuned after Belshazzar-Evilmerodach, son of Nebu-

chadnezzar ,( ! ) and lately linger Cyaxares & Astyages 28—29.

Quatremere Annales de la Phil. Ch^retienne 1838.
t

(iViigne

Dictionnaire de la Bible 2. p. 30 n. 1845.) advanced the

theory, evidently in support of Jeremiah 27. 7. , that Naboni-

dusas a usurper associated with himself Belh?zzar son of

Evilmerodach and grandson of Nebuchadnezzar , in order to

strengthen his position.

The view that Belshazzar ana Nabonidus were identical

was advanced by Josephus (Antiquities 10. 11. 2. ) where he



fc'3<

the affairs of his kingdom. (See below.) helsarucur

")
• fibre, as some critics have argued," may have really been

co-regent but, as will be seen subsequently, the Author of

the Book of Daniel could not, as they thought, have had this

idea in mind in calling him King of Babylon.

Comparing the Belsarucur of the inscriptions with the

Belshazzar of the Book of Daniel the following important dif-

ferences are apparent. The former was the son of the last

king of Babylon, but never reigned, except possibly as co-

regent, while the latter is distinctly called the last king

and the son of Nebuchadnezzar.

There can be little doubt that both of these statements

were made by the Author of Daniel in perfect good faith.

A numuer of commentators have sought to prove that the

Belshazzar of the Book of Daniel was not necessarily meant by

the Author as uie last king of Babylon, Dut was intended for

Rvilmerodach, son of Nebuchadnezzar ; a view advanced in sup-

port of the statement in verse 2, that Belshazzar was the son

of Nebuchadnezzar. Following this theory they considered

Belshazzar merely a secondary name. (So Zundel Daniel 26.

Niebuhr Gesoh. 30. etc.)

It is difficult to understand however how the Author

could make Daniel declare to the Babylonian monarch that his
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states that Baltasar was called Naboandelus by the Babylo-

nians (compare also Contra Ap. par. 20.), and followed by

J. D. Ivlichaelis 46. , Bertholdt 344.,Bleek 270. , Kirms 11.

Hengstenberg, Havernick, Ewald, Gesch 4. 85. note., Herzfeld

Gesch. 1. 154. Browne Ordo Saeclorum 171. & Martin Les Civil.

Prim. 363.

Scaliger and Calvisius who were followed by Eberard

—

Comm. zur offenb. Johannis 45 and Delitzsch RE. — (Belshazzar)

identified him with Laborosoarchod the son of Keriglissar.

(Labasi-Marduk.

)

Mote 16.-—Zundel, Kranichfeld 25. 28. who belived that

Belshazzar was Evilmerodach, explained this silence regarding

the intervening period and the connection of two statements

so far apart,by supposing that they were brought together be-

cause the latter was a sequence of the former ! Compare,

however, in this connection Keil Einl. 404.



ki \ dom was about to pass to the .''.edes and Persians unless trie

prophecy was intended for the last king. There would be

little point in such a warning, if it were given a genera-

tion uefore its actual fulfillment.

We may compare in this connection the indifference of

Hezekiuh to the prophecy of Isaiah of the ultimate deporta-

tion to Babylon ana degradation there of all the Jewish royal

family. In Isaiah 3D, verse 8, Hezekiah said : "Good is

the word of the Lord which thou hast spoken—for there shall

be peace and truth in my days."

In addition to this it is evident, that if the Author of

Daniel did not really regard his Belshazzar as the last kin.

of Babylon, but as Kvilmerodach, he must have omitted with-

out mention a period of twenty years between the death of the

latter and the foreign supremacy ; i. e. that between the two

contiguous and closely connected statements of the death of

Belshazzar ana the accession of Darius the Median,the reigns

of several kings were passed over in silence. That a wri-

ter should do this knowingly without a wo»-d of explanation

seems a preposterous supposition. It appears perfectly

clear that the biblical Author regarded Belshazzar as the

last king of habylon before the coming of the Medes and Per-
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sians.

As remarked above certain critics held the view that be-

cause Belsaracur may have been co-regent with his father,

the biblical writer knowing this, gave his Belshazzar the

title of king. Were this the case however, we would not

expect to find the unqualified title "King of Babylon" with-

out any further explanation. Cambyses,son of Gyrus, was un-

doubtedly co-regent and bore the title king of Babylon during

his father's lifetime, but in the contract which dates from

his first year it is expressly stated that Cyrus was still

king of the lands. (See (.(.. n (,. )s^Compare Daniel 8. 1. where

reference is made to the third year of Belshazzar King of

Babylon, without any mention of another over-ruler.) Had

the Author of Daniel really believed that Belshazzar was co-

regent it is reasonable to suppose that lie would in some way

have qualified the title "King of Babylon."

Furthermore the statement that Belshazzar was the son of

Nebuchadnezzar shows conclusively that the historical know-

led e of the Author of Daniel was considerably at fault. ( see

also Baruch 1. 11.) Certain commentators h.ave endeavc

to prove that this statement may be in accordance with the

real facts ; i. e. that "son" here is to be translated "de-
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scendant" or "grandson." It is perfectly tme, as

Dr. Pusey has remarked that^-<v & /^- ( Aram. < > ) are used not

only of the actual father and son, but also of the grandfa-

ther or grandson, and ancestor or descendant in general.

(Compare Pusey Daniel 346---Genesis 29. 5 : 28. 5. 1 Kings

19. 16 : 2 Kings 9. 2. 4. There is no distinctive word ei-

ther in Hebrew or biblical Aramaean fo^ grandfather or grand-

son. In later Hebrew. Levy gives |v>t grandfather. : feminine

Tfjp'j ---Neuheb. Worterb. Compare also Pusey 346.) The way

however

A in which Nebuchadnezzar is referred to in the fifth chapter

shows plainly, that the Author could have liad no knowledge of

the intervening kings, but considered Nebuchadnezzar as the

actual father of Belshazzar. In the first place, the narra-

tive of chapter 5 follows directly on the chapters concern-

ong Nebuchadnezzar, and begins with the unqualified assertion

that Belshazzar was the son of that monarch, and secondly,

the remark of Eelshazzar in verse 13. "So thou art Daniel—
whom the king my father brought from Judaea", would be ambig-

uous if the king were referring to his grandfather or an an-

cestor. (Compare Bleek cornm. on chapter 5. 11. ilitzig Dan-

iel.'^) In this case we would expect the repetition of the

name Nebuchadnezzar to indicate to which "father" the ..

was alludin. . But even if the words son and father of the

_ fti _



Note. 17.—Auberlen thought that Belshazzar was called

son of Nebuchadnezzar jusl as Omri was considered by the As-

syrians father of the house of Israel.
v

Father"however can-

not be used of the unrelated predecessors as Pusey (Daniel

346 ) sought to show. Whenever it is -apparently used in

this connection as in the above cited case^it is an error as

to the real relationship. The passage in Sargon which Pusey

cites in support of his view, believing that Sargon was no

relation to the preceding kings, is verv doubtful, and pro-

bably does no; contain the words "sarru abiya—the king my

father" . Compare Winckler Sargon 2. Xiii, but also Tiele

Gesch. 244 & 255 remark 2.



fifth chapter really were used for grandson and "grandfather

there is no proof that Belsarucur was any relation to Nebu-

chadnezzar. Nabonidus . his father, was the son of a noble-

man Nabubalatsuiqbi (K. B. 3. 2.''< > ( £ ) and was probably a

leader in the conspiracy against his predecessor Labasi-Mar-

duk. As far as is known he was no relation to any of the

preceding kin. s. Had Nabonidus been descended from Nebu-

chadnezzar he could hardly have failed to boast of such a

connection with the greatest Babylonian monarch, yet, in none

of his inscriptions does he trace his descent beyond his fa-

ther.

Some scholars have tried to obviate the difficulty by

supposing that Nabonidus, in order to strengthen his dynasty

married a daughter of Nebuchadnezzar ar.a that in this way

Belsarucur was the great king's grandson, a theory which in

the absence of records cannot possibly be proven. (Note

that Jarchi, Ibn Ezra, Bertholdt 344, Bleek, Kirms, Haver-

nick, Unters. 72: Hoffmann 44. Hitzig 72. Schrader, Jahrb.

fur Prot. Theologie VII (329, are all agreed that tii- Author

considered Belshazzar the son of Nebuchadnezzar.

J

The similarity of name and the facts ; first, that I

historical Belsarucur of the inscriptions was the son of the

last king of Babylon, while the Belshazzar of l):oiiel is rep-
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Note 18. ---Talbot Fp. 5. 143. doubts the identity of

the biblical Belshazzar with the Belsarucur of the inscrip-

tions, supposing that the account in Daniel is told of some

other person with this name, which he asserts to be a common

one. As the name Belsarucur occurs only twice in the pub-

lished inscriptions of another than the son of Nabonidus

(see above p. *o n. *).
) until the hypothetical other person

be discovered ,it is certainly reasonable, in view of the rea-

sons just given, to regard Belsarucur son of Nabonidus and

the Belshazzar of Daniel as identical.



resenteu as being the last king himself and that secondly,

it has been established quite lately that Belsarucur, son of

I\abonidus probably met his death at the time of the capture

of Babylon, in partial agreement witii the biblical account

concerning Belshazzar (See below
A
) prove beyond reasonable

uoubt that the son of Nabonidus is the original of the king

in the biblical account.

The first historical inaccuracy of the fifth chapter is

therefore the erroneous statement concerning the name ana an-

cestry of the last king of Babylon. It should be remarked

that the nature of the Book of Daniel which nowhere pretends

to be an accurate history, but is rather a political pam-

phlet written with a certain object in view, makes it pro-

bable that even had the author really known the correct suc-

cession, he would not have made use of the names of the ru-

lers intervening between Nebuchadnezzar and the last king, as

it would have materially weakened the force of his story.

The whole point of the fifth chapter, as brought out in the

mysterious sentence, is a comparison between the great 'lebu-

chadnezzar /the real founder 1 of the Babylonian monarchy, the

insignificant last king who had allowed the reins of govern-

ment to slip from his feeble hands, and the covin; stranger
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people who should divide between them the empire oi* Nebu-

chadnezzar. (Sen chapter 4.)

B. The seond inaccuracy of the Author in the fifth chapter

of Daniel which should be noticed at this point, is his in-

troduction of the Queen-Mother i. e. the mother of ^abonidus,

into the story. According to verse 10, the queen entered

the hall and suggested that the Jewish prophet Daniel be call-

eu to interpret the mysterious writing. As mentioned above

(see note 1 to verse 10) the Author was evidently referring

to the Queen-Dowager, the mother of the last king of Babylon.

The mother of Maboniaus however died in his ninth year, (see

below appendix 1 Annals c. 1. 13.) just eight years before

the occupation of Babylon by Cyrus, so thai, fier presence at

a feast held towards the close of the reign of "iabonidus

would be clearly impossible. Tt ftight be argued, however,

that this reference in chapter 5 can refer to the mother of

Belsarucur, the wife of "abonidus, but, as there is little

doubt that the author of Daniel regarded Belshazzar (Belsar-

ucur) as actually kin. and knew nothing of Nabonidus , it seems

only possible to assert that he considered the queen, alluded

to in this verse as the mother of the rei- nin monarch with-

out any special reference to history.

C. The third and last historical inaccuracy of the fifth
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X *>»-. Ctprfc. I. si 2

Note 19. Isaiah 40 ff. compare also the legend of

Bel and the dragon, verse l,and the Greek translation ( Sep-

tuagint,£Theodotion ) of Daniel 11. 1, where Cyrus is substi-

tuted for Darius.

Note 20.—Josephus Antiquities 10. 11. 4. followed by

Jerome on Daniel 5. 1 : 6. 1. ana Polychron on 8. 4. (Jose-

phus stated that Babylon was captured by Darius, who was the

son of Astyages and had another name among the Greeks.)

Later Delitzsch RE. 3. Daniel: Gesenius on Isaiah 1.4.

Havernick comni. 205: Hengstenberg 48. 327: Jahn Bibl. Arch.

2. 1. 219: Kranichfeld 44: Lengerke 232: Lenormant Magie 535.

J. D. iV'iichaelis 52: Offerhaus, Spicilegium hist. Ghron. 265;

Rosenmuller 195; Seyffarth, Die Aegyptischen Alterbhumer in

Nimrud 478. Vaihinyiger RE. s. v. Darius. Venema, Hist. Ecc-



chapter of Daniel is the assertion in verse 31 that a Me-

dian king Darius "received the kingdom 'alter the end of the

native Babylonian dynasty. It is well known that Babylon

was captured by Cyrus the Persian ,who, some time previous^

had obtained possession of Media ana its king Astyages. See

above note to verse 28, ana below p. i 2. \ . It is evident

too, from Daniel 1. 21: 10. 1. that the biblical writer was

perfectly aware of the existence of Cyrus. From his in-

troduction of a Median Darius directly after the fall of

belshazi'.ar, it must be concluded that the Author of the Book

of Daniel believed in bhe existence of a Median king between

the Babylonian and Persian dynasties.

The fact that in no other scriptural passage is mention

made oi any Median ruler between the last king of Babylon ana

Cyrus, and the absolute silence of the most authoritative

ancient authors regarding such a king he v cast serious doubt

on the historical accuracy of the Book of Daniel in this par-

ticular. Various attempts have been made however to vin-

dicate the historical character of this Darius the J sdj n.

The opinion has been very generally advanced that he was i-

dentical with the Cyaxares, son of Astyages mentioned in Xen-

ophon's Cyropedeia and in support of this theory reference
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les. 2. 309: Zundel 37. Compare also Browne Ordo Saeclorum

p. 175; ,Schulze Cyrus der Crosse.- (Stud. u. Krit. 1853.)

—'685: Zockler 34. With regard to other less important

opinions as to Darius the Median, some authorities considered

.him identical with Astyages. Among the holders of this

opinion are Theodore t, Syncellus (cited Bertholdt 844) Marsh-

am, Schutz etc. and lately Unger, Cyaxares and Astyages 26—

28. Others sought to show that Darius the Median was a

near relative of Astyages. Compare Quatremere, memoires sur

Dar. Le Mede & Baltasar 380.381. who considered him Asty-

ages, nephew. Iben Ezra (Hitzig 76 ) thought that he war.

the br oi her- in-law of flyrus. Klein, Schulze,&Zundel re-

garded him as a younger brother of Astyages. Ebrard

Scheuchzer according to Calvisius, Scaliger, De emend.

Temp 579. , Petavius and Euddeus (Zockler 34.) thought, him

identical with Nabonidus. Conring, Advers . Chron. c. 13.,

Bouhier dissertation sur Herodote 29. ^.archer Hist. d. H.

t. 7. 174. regarded him as identical with Neriglissar.

st--enberg, 328, identified him with Bahman, who according

to Persian tradition ( fiirchond ) dethroned B'elshazaar and

appointed Cyrus; but compare Lengerke 224 ff. &c; ac.



has been made to the remark oi' Aeschylus Persae 762—765.

(So Hitaig 77. Keil 165.) ....
h^os y\ r '

rr( ,: fis V^V';;' rr
(

\

r v l

'

j
\'ui' *,.«\ ^[ oi t^^Y«'lW n

,j (
fc-.r.* .

The
" n

(
1°t oS yyc/\,<:i prfofWiijras supposed to refer to

A st.v ages, while the "son of the following line was understood

to be the Cyaxares mentioned in the Cyroredeia. As a further

proof of identity the age of the Darius of Daniel^has been

cited as a point of agreement with the account that Cyaxares

having no hope of an heir, being too old, made Cyrus his suc-

cessor. (Cyr. VIII 5. 19.) It may be well in this connec-

tion to compare the data of Xenophon regarding the last Medi-

an kings, with those of Herodotus on the same subject.

It should be no+iced first that Herodotus ends the

in dynasty ;es, while Xenophon adds a son

Cyaxares.

Secondly, according to Herodol was onl •
-

1 to the Median house by "being the son of Astyages

liter. Xenophon adds t.o this ' rried * he

daughter of Cyaxares ( his first cousin) i'h



Note 21-- Havernick 206. Keil 165. Kranichfeld 44. Len^erke

220. Andrea Bew. d. Gl. 25. 57.. "'einhold dissertation 33-34



s Median empire.

, ace account of Herodotus,

>k part i • bellion instigated by s and

conquered his gr ,

• Media.

s' account of the conquest of Babylon contains no

reference to any Median prince. Xenophon relates, however,

that Cyrus aft or quarreling with Cyaxares became reconciled

to him and ;ave him royal honors from the Babylonian cai -

See

paign (Keil Comm. 163)

Heoodotus as will be seen from the above, had no

knowledge of any Median King between Astyages and Cyras,

nor of any special a'edian occupation of Babylon, and in this

repect his account is substan 4 iatecl by the Cuneiform redords.

(It should be noticed that neither Berosus nor any other an-

cient author knows of a Median rule af1 fall of Baby-

lon. For Berosus see Chapter 4. p. i±s . Compare also

Ktesias Pers. 2. 5. Diodorus Smculus 2. 34 &c. ) In the an-

nals of Nabonidus and the Cyras Cylinder, the two cuneiform

documents, r to the fall of Babylon, no mention

•jver occars of a;: of "eiia between .'
I ;md .

s ( Cf
#

aniTals 2. 1-4 and note to verse 28.) nor of

.
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' ed that C i ime master of

jonquerii
'

I Khe troops of the

of Persia, capturing Babylon, took Nabd

Curus him -

' the City four months later. In view

of these facts it, is difficult +.0 see where an intermediate

reign can be inserted, either in Media directly after Asty-

ages,or in Babylonia after Nabdn&dus. It should be men-

tioned moreover that the Cyaxares of the Cyropedeia is not

recorded t,o have ruled in Babylon, but merely to have re-

ceived royal quarters in that city( Cyrop. VIII. 5.)

An identification between Darius, the Median and the

Cyaxares, 4he son of Astyages of Xenophon's romance, is open

to. the serious objection that the existence of (his person,

contrary to all other accounts, is extremely doubtful It

should be remerabe
J the narrative of the Cyropedeia

ibl-es the Book of Daniel in that it was not written for

ttoricalj but for a moral purpose. It is "-non h 4

l Cicero (Ad q. fr. 1. 8.) "Cyrus ille

a Xenophon-te non ad historiae fidem scriptus est,

effigiem justi imperii. " "hen too, ec< 4 o

tn succession, Xenonhon in his more historical work,

the Anabasis expressly stat t '
'•'

- -



Note 22— Some commentators who identified Xenophon's

Gyaxares with the Median Darius, explained the silence of

Herodotus and other writers regarding Gyaxares, by supposing

that the latter reigned + oo short a time, -to have given

his name to history; hut this does not explain the silence

of Xenophon himself in the Anabasis about ihe fabulous

Gyaxares

I

NOTE 23— Some commentators in a vain effort to confirm the

biblical record deliberately confounded +he names of Darius,

Cyaxares and Xerxes. Thus Vitringa Obss. Sacr. 1. 2. 313;

Scaliger op. cit. 587. Favernick Coram. 210. {Inters 78. and

„ Hi tU

Zockler 34. thought that Astyages was identical
/

-AhasnB.rus,

Keil 167 thought that Darius and Cyaxares were related .

m

meaning. Hengstenberg 5l.&Niebuhr ,Kleine Schriften 207,

believed in the identity of Cyaxares, Astyages and Ahasuerus

v. Leng. 237 thought that Cyaxares and Ahasuerus were i»i I

-

tical. Zundel,36,Kranichfeld 46. Pusey 159. Andrea op. cit.

58. saw no difficulty in the difference in name! linger,

Cyaxares & Astyages 29, thought Sarins was a throne name &c.



victor s of Cyrus, . | 'lie Cyropede-ia represent-

ee of 11 Empir I

l.o. Cyaxaros, . , v the latter t,o Cyr

iring some romantic embellishment-.

It is probable that this Cyaxares of the Cyropedeia

arose from a confusion of facts. The father ofAstyages

• u famous Cyaxares (see below) and Xenophon by a confu-

sion of hisiory, must have believed, when .rice,

that Astyages preceded Cyaxares and that the latter was the

last King of his dynasty (Compare Delattre Medes page 170.)

Even had this fabulous Cyaxares. existed., an identification

between him and Darius , the Median , would be impossible,

to the difference of -the names of their respective

fathers. The latter is called + he son of Ahasuerus (Xerxes)

in chapter 9. 1. a name which could never, be considered the

same as Astyages.

The attempt to i tify • is of Daniel with

•ius mentioned in t] ' • Lan Chronicles of

Eusebius can hardly be re 'isfactory. Accor

to this pa!
4

• ' ed that a last

•ovince of Carmania (cui N abonn edo



Note—24— Armenian Chronicle 1. pp. 60. 1. quoting from

Abydenus 1 account, which the latter took from Megasthenes.

Compare Andrea op. cit. 48., also Zundel 35. note 3.

Note 25-r Suidas said ( Edition Oaisf. volume 1. 867. ) j

(see also Andrea op. cit. 40.) Harpoc ration sub. v. Schol. ad.

Arist. Eccl. 545—598. {Pusey 159. Havemick LInters 73.)r eil„o^

see also Fengs terib erg 51. Kranichfeld. 46 &c.

Note 26— The suggestion of Prideaux Hist. d. Juifs. t. 1.

and Vitringa op. cit. 2. 308 . see also Bible Commentary

, 6. 314 and Andrea op. cit. 49.

Note 27— Compare Gesenius Thes. 353. and De LagardeAbh. 242.

13. r • ^°»f^^ flS like Aoft^N'^, a byform of Darius.

< quoted Za2 50.) for the origin of the co.in .compare Hultsch

1

i*. 277 and literature there cited.
.



iae principatun dcdi-1

) h

rex de regions depulit aliquantulum. (pr "abonidus

.

re is no reason to doubl ' t '
. Ls "l us i

n Darius Hystasp^s . (Even Pusey 159/ had +.0 a

ssiblejcpn Kranichfeld 45. hen*~cr!?e

228.) It is possible that Nabonidus, •

I

J

of

Babylon, r/hom Cyrus dethroned in 538 B. C, and acco>-

to the record of Berosus and the ftreek historians ( see

Tiele Gesch 476 and below c I 4. p r±G) sent +.0 Carman-

ia
;

ay have remained i I -ovince until '
I

;

e of

Darius Hystaspes. (Compare in this connection Lengerke 217)

The Persian King, perhaps enr:
J

•'

pi abo-

rebel, ay have expelled I his province, as

egasthanes seems to state. The idea can har -

i ed 1 t there is anallusion here to n ear-

•ius.

1 based on the authority of Sui'das and

• Deration coin darik was called,

ystaspes, as many . ter an o'

monar his na-ne, Lei

-





.

•oin Ao» (></ s <>s (Hebrew jis » rA>)

' L1

re is no connection linguistic! oen

two. Putting aside all other Lculties,

A o fctK os, if co: . :tival dev r 'cS

as no analogy. '/Is Hof out (Za2. ro.)

S like Ke^^trKoi
f
£iflot<rmuj 0;n Kfp/»ti\

(
E-xjSo^^S,

nol from an original -£/us . The vVin A H fm ^
be

ie
A
liev s \ efore,is no 4 of Greek origin. (For

'

•obabilit; Lvatd this word from f hc n;

article Za2 4-9-56. As early as

•nick [Inters, 78. note ;-
.

'

he derivation, however, which !'

(56) • 'O '-ik== cJJj $?rom" Dar= i

'
•:

I, Phoenician 1 • Ions , (Gottingen 188

nskrit rcana, i
-

, Lrror, •

.

> 5

c /!_,•>- /_jl^ T or , ;

•

• e .

)

I in (psba.

•

- -





•'.

Thii

;t,( so Ta] LO/.v ;

'

. ontr.

. .'. >trm. ':"

10; Idrika?-571 also AV 1919) II

to conned it later .
A H < '- •.

.
deri —

disc , its' connect io me Darius •• no

Ion sible. The assertion of Suidas "
• ocration

as not. named from Darius Hystai

but from some older monarch must thus fall x
o 4 he groun

of an identification of Darius th

me.

If there is no room i

of the B ft. appears I hat such

ruler could not have existi ,

] on from
I )W is it

possible lo accou ' • this inl -y elation of a Median

in the Rook of Daniel? ' itly 1 ved
t

.

[ assed inl o We r

- -





• n- rvices, ( So V , .10.

folio Lenormani, Manual of the Anc.]
J

' of 4 hc

. ).i. e. iatrap or -King (Andrea op. •

55;Pusey ] 0.) I or of Daniel repr fca Darius with

full
' ... lus divides the empire into one

' rapies (c] fer '. 1. ) He signs a

• lterable lav/;
|
rocl; -

1 nguages t] at dwell in

•th (chapter 6. 25.) and
'

accord i:

his r
I
refers nowhere to any overlord, (chapter 9.1.)

[uestion may he divided into two heads. First,

why doe.-, the author of Daniel 1 I held

ion before x he Persians?

Secondly, why doe:-, he call his Me 'he

: of parius?

A. In order <o answer the fir; I stion i
-1

s

necessary to brief outline of I i history

according 4 o the record of Herodotus, '

t
,

roke s . I f

' orian is a1 sorred ' -

as Tiele , ,
•' ' r ' r of





Serma< .

. r is very uncertai

follows, (for a historical e bioi of 4
: Four, ation of

,J,,
c

'
les "•:.) " e son of Revokes

was Pbraortes who is r •

I g of

a. (According + o Herodotus he musl re J -n2.r)

. .,Tiele 408.) Following the account of Herodotus, not

content wi1 e "ecles alone^hraortes

; the Persians, Th b the head of the

hied forces of Persians and u'edes, he set out to conquer

Asi^passing from one peop] other. Finally he at-

tacked the Assyrians, at that time isolated by the defection

of their allies, and not only suffered defeat, but v/as

kills • expedition, having ruled twenty-two y

(See De Lattre 167 ff . r full discussion.) His reign

fcy-1 year bi that of '. -

banipal. k?. Tielc remarks ,( 403) if
J ;

rik-

ver followed the example of his prede-

cessor ttacki [edia, the power of Phraor + es being in

all | reat bo admit of any such attempt.

If i I chronology of Herodotus I r • •-

on
incveh (

".
. C.) of





th of Asur ' lefection of Babylon frc

rule. In spite of her dif position

f o have still possessed suffici

power to cast off ' Medes. Phraortes was succeeded by his

son Cyaxares who completed hii I

,- '. rork. Under this

monar iedian power reached the summit of its greatness.

(See in this connection Do Lattre 175. ff. ) Following the

account of Herodotus (JL . 73. 74.) Cyaxares, carefully re-

army; divi.di | earmen, archers

.:; valry into separate troops, marched with his entire

fonzo against Nineveh
/
intending in vengeance for the defeat

an d
for tho death of his father, completely to destroy the city.

His fir in- j o the Scythian irruption into his

was forced + o raise, but finally, shaking off

the 1
• is, he besi : even anc e an end of

Assyrian power.

Accordin I account of Derosus , w i y he

rhose son Nebuchadnezzar

was mar ter of the Median chief,

Medes I e.(soe Tiele Gesch. 4"
: e.) T+ a

notic • I Berosus ;
J

au1 rs

I





Accord i -oun + of

denus h< ' alossar (

I his son Nabukodrossor t.o
:

' of the

A.
v

ahak (Armenian form of Astyagesj see above

rse 28) proceeded alone a Lneveh . (for

• ancient opinions r • part of the

Dnians in the fall of Nineveh see De Lattre,Les 6hal

deens jusqu'a la formation de 1 'Empire de ilabuchodonossor

and Tiele Gesch. 414 and 421 )

About the details of the fall of Nineveh there is no

record r in Herodotus or in the cuneiform inscriptions,

Assyrian King of have an inscription being

Asuretilila-niukinni . (See Bezold literatur 122.) Herod-

+e$ 1. 106 merely mentioned the captun

ed account, while in the inscriptions there is

.o reference to vent, silent are

of Nabopolai *, father of Nebuchadnez

rst
;
of Babylon, " ,

;

1
of Berosus, : ' . .

'. + o

allusion to < ' '
. . 'ia.

•

, are none I

;- so thor

-





r lins

those of Median towns laid waste "by

the Persians .( AnabqsisS. 4. - 'odes

: LI. iso in this connection 1er>^am

2. 1. -ir.-cited by ISO.) It seems r -

cJL

erally recognized and the opinion of most all antiquit

of Abydenus excepted.) that the

•' ruin of Assyria, and in

this historical fact I believe lies the key to the solution

• iblem of Darius the Median.

The interpolatio author of Daniel of a

Lan rule in Babylon directly after +.he fall of the Baby-

lonian house, may possibly pend on a confusion between the

story of the fall o .. and the account of the over-

throw f
:

-:.;-ion.
I Lneve] fi L] at the hand of the

Some authors might differ as to the name of the Median

ed it, but it seems to have been generally

' s that the Medes c id over-

City. Rabylo • the Persiap,

.: subdued the: -

:•
.

....
|

•
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no ; isl orica] • ier

a mor tt i view, should cor 1

I of the

fall o ' • jities of the ancient ivorld? The

influenced by the story of the

fall of Nineveh, as a non ' prophecy

s a Medic ruler receive

'on, after the overthrow of
; "ive dynasty

/
and then

o historical Cyrus. \"o may suppose that

the biblic Lieved that Cyrus succeeded, to the

Pan
Empire of Babylon i oath of ihe Median Cyrus.

B. The second question
A
still remains unanswered.

Why did the author of the Book of Daniel give to his ficti-

tious Median King the familiar name of Darius?

As early as the eleventh century of our era the

.as advanced by Marianus Scotus, a Benedictine monk,

(quoted Bertholdt 844: he was folio Ln 1
J enth

nebrard;- Quatreraere 381.) that Darius the

•

, nd 11 e.x in points

i I acoo j of Daniel it will r '
I s is

•ion of the difficulty. In c

ter ,

r.on of

-io;





it is :' '

hed

one hu '
' sal ' Les. Darius Hystaspes

the father of Xerxes and according to Herodotus(3.0 estab-

tuc.-jty Satrapies. Darius the Median entered into

possession of Babylon af1 I e death of Relshazzar, and

Darius Hystaspes conquered Babylon from the hands of the

Is. (Herodotus 3. 153-160.) It seems clear f-om

s comparison and in view of the impossibility of recon-

cile i1 history the existence of a Median ruler of Bab-

ylon, 1 i I

'

ame Darius in Daniel is duo to a confusion

that of the son of Hystaspes. (Compare Beers Kicht.ip-c

Verpinigung der r sjahre 22. Havernick Commenl

210. Bertholdt !o 1'. Lengerke 230. Bleek Einl 25.

Rosch Theol Stud, & Krii . lS.'M part 2. 277.) Just as Xenophon

. son. of , sp 1

1 ri1 f n iel

rii s } so Xerxes and in addition

+ o this,tr« i Lis:1 >r1 form certain fact!

•eign of Dar ho the re i -riiis the

. . (The idea as stal lei elitzsch in the

Galwer Bible-lexicon 137, 138. Thai the original of Darius

.

'
•

Q I r s) .

104-



Note—28—A similar confusion of persons is seen in the

well known Ore ok Legend concerning the fiery death- of Sard -

nay aids . (Assurbanipal) Prof . Haupt in his corror-tions and

additions to Askt.,Zk2. 282, 284. , advanced the explanation

that this account arose from a confusion in later tradition

between Sardanapalus and his half-brother Samassumukin who,

havmng rebelled in Babylon against his brother, perished in

the flames when this city was captured by the victorious

Assyrian King. This theory was virtually adopted by Leh-

mannSam. pare 2, in spite of his polemical remarks.



who capl ir Ion (See below.) seems very unsatisfactory)

Darius the Med
'

'oduct of a

' 'adi+ions; o- the one hand,the capture and de-

stru'ctt'wjof Nineveh by ; ... Medes, sixty-i * rs before

the fall of y have contributed to the historical

co-fusion of
' ;

3r's mind and influenced him + o insert

a e in rule in Babylon before the Persians, while on the

other hand the fame of + he great Darius Hystaspes and of his

capture of gabyloh from the rebels, may have led to the

choice of the name" Darius"" for the Median interloper, and

induced the Biblical writer to ascribe in a vague way cer-

tain events of the life of the former to the reign of the

-.

It s rent, therefore that the interpol at. ion

of Darius the "eJian must bo regarded as the third and per-

haps the most, glaring inaccuracy of the^Book of Daniel.

To recapitulate brieflyjthe assertion that lshaz-

• ras the last "i- of Babylon, the introduction of the

•

1 a feast on the eve of the capture of Baby-

lon, ' interpolation of ;en

mian and the Persi .' are all con-

• >ry.
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Mote 29- Thy Pabylonian proper names in Daniel seem to be

for the most part genuine Compare Arioch Belteshazzar and

Abednego which are traceable to a' ylonian original,- see

Frederick Delitzsch in the rreface to Paer and Delitz^ch-

Text of Ezra, Nehemiah and Daniel. "ft, is interesting to

note in this connection between the gener-al names in Daniel

and the spurious character of those in the uhdisputably late

'book of Judith



inaccuracies

rily show (

\ I 1 1 vhole ac 1 Pif 1

Lf it is t possible

i of true history which can still be detect .

This question can certainly be ansv the af-

firmative. It is demonstrated by the cuneiform inscrip-
tive

tion that at. least
A
name Belshazzar is base;! on correct

tradition, in spite of the errors in which the author fell

regarding the person. Although undoubtedly w"ong in con-

side • Lshazzar the last King of Babylon, the writer of

Daniel been influenced in + his particular by tra-

litibn. Rel&arucur was the son of the last King who was

of an indolent and peacerloving temperament, and if com-

mander in chief of the army. the Prince must have been very

actively concerned" in the conflict wi1 ' invadi Per-

sians. As stated above he was very probably a person of

r • political prominence in the ' and may have bi

ed of even more influence +hat I er« tf this

were the case, a le 'he crown : n the real

King is easi I
i nable.

In a1
'

I concer

thor of Daniel s
'

'

I sorreot,

-ion-



Mote 30—Just ''hen Nabonidus died is not certain. It is

stated in the annals that ho was taken prisoner in Babylon

by the Persian General Gobryas, and according to Berosus

(Jos C. ap. 1. 20. See below chapter 4 and "o'ldeke, Auf-

satze zur altpersischen Gescn.22. Tide Gesch 47G,;
1

) was

kindly tr< ated by Cyrus and sent to Carmania as Governor

of the provincewhere he probably remained until dislodged

by Darius tfystaspes ( See above pare ^ufa..) Tiele

referring this passage Ato the King suggested that .Nabonidus

was really killed and Relsarucur sent to Carmania in accord-

ance with the account of Perosus' . (?)

Note 31—Compare Tiele Geseh 476. Budinger, Die neuentcl-

eckten Tnschriften uber Cyrus page 14; Evers/Das Rmpork^omm-

en der pers-MaCht unter Cyrus. & Halevy Melanges k , all

considered that this passage referred to the death of



sal Pel: r is slain on 1 of

is. (
';;

! I '• 5. 29, ) T + is extr

4 Belsarucur.t 'a so , this deal soon

sapt/ur if Ion i y lyrus' forces.
I t an-

abonidus- colu 3, is'i Ulal [ assage ,line

en recognized as the account of the ieath

of so " cson. " thinking that it referred

o the' eath of Naboni ,'
I hed it "the King died"

•

,
"1 wife of the King died"* From an entirely new

collation of the inscription, Doctor Hagen has recently ex-

plained this pa'ssage as a record of the slaying of the

's sonjbelieving that he can recognize the "oHs"mar

sarri,-sOn of the King"j before- the verb-he + ranslat,es

"Oobryas (Cyrus' General, see helow) went against » * '

killed the son of the King*'" (Pa2 247 1891.) Tf this

reading be correct it is probable that after the capture of

Patylon Relshazzar with a remnant of tl troops made

• <• •• 1st, ce which od by Cyrus'

General br triot Pr •

,- + i
.

iath

Ls go on + o say i

tristitut
•

If.
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Nabonidus. Meinhold dissertaion 30. Mote 2 referred the

allusion to Belshazzar reading. the King died, and consid-

ering him King of the City. Winck-ler Uag 155. gives traces

of the sigfe dam-as satu,- (Also Pinches.) which would give

the reading the wife of the £ing died.

Mote 32--It is interesting to notice that one of the two

Babylonian rebels against Darius Hystaspes gave -hiws-el-f out

to he Nebuchadnezzar son of Nabonidus. This certainly

Seems to show thai a1 that time Belsarueur, the first-born

son of the King, was generally known to be dead, as otherwise

his name would have served as a more promising catch word

for rebellion than that of a younger Prince. According +o

Befa 1. 16: 3, 13: 4. 2. the names of these two rebellious

chiefs were Nadintabel son of Amri, who' seems to have been

for a short, time successful in his rebellion, as there are

a few contract dating from- the first year of his reign,

(Hommel Geseh. 7S7. note l.),and Arakh, an Armenian, son of

Handikes. Nothing is known of this Nebuchadnezzar son of

Nabonidus.



As Hagen '

r nothj •

'
• event chronicled in this passage un-

til a duj Lical t.ext he discovered 'vl Lch wri
;

y the

oris, If his interpretation is correct and this

is really a record of the death of Belsarucur , the agree-

it] Herodotus and. Xenophon,as well as the Book of

Danie] 1 1
'.. 1

1 of Babylon was slsd at
4 he + ine

of the capture .of +i:e City may he a' perversion of t.his ac-

leafh of t,he Kirfg*s son. (Compare 1 he ac-

count f [{erodotus 1. 100. 191. and the Cyropedia 7. 5. 15.

so in this connection Isaiah 14. 19.

ply expected +he complete overthrow of Rafoylon and de-

bion of thi ! si King*. (°>eechapt.er 4.)

We may conclude then that in the case of the Pook

of Daniel the tradition thai
4

: author followed in calling

risen from the prominence

of the son of "aboni :

'

and por-

es]" eci ally towar i i
4
s close, in + he '-o ab-

j Ion.

The ba1 I thai

time " I its origj

-
'

4 he

-10 -



Note 33.- In the annals of Nabortidus 3. 8. nen + ion is m ie

of a religious festival ( the New Year's feast.) which too 1

place probably about twelve months ..before the capture of

the city. This, Andrea Bew. d. ^l.
J

88. page 257 etc., be-

lieved + o be the original of the festival of the Hook of

Daniel; a very improbable theory.



Persi

In 'his connection should be notici

of Danie] en. ion o] Lch took place or lie

|
•• of abylon.(H vernick Commentary 176

folio sreii . "cad. 4. i is fi : 1

of the Book of Daniel i 4
h the'" £<*»«*i<* ", which ac-

o t- i to '-henaeus (">eipnos. 14. 639.) corresponded o

the saturnalia.?) Aluh.014 ve no parallel ace an* of
35)

such, an event in the inscriptions it s.eems + o Tie rather a

significant coincidence that both Herodotus and v enophon

allude '0 a festival about this "time. According +o

otus /l. 1- 1. (See below.) Babylon after a siege of

sapl •

r;

.un
+

iit- attention of the besi<

was " ' luring a festival ,by the device of drawii

off U vater >J
'. Euphrates Bering the city by

way Of the river bed ( The allusion ] Jeremiah 51. 39.

referred io In Rawlinson's Herodotus volume 1. 424. is

4

I understood a. bo a

final festival.

Xenophc n also alluding 1 Ivor Ion

says " ic
f
rh £• "/ lyn u

* ' '
'

'

'

} '' " '
'

; '"
'

'

-100-





'..
' ive no assistance in this case

Lt is no1
'

n or un ler v h circ ' c s

a fes
1

place. waver of ':.- stri ' i

Lblical record vith the account of

Herodotus
;
i1 . issible to assume that +\ic<- an

historical bac . >r th( ;tory of the feast of Rel-

snazzar. As rema ' ove, note "* o verse 3. t Letail of

presenceof women at a feast is p robably^true touch from

i onian times.

It seems no + improbable then that, the fifth chs

icl although full of inaccu'-aci es may s .
1 1 1 contain

an echo of true history.

As mentioned above, the entire Book of Daniel must

aided as a production uf the time of Antiochus

Epiphanes and the appropriateness of the narrative of f he

fifth chapter 10 the reign of this y in
t̂

is especially strik-

i . Tae whole account of this section seems o he a di-

allusion to the robbing of + !:c ^emple vessels by

Antiochus Epiphanes, the fai.e of Relshazzar being presented

as a consolation to t] 1 he Seleucid/an monarch

must sooner- or lal t®nt.

. (so Berthol It, L ,
Leek Kin!

.

'

-.)



34-.-- It has been argued that the narrative of the

is not precisely parallel with + he account of

nation of the vessels by the Syrian monarch; thi
'

Antiochus Aid not use the vessels at a feast hut merely

. t o relieve his exchequer (So Keil Coimmentary 145;

Andrea op. cit. 248.) and that fur- 4
•• '

I
ivcly

mild attitude of Relsh Jews does noi ggree

with the •
i intolerance of Antiochus Epiphanes as d -

scrih
'

rea 249.) With regard to the

first objection there is no proof that the -:ere not

actually .prof Antiochus. Compare Kitz.ig /
Co«amentary

referred hb narrative of ' Lf1 her + o +he

core 1 feast:-. ' MochUs at Daphne » "tiile in

the second instance the "Mildness M of ] r t< rds

of

irj ed to fear .H 'ious portent.



Antiochus ..

vt;n'f • salem r-.nX carried a ray the gold and silver

and sacred vessels of the sanctuary. ( l.Macabees 1. 21.

a Antiquities 12. 5, 4.) This sacrilege accompanied

as it was lassacre;, ( 1 iVlacabees 1. 24.) left

. c 4 ion; nr
^he virgins and young

le and the beauty of the women ,vas

rse 26.)

illusion would be even plainer if sup-

pose that An + iochvis and his retainers sacred ves-

sels, either r or private orgies or at sacrificial feasts in

of 4 ho r7rebk Gods; a supposition which is certainly

not improbable , although no m-.n 4 ion is made in 4 he Macaabaean

record of such a profanation.

Tf now it be admit ted that, » he Book of Daniel in

•

# were written

- c o'l'eot in
J

. 'eign of Ant i<

hor in his n

no wish 4 o r -ncus of the 4 ime of 4 he

, I

•

, on an



The fact that the author makes the Babylonian deliberately
A J

profane the sacred Jewish vessels ,certainly ' t hi

had no idea of rej r ting any mildness towards +he jews

in tie King's mind. Jn-s^v case, an exact agreement be-

ing n: rrative and the actual facts would be

y necessary.

Mote 35\ For the discussion of + he unity of the Book of

Daniel see additional note 3.

Rote—34. See Rleek Einl. 429. The story of Josephus
/
an-

tiqpaities 10. 11. 2. differs slightly from the Pihlical

account in this respect/as I Is are not all cro

in 1 o ht. K Ln search of an interpreter is-

sued a paSoolamat ion through all th
,

r his

"Grand-mother" advised him + .o call Daniel-. After Daniel's

interpretation, the fulfillment of th prophecy did no+ take

place directly but "after a lifctle while"



echo oul* ies M i
f on +he

L must be co

'
• • or

example, a • critics against

five / ccounl is no+ on] :

• Lom '
.

• c ould

I in o •

.

ill noi . icial

i 'd
J

ip« !• 1 i

i

J
•'

. j ': Kales shoul

'

i ] Li I try of the Babylonian and Medo-P -
period. . .

.

sian. If they be r '.
I the narr -

• Rook of • 'o present an

bure of Ji airs in the tine of An+iochus

Ld be an excellent ill thai

faith in God, which in all their oppres ,
the

chosen peoj le never for

ooOO oo





CHAPTER TTT.

0O0

ADDITIONAL NOTE I

oOo

The most important "efe^ences to Belaaruour in the pub-

lishea contacts are the following:-

(a) Str. Nl)d. 184 where mention is made of "Nabu-

ukin-axi sipiri sa Belsarucur mar sarri--" N. the vScribe of

Pels, the son of the King. Dated 25 Nis'^tre- 5th year of Nab.

translation P.p. ITT. 124. ff.

(b) BOP TT 17/18. Boscawen.- Pevillout obligations en

droits ^gyptiens p. SQ5.-- Strm. Congres de Leide. No.80--

Tablet S. +• 329. 79, 11, 17, mention of the same person &

Nabu--cabit- qate the Major domo of Belsarucur the son of the

King. Pated 7th year of Nab. Boscawen concludes from the

mention of these especial servants of the King's son so early

in his Father's **eign that the Prince must have been born

before the accession of Nabonidus. A conclusion hardly war-

ranted by the premises as the exact age when a King's son haa

his separate household is not known.

It should be remarked however, that if Belsar., we'-e in

command o f the army in the 17th and last year of his father's
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reign. The Prince was probably older than 17, Compare also

In this connection the statement recorded below that in the

1st year of Nab. a plot of ground was sold to a servant of

Relsar. for his Lord.
|

(c) Str. Nbd. 581, Translation R.P. III. 124 & 125 men-

tion of Nabu-cabit-qate the steward of Bels. the "mar sarri .

*

Dated 11th year of Nabonidus.

(d) Str. Nbd. 688. Trans 1. R.P. III. 124—allusion to

same official, dated 12th year.

(e) Str. Nbd. 662. Translation Bal. 527— No. 25.

Zehnpfund— A list of garments. "5 cubat esirti ana xuba so^

kurummate sarri Belsarucur"— 5 temple vestments unto the

royal steward of Belsar. Dated 12th year. This is the only

allusion to the King's son known to me, where he is not es-

pecially called "mar sarri." The omission of the title in

this case was probably because the mention of the royal stew-

ard shows who is meant.

(f) BOR. IT. 17, N.I.— Boscawen .Record of an offer-

ing made by the son of the King in Ebarra. Dated 7th year.

Nabu-cabit-qate- (Nebo seizes the hands) was the name of

the Major domo of Neriglissar, (Nbk. 34 2/6, 1, 5— See Strn.

A.Vjand of his son Labas-i-Marduk(Ngl. 2 10/6, 2, (A.V.))

(
P0R. U. 44, 48.) The steward of Belsar. may be the
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same parson.

To the contracts just mentioned should be added the two

references to Belsar. treated of by Pinches Indeperut Aug 15,

1889.

(a) Sale of a plot of ground by Marduk-eriba to Bel-

Resua servant of Belsarucur son of the King, dated 26, Veadar,

1 year of Nabonidus.

(b) The record on a small tablet from Sippar that

Esaggila-ramat daughter of the King, (Nab.) paid her tithe to

Samas through Belsar(ucur. ) Dated 5 of Ab. 17th year of Na-

bonidus. This payment took place in the month before Sippar

was captured by the Persians. Pinches op. c it., believing

that it had been already captured by the forces of Cyrus, tries

to show that the city must have been retaken by the Babyloni-

ans. Sippar was not taken by the Persians until the 14 of

Tammuz of Nabonidus' 17th year. Ls *< (^ in ^

The attempt of Boscawen T.S.B.A. VI. 27-28 followed by

Andrea Bew. d. gl. '88, 250 Cheyne Encycl. Britt. VI. 803 etc.

to identify Marduksarucur whose fifth year he thought he had

discovered on a tablet with Belsarucur is unsuccessful. The

contract he refers to belongs to the time of Neriglissar of.

Tiele gesch. 476. Strm. Congres da Leide n. 115, p. 586.
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ADDITIONAL NOTE 2.

cOo -•

It was generally recognized by the Ancients, that the

Fook of Daniel was an authentic production. The references

in the New Testament; i.e. Matt. 24, 15; Mark 13, 14; refer-

ring to Dan. 9, 27; and 12, 11; (cf. Josephus Ant* X. 10, 4;

11, 7; XII. 7, 6;) and the Talmud (Baba Batra f. 13, 14; ed.

Venet. 1548.) ascribe the Book especially to Daniel. In

Ant. X. 11, 8, 4; Josephus relates the oft-cited fable that

the Prophecies of Daniel were shown to Alex, the Great on his

entry into Jerusalem. Jerome refers to the work as a"//' ta '^rof*

of all the world. (Epist. ad. Paulinum.)

The first known writer who doubted the authenticity of

the Book of Daniel was the Neo-Platonist , Porphyrius, (A.D.

304) who in his great work of fifteen books directed against

the Christians ( Aoy ot k ^\ \,ir«iN.
. > ) devoted the whole

twelfth-book to an attack on Daniel, v/hich he declared to have

been originally in Greek, the work of a Jew of the time of

Antiochus Rpiphanes (Prooemium Hieron. opp. v. p. 267.) The

works of Porphyrius were all collected and burnt by orders

of the Emperors Constantino and Theodosius, so that his views

h.8ve descended to posterity only through the works of Jerome

(opp. cit.) who attempted to refute his arguments. According

to the statement of Jerome, he was also answered by Metho-
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dius, Apollonaris of Laodicea and Rusebius of Oaesarea.

According to Origan VII. 7 & 5, Mosh. the pagan Celsus is

said to hava expressed a doubt concerning the truth of the oc-

currences described in Daniel.

The following Commentators regarded the Book of Daniel

either as a whole o<" in part as belonging to the time of Anti-

ochus Epiphanes. Collins Lehrgebaude 4e* Buchstablichen

Verstande der Weissagungen untersucht, 1726, London.

Semmler Unte^suchungen des Canons ITT. 505.

Corrodi ,Versuche uber verschiedene in Theologie & Bibelkritik

einschlagende gegenstande , Berlin 1783. Versuch einer Bel-

euchtung der geschichte des judischen und Christlichen Bibel-

kanons Vol. I. Halle 1792, pp. 75, 95.

Eichhorn--Einl in das A.T. 3 & 4. Ausgabe. Bertholdt

Daniel. The commentaries of Kirms 1828: Redepanning 1833,

. Leng 1835. Rwald & Hitzig.

Bunsen/iott in der Geschichte p. 302; 514; 540, 1 Tail.

1857. Lucke, p. 41.

Siegfried-: Bleek, Rinleitung, Riehm Enl. IT. 292, Strack

Hndb. der Theoi. Wiss. 1, (1885) 172, (Herzog VII. 419.)

V. Orelli O.T. Proph. 455, Schlottmann Compendium der A.T.-

lichen Theol. 1889 & '87. Reuss. -R4n4-. 1890, p. 592, ff.
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C.A.Briggs. Mess. Proph. 411 f. Driver 467.

Among the defenders of the authenticity of the book

should he mentioned:

Luderwald--Die 6 ersten Capitel Dan. n. historischen

Grunden gepruft and berichtigt, 1787. Jahn 1810; Dereser.

1310 (answering Bertholdt). Pareau--lnstitutio Interpret.

V, 1, p. 424--425. Royaards 1821. Sack, Ackermann 1829.

Hengstenberg 1831; Havernick (answered by Droysen Geschichte

d. Hellenen, V. TT. p. 346.) Zundel 1861; Hilgenfeld 1863;

Kranichfeld 1868. Keil, Delitzsch, Caspar!, Pusey, Andrea

Beweis des Glaubens, *88, p. 241, ff. Dustsrwald, Die welt-

reiche and das Gottesreich nach den Weissagungen des Propheten

Daniels 1890, (reviewed by Siegfried. Theoi. Lit. Zeitung

10 Jan. 1891.) etc, etc.
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ADDITIONAL NOTE 3.
•-- 0O0--

THE BILINGUAL CHARACTER OF THE BOOK OF DANIEL.
o()o

The book of Daniel must be regarded as a unit. Some

critics however have believed in a separate origin for the

first six chapters. Thus Sack Herbst and Davidson attributed

the second part of the work to Daniel, but regarded the first

six Chapters as an introduction to the visions, written by

a later Jew.

Eichhorn (3 ?j 4Ed.) believed that Ch. II 4- VI. were

written by one author, and Ch. 7--12 with I. -113 by another.

The fact that from Ch. II 4, through Ch. VII. the book

is written in Aramaean has influenced some scholars to be-

lieve that the Aramaean portions have a separate origin from

the other parts of the work. Zockler, for example, (p. 18)

following Kranichfeld, considered the Aramaean as extracts from

s contemporary journal in the vernacular, while Driver Introd.

482/3, although seeing the strong objections to such a view

with some caution remarks, that the theory of a separate ori-

gin for these parts deserves consideration. Strack. in

Zoeckler's Hand-b. I. 165 believes that the Aramaean portions

were in existence from the time of Alexander. Cf. Meinhold

Diss. 38, and Beitrage L. 32, 70, 1888, Lenormant Marie. Jerm.
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M. 527, 565, and Lagarde Mittheil, TV 351, (1891) commenting

on the opinion of J. D. Michaelis-- Orientalische and Bxegetis-

che Bibliographic, 2, ill.': the book of Daniel consisted of

a number of psHs of separate origin* A view held by Be r*th-

oldt 49, ff. and August i, but now generally rejected. See

Ple^k 415, Reuss.5£9. Lagarde says in this connection that

the bilingual character of the work is an evidence that it is

a "Bundel von Flugblattern" (cf. also op. cit. 364, 365, )

The view that the book of Daniel is not the production

of one author, is hardly consistent however with the uniform

character of the entire work.

It must be remembered that the Aramaean Chapters are not

wholly na^^ative, Ch. 2, being devoted to the interpretation

of the dream of Nebuchadnezzar and containing substantially

the sp.me prophecies as we find in the second part. Chapter 7

is certainly as apocalyptic in character as any of the follow-

ing sections. Moreover, the natural division of the book is

undoubtedly after Chapter 6, so that if the difference of

language were the sign of a separate origin for these sections

we would expect Ch. 7, the beginning of the distinctly apocalyp

tic portion, to be in Hebrew, which however is not the case.

The Aramaean 7th Chapter belongs as completely to the
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following Hebr9w apocalyptic parts as the Hebrew first chapter

is essentially part of the following Aramaean narrative sec-

tions. (In this connection see above p.
' L and Driver,

Introd. 482.)

The complete interdependence of all the chapters is such

that the entire book must be regarded as the work of a single

Author.

Various attempts have been made to explain the sudden

change of language in IT. 4, Some commentators thought that

Aramaean was the vernacular of Babylonia and was consequently

employed as the language of the parts relating to that country,

(So Kliefoth, 1368, Dan. 44, and Keil 14.) Such a view is

of course no longer tenable as the cuneiform inscriptions now

show that the Babylonian language was in use until quite a

late date.

Noldeke's theory, Sem. Spr. 41, f.,that the Ass. language

died as a spoken idiom shortly before the fall of Nineveh,

seems entirely unfounded. Gutbrod, Z .A. VI. 27, relates that

in 1887 he saw a brick upon which was engraved in Aram, and

Gk. letters, a proper name of distinctly Assyrian character;

>
( \

]llhen it is remembered that a living

language exercises the greatest possible influence on the
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formations of proper names, tnis brick which is unfortunate-

ly undated would seerr to be an evidence as he thinks ^hat

Assyrian was spoken until Hellenic times.

As a literary language however it may have survivedas

late as the 2d century after Christ. (See op. cit. p. 29,ff)

It is equally unconvincing to suppose that Aramaean, as

the popular tongue of the period when the book was written was

used for the narrative p&rts and Hebrew, as the more learned

language for the philosophical portions; -kaste^t) because Ch.I.

which is just as much in the narrative style as the following

Aramaean sections, is in Hebrew, while the distinctly apocalyp-

tic Ch. 7, is in Aramaean.

A third supposition that the bilingual character of the

work points to a time when both Hebrew and Aramaean were used

indifferently, (note 2) is certainly strange, as it is very

questionable if two languages can ever be used quite indiffer-

ently. A hybrid work in two idioms would certainly be a

monstrosity.

Huetius (Demonstr Evang. 472 quoted Berth, p. 51) be-

lieved that the entire work was written originally in Aramaean

and translated subsequently into Hebrew. In the troubled

Seleucidan Period, he thought that the Hebrew edition was
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1st NOTE: The opinion of Merx. cf. Lenorraant Magie Germ.

Ed. p.. 527.

2d NOTE: cf. Bertholdt p. 15, ( and later Havernick.

)

Delitzsch, Franz, R.R. II [. 272, followed substantially the
the

same theory, considering that change was due to the Aram.

answer of the Chaldaeans in Ch.- 2, V. 4.



partly destroyed and the missing portions supplied from the

original Aramaean. This theory, although very ingenious, does

not however commend itself as the most satisfactory explana-

tion.

Fertholdt Comm. 52, in commenting on Huetius' view has

hit upon what sesms to me proper solution of the problem, but

did not adopt it; i.e. he remarked that it had not yet occurr-

ed to anyone to consider the Aramaean text as a translation

and the Hebrew as the original. In view of the apparent

unity of the entire work which B. did not recognize, no other

explanation for its bilingual character seems possible. The

book was probably written originally at the time of Antiochus

Bpiphanes all in Hebrew, but in the course of time when Hebrew

became less easily understood, a translation was made into the

Aramaean vernacular. We must suppose then that certain parts

of the original Hebrew Mss. being lost, the missing places

were supplied from the current Aramaean translation.
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CHAPTER FOURTH.

The Mysterious Writ.ing.

ooOOoo

Having set forth as far as possible the proper light

in which +he record of the Fifth Chapter of Daniel should be

regarded, a thorough investigation of the account of the

Mysterious Wri+ing is next in order.

The question which should be settled seems to be

whether the biblical account of the appearance of this enig-

matical sentence is to be considered as a pure invention of

the Author of Daniel, or, like certain other statements in

the fifth chapter, as having ^historical background.

The sentence v/hich appeared on the wall contains a

carefully worded prophecy of the downfall of the Babylonian

empire and lynasty, and the transfer of the power -to +he

Medes and Persians. It may be well therefore, before en-

tering on +; ; e discussion concerning the historical character

or the Biblical account, to state briefly the actual history

of the fall of Babylon.

Previous +o + 'uq discovery of the cuneiform inscriptions
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relating to this event, comparatively little coulu ue known

accurately.

The chief sources upon which historians vere forced to

depend weire the account of .-erosus which Eusebius and Jose-

phus took from Alexander PoTynistor, and the narrative of He-

roaotus 1. 188 ff. The statement of the former in Jose-

phus Contra Ap. 1. 20. is as follows : "Nabuchodonosor x x x

fell sick and departed this life when he had reigned forty-

three years, whereupon his son F.vilmerodach obtained the

kingdom. He governed public affairs after an illegal and

impure mariner and had a plot laid against him by Neriglissar

his sister's husband, and was slain by him when he had reigned

but two years. Afte** he was slai^Neriglissar, the person

who had plotted against him, succeeded him in the kingdom and

reigned four years. His son Labosoarchod, though but a child
/

obtained the kingdom and kept it nine months, but by reason

of the very ill temper anu ill practices he exhibited to trie

world, a plot was laid against him by his friends ana he was

tortureu to death. After his death the conspirators got

together anu by common consent put the crown upon tl

of I abonnedus a man of Babylon and one who belonged to that

insurrecti x x x Hut when he was come to tho sevent

year of his re rus came out of Persia with a peat
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army and having already conquered the rest oi' Asia, came has-

tily to Babylon. When Nabonnedus perceived that he was

coming to attack him, he met him with his forces and joii

battle was defeated and fled away with a few of his troops

anu shut, himself up within the city of Borsippus. Here-

upon Cyrus took Babylon and gave o^der that the outer "/all

of tne city be demolisned because the city nad proved very

troublesome, and cost him a great deal of pains to take. He

then marched to Borsippus to besiege liabonnedus . As Na-

bonnedus however did not sustain the siege but delivered him-

self up he was at first kindly used by Cyrus who gave him

Carmania as a place to dwell in, sending him out of Babylon.

Nabonnedus, accordingly, spent the rest of his life in that

country and there died."

Herodotus 1. 188. ff. relates that the King of Babylon

Labynetus ^he son of the great queen Nitocris, was attacked by

• J. The Persian king on his march to Babylon arrived at

the river (jynues a tributary of the Tigris. While the Per-

sians were brying to cross this stream, one of tne white con-

secrated norses boluly entered the water and, being swept

away by the rapidity of tiie current was lost. '"Wrus exas-

perated by the accident, suspenaed his operations against

Baoylon ana wasted the entire summer in satisfying his r-e(±26)
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sentment by draining Lhe river dry. On the approach of the

I'ol lowing spring he marched against Babylon. The Babylo-

nians, as he advanceu met and ^ixve him battle but were ue-

feated and uriven back into the city. The inhabitants of

Babylon however had previously guarded against a siege by

collecting provisions and other necessaries sufficient for

many years' support, so that Cyrus was compelled to resort

to stratagem. He placed one detachment of his forces where

the river first enters the city, anu another where it leaves

it, directing them to enter the channel anu attack . the

town whenever Uie passage could be effected. After this

disposition of his men he withdrew with the less effective

of his troops to the marshy ground x x x and pien3e<i-the

bank, introducing the river into the laxe, (the lake made by

Nitocris some distance from Babylon. See Herodotus 1. 185. )
r

by which means the oed of the Kuphrates became sufficiently

shallow for the object in view. The Persians in their sta-

tion watcneu the proper opportunity anu when the stream had

so fur retired as not to be higher thai'1
, their thighs, they

entered Babylon without aifficulty. The account goes on

to say that, as the Babylonians were engaged in a festival,

they were completely surprised by the sudden attack and una-
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ble oo defend the city, which thus fell an easy prey to the

invaaers

.

The two cuneiform documents relating to the fall of Ba-

bylon, which have shed a wonderful light on this period of

the world's history, are the Cyrus Cylinder and the Annals of

Nabonidus. Thn former "as discovered in 1879 by the as-

sistants of Hormuzd Rassam in the ruins of Qacr at Babylon,

a hill which according to the opinion of Rassam covers the

remains of a great, palace.

The tablet called the Annals of Nabonidus was obtained

by the British Museum in 1870 from Spartoli & Co. The

place where it was found is unknown, although Mr. Pinches de-

clares decidedly that the document came from Babylon. It

seems to belong to a series of annalistic tablets which were

collected and preserved by the Achaemonian kings. (Compare

Hagen BA 2. 206. ana see appendix 1.) For the convenience

of the ^eudc^ a translation o: both of these inscriptions

has been given in appendix 1.

These two important documents must of course b* consiu-

ered as the historical authority concerning the fall of

Ion, and all other accounts should be judged accordin

their agreement with the cuneiform records. The chief points
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Note 3. For the chronology of Cyrus' reign, his ances-

try and kingdom see additional note.

Note 4.---VR. 64. 12. The iviedes during the reign of

Nabonidus had attacked Harran and destroyed the city ana tem-

ple of Sin.

Note 5.—Herodotus 1. 76. Note that Justin Hist. 1.

7. 4. inverts the order of conquest, placing that of Baby-

lonia before Lydia, while Sulpicius Hist. 2. 10. passed di-

rectly from the Median conquest to that of Babylonia.

Croesus, king of Lydia^hom Cyrus captured, was according

to Herodotus 1. To. the brother-in-law of Astyages. Cyrus

treated him kindly and gave him the city of Bareine near Ec-

batana as a residence ; according tc Ctesias Phot. 36. b. 17,

with 5000 riders and 10,000 bowmen as retinue.



of difference between the account of the inscriptions and

the narratives of Berosus and Herodotus, just given, have been

remarked upon in the notes. and will be easily apparent.

Before passing on to the history of the approach of the

Persians on Babylonia the following facts should be noticed.

v

Afte>- Cyrus king of Ansan, accord ing to the record of the An-

nals
(

nad gotten possession of Media, the Persian priaae, find-

ing himself transformed from the ruler of an insignificant

province to the leader of a great kingdom ./turned his eyes

westward. (See note to verse 28,) Here I'iabonidus the

king of Bao.vioi who had at first regarded the defeat of his

old enemies the .'. edes as a uirect intervention of the gods,

now becoming alarmed at the sudden rise of this new power,

concluded an o; fensive ana defensive alliance with Lydia and

Egypt; a league which should certainly have been sufficient

to check the advance of the Persian forces. Lydia was com-

pelled however by the swift movements of the enemy to defend

herself without waiting for her allies. Gyrus after totally

routing the Lydian army at Pteria proceeded direculy against

Sarais the capital, which he captured without difficulty and

there established his permanent headquarters in the north-

west.
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Note 6.—Herodotus 1. 153. The post of governor of

Sardis was one of the most important positions in the Persian

empire. This official seems to have held the precedence

over the neighboring satraps. Compare Noldeke, Auffcatze

21.

Note 7. ---Compare Floigl, Cyrus & Herod. 125 who sup-

plies "Isparda —Sardis for the name of the. place. But see
fie OAfcj 0.^4

Unger, Cyru s -&- Cyax. 6. who objects quite rightly that Ispar-

da is the "iviedian Inform. whereas the name in the Babylonian

would have been Saparda. cf. Schrader DL. 2.
J
81. 58.

Winckler's conclusion that the country was Singara or some

independent state between the rivers (Uag. 131 ) is rather

farfetched.



The Persian king diu not then hasten at once against

Babylonia his second powerful rival, but, after settling af-

C
fairs in Lydia and appointing governors over all the conquer-

ed provinces returned to Ecbatana.

The following historical account of the approach of

Cyrus on Babylon and the fall of that empire may be gathered

from the Annals of Nabonidus anu the Cyrus Cylinder.

It is recorded in the Annals of the ninth year of Nabo-

nidus (column 2. 16. 17.) that Cyrus approached the Tigris

and made an expedition against some country (name effaced)

whose king he killed. It has been conjectured that this is

a reference to the Lyuian campaign, the only great victory

between the sixth and tenth years of Nabonidus, for which the

Tigris would have to be crossed. The advancer of this the-

ory evidently forgot that fully two months would have been

necessary for the Persians to go from Susiana to the Halys,

whereas, according to the cuneiform account, Cyrus col lee tea

his troops in Nisan (March-April ) and entered the enemy's

country in Iyar. (May-June ) The short space of time oc-

cupied on the march shows conclusively that tiie Object of

attack cannot have ueen LydLia, out «ras probably some

country necessary as a oasis of operations against that
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Note 8.—Evers, Empor--kommen der Persischen Macht 9.

note 1. Meyer Gesch. 803 thought that this was a reference

to the battles in the Median provinces west of the Euphrates.

Note 9.—Hagen BA 2. 240. see note to line in appendix

1.

Note 10.—Annals 2. 21. 22. The text is bady mutila-

ted. Sayce Fresh Light, translates quite wrongly "The sol-

diers of Elam marched into Akkad." Compare Floigl op. cit.

58. Halevy Melanges p. 2. It is highly improbable that this

can be a reference to the invasion of Lydia, (Unger, -Gyrus-k

Cyax. 7.) , as the situation of Erech,so far to the south-

west would preclude the possibility of an attack on Lydia

from this quarter. (Evers 9. 10.) It is tmich more reason-

able to regard it as the account of an excursion agai nsL Baby-

lonia from the south.

Note 11. Not against Cyrus.—Evers op. cit. 12.

Note 12.—Annals 3. 12. Ux-ki read'' Upe-'-Opis, by Pinch-

es, a city on the Tigris ; see literature cited by Hagen Ba

2. 243. and note 1. The exact situation of the Sal sail at

is doubtful. It seems probable, according to Hagen, that

the first conflict took place at Opis, after which the Baby-

lonians under Bels'arucur retired to the canal (?) Salsallat,



kingdom. There is really no authority for supposing that

this place was on the west bank of the Tigris, as it is even

doubtful it* tne translation "crosseu" is correct.

In the tenth year of Nabonidus there seems to have been

an invasion probably of the Persians from'Elam, which may

10)
have been directed against Erecli. The record of the An-

nals is unfortunately so mutilated that comparatively little

can be learned about this period of the invasion. "liere

the text again becomes legible the matter of the conquest of

Babylonia seems practically to be decided.

It is stated that Nabonidus entered the temple of Etur-

kalama (Annals 3. o.) evidently to seek Help from the gods,

while a rebellion against his authority took place on the

lower sea ( ?) The god Bel was then brought out with a

solemn religious festival, (Annals 3, 3. 8. 9. 10.) and as a

last resource, numerous deities were brought to Babylon as a

protection to that city. This so infuriated illarduk the god

of the city of Babylon that he ueciued to deliver up Naboni-

dus to Gyrus. (Cyrus Cylinder 10. ff. and 33. 34.) In the

month of Tamuz (53 lJ B. C.) Cyrus offered battle at Opis and

also on the canal (?) Salsallat, which evidently resulted in

his favor. The Babylonians defeated on all sides and dis-

gusted with their feeble king, surrendered Sippar t

- i3i -



where they were defeated. The text cannot mean Opis on the

S. as this would be "Upe sa ina muxxi Salsallat." Homme 1,

Gesch 785. reads Kis; others Rutu,a place in southern Babylo-

nia. So Halevy Melanges 3. Sayce Fresh Light 171. Pinches

Tsba 7. 174. n. 1. Budinger 12. Evers 13. note 1.

Note 13.— Evers 12. thought that in Annals 3. 14. was

the accounl of a rebellion against Gyrus but compare BA 2.

244 and note to line in appendix 1.

Mote 14. ---So Evers 12. Floigl op. cit. 61. According

to the account of Herodotus 1. 190. 191. (see above) Babylon

was captured by tiie device of drawing off the water of the

Euphrates. (Compare also Xenophon Cyr. 7. 5. 15.) This, as

Floigl thought, could have been done from Sippar and the ac-

count is not excluded by the cuneiform record. The short

space of time intervening between the capture of Sippar and

Babylon .seems to show however, that the device was not car-

ried out.

Note 15.—Tiele's supposition is evidently correct.

See Gesch. 472. note 3. The idea that this passage records

a rebellion of the troops of Gutium (Pinches Tsba. Sayce

Fresh Light 171. Hommel 783.) against Cyrus is improbable.

It would be highly unlikely that Gobryas' soldiers should
rebel at this time.



Biana on the 14th of Tammuz (539— -538 B. C. Annals 3. 14.)

As this city was the key to the whole sluice region it was

ira] ortant, for Cyrus to ret possession of it before he could

besiege Babylon successfully. By breaking the dams at Sip-

par, in case of need, the water could be cut off from all

the plain. The^e seems however to have been no necessity

for such stringent measures, as two days later (16th of Tamrn-

uz) the gates of the capital itself "/ere opened to bobryas,

the governor of Cutiumana commander of a section of the Per-

sian army, who formally took possession of the city in Cyrus'

name. (Annals 3. 15. see also Cylinder 17. "without strife

and battle he let him enter into Babylon. H
)

Nabonidus who had fled to Babylon after the capture of

Sippar vas taken prisoner and held to await the coming of

Cyrus. The remnant of the Babylonian Royal Party seems

to have taken refuge in the great temple of Esaggil, the gates

of which were kept closed ana guarded by the tvoops of Co-

bryas. (Shields of Gutium. ) The siege cannot iiave lasted

very long as it is stated that the besi i no weapons.

Four months later on the third of fviarchesvan Cyrus him-

self entered the city of Babylon and decreed peace to all,

appointing his general Uobryas governor of the city, and send-
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Note 16.— -In the record of the Cylinder no mention is

made of G-obryas ; it is merely stated that Gyrus and his

army entered the city without battle. Cyl; 16. 17. It

is not necess:,ry to suppose a contradiction between the An-

nals ana the Cylinder, as the account in the latter is more

general, ana it was therefore unnecessary to give such de-

tails as are found in the Annals. Xenophon Cyr. 7. 5. 15.

has also preserved the account of the capture of the city

by Gobryas making him a great Assyrian leader, who, desiring

vengeance on the King of Babylon for the murder of his only

son, al lied himself with Cyrus.

Note 17.—Cylinder 28. ff. Gaza alone in the land of

the Philistines seems to have refused tribute and offered

resistance ; compare Valesius Polyb. 16. 40. quoted Noldeke

Aufsatze 23. note 2.



ing back to their own shrines the gods which Habonidus had

brought to Babylon. The Persian monarch was received with

great rejoicing by the nobles, priests and people, who has-

tened to declare their allegiance. (Cyr. Cyl.18.) He then

assumed formally the title of King of Babylon anu of Sunier

and Akk&d (Cyl. 20.), receiving the homage of the tributary

kings of the westland.

lb is probable in accordance with the account of Berosus

given above, that Cyrus dismantled to some extent the forti-

fications of Babylon soon after its capture. That he ca-

not utterly have destroyed the defenses, is evident from the

fact that the city stood repeated sieges during subsequent

revolts. (One under Cyrus, two under Darius Hystaspes and

one under Xerxes. Compare Rawlinson's Herodotus 425 note

o. For tne second revolt of Babylon see Herodotus 3. 153-

1(30— th6 story of Zopyrus and Justin 1. c. 10. For Zopy-

rus compare "De Zopyro Babylonios fallente di sputa tic, M.

Johann Christoph. 1685 ) Judging from the assertion of

Jerome (commentary on Isaiah 14. 3.) that the walls had been

repaired and renewed as an enclosure for • ark they v»r; re at

no time completely destroyed.

The causes which led to the fall of the Babylonian dy-
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nasty and to the transferring of the empire to the Persians

are not difficult to determine.

The first independent king of Babylon after the over-

throw of Assyria was Nabupalucur, the father of the great

Nebuchadnezzar. After a comparatively uneventful reign of

twenty-one years he was succeeded by his son Nebuchadnezzar,

the ^eal founder of the empire of Babylon. Not only a great

warrior, the terror oi' whose arms was felt as far as Egypt, and

who uy his conquests made Babylon the political centre of a

mighty empire, but also a lover of art and architecture who

prizea his fume as the restorer of the capital far more than

his military glory. (Compare Teile uesch. 441. 454. ) Ne-

buchadnezzar was the -one great1 name of Babylonian history,

the first and last king )f Babylon. His father Mabupalucur

but paved the way for his great son, and Ms successors, by

their feeble policy merely prepared the inevitable downfall

of the empire. A.'.ilmarduk, the"Kvilmerodach of rerosus,

the son of Nebuchadnezzar was not even able to protect his

own crown.

Following the account of Lerosus, a conspiracy forced him

from the Uirone and placed r.ergalsarucur (feriglissar^ , ac-

coruin^ to both Nerosus and Abydenus( Tiele <I57.) his bro-



Note 18.—The succession of Babylonian kings given by

Berosus (see above) is quite correct and agrees not only with

the Ptolemaean Canon but ".'ith the cuneiform inscriptions ;
—

see Tiele 423. 424 & 464 f . The Ptolemaean Canon omits

only Labasi-Marduk, son of Nergalsarucur owing to the short-

nness of his reign. Only those kings are recorded who gov-

erned for longer than one yea>- ; see Floigl op. cit. 70. Ac-

cording to Abydenus Labasi-Marduk was a boy not older than

twelve years. See Floigl 25. and compare in this connection

Tiele 424. note 2.

Note 19.— The temples which he repaired were : a.J Tem-

ple of Sin in Sippar. VR. 63. 25. a. ---64. 47. b.---21 c.-.-

65. 10. ff. b.) of Anunit. (Eulbar in Sippar. 1. R. 69.

c. 3. VR. 64. 22. 42. c.) Eulbar of Agane 1R. 69. c. 2.

29. ff. d.) Tower of the Temple of Sin in Ur.lR. 68. No. 1.

5. and other sanctuaries, No. 6. 7. e.J Temple of Samas

in Larsa. iR. 68. No. 4. compare 69. o. 1. & 2. fj Of

Sin in Harran VR. 64. 8 a. ---46b. Compare BA 2. 237. note.

Note 20.—The king seems to have been unable either to

prevent the attack of the iViedes on Harran or to punish them

for their destruction of the city, (see above p.^^ a
) He

was equally powerless to resist the expedition of Amasis of
Cyprus against Egypt by which several cities were captured.



ther-in-law, in his stead. The latter after a short reign ,

was succeeded by his son Labasi-Marduk (Uie Labosoarchod of

Berosus) whoat the time of his accession was probably very

young. This king reigned only nine months ana , according to

Berosus was ousted by a second coalition, which entrusted

Ik)

the government to IJabonidus the last Babylonian ruler. As

Nabonidus was probably not of royal blood but merely the son

of a noble (see above chapter 3) the account of his coming to

the throne by means of a conspiracy may be substantially

correct.

It will appear from this succession of events that the

se^us of uecay were ripening fast, as early as the beginning

of the reign of Nabonidus, who, haa he been a different char-

acter, might have delayed the final catastrophe ab least be-

yona his own lifetime. But this king, as is evident from

the tone of the records of his reign, was by nature a peace-

ful prince, whose taste lay not in government or conquest

but in archaeology and religious architecture. His inscrip-

tions are one long list of temples repaired anu pious duties

performed. Under his feeble sway the vast ana heterogeneous

empire, lacking the strong hand of a conquerin
,
ruler to pun-

ish, defection ana protect his subjects f»*om foreign attacks,

natural];/ began to fall to , until finally the Baby-

i
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Note 21.— I IR. 5. ff. Tema was evidently net a quarter

of Babylon (Hommel Gesch. 779. Pinches Tsba. 7. 152.) but a

place at some distance from the capital. The king would

hardly have stopped so long in a quarter of the city without

attending the yearly feast of Marduk. Tide's conjecture

(Gesch. 470. note 1.) that Tema was probably not in Akkad,

because it is especially stated that the king was in Tema

and the son of the king in Akkad, as Akkad $as tiie general

name for all Babylonia ^eems improbable. (For Akkad sen

Lehmann Samassumukin -7 If . ) It is impossible however to de-

t
termine the exact siuation of Tema.

Note 22. ---Cylinder 7. probably of Esaggil.the writer

of the Cyrus Cylinder may have been a priest of Marduk.



Ionian name in western Asia became more a shadow than a re-

ality.

Towards the close or his reign Nabonidus showed himself

even more .incapable than in his earlier years, for, while

devoting especial jsttention to the repairing and maintenance

temples, he entirely neglected the defences of the

capital and the annual festival of Marriuk, choosing to live

in Tema rather than in Babylon, ana evidently leaving all

military matters to his son who, as shown above, was probably

in command of the army. Practically no steps seem to have

beentaken either to prevent the advance of the Persians or

to meet them when they came, so that when Cyrus arrived, he

found a people in rebellion against their king and ready to

exchange his rule for a firmer sway. Tiie fact that both

Sippar and Babylon were taken by the Persian forces without

battle, certainly seems to show that there existed a powerful

faction in Babylonia in league with the invaders.

It is possible that the priests of Maruuk in the city of

Babylon were especially instrumental in bringing about the '

final blow. Probably hostile to Belsamcur the cm ^
prince (see above), disgusted with the king's neglect of Lhe

city and of r r lar offerin s and finally infur I by

13«



jtfote 23— JVabonidus was ceartainly not a reactionary heretic,

who tried to introduce a Sin cult;

(

vloigl op. cit. 2 .v) first

because the King did not confine his attention to ^in (com-

pare note 19.) and secondly, as Tiele has pointed out (

(
riesch. 460. also "vers 17. IS.) It was these very priests

of Marduk who inspired him to repair the temples and to give

atten+ion to the cults of other dei+ies. Compare 5R. 64.

16. where Marduk reveals his will to Nabonidus in a dream?

The insult to Marduk, which turned 'he scale against the King

was his criminal slothfulness about protecting "abylon and

his introduction Of other (Tods into Marduk' o":n City.



his infringement on the jurisdiction of their god in intro-

ducing strange deities into Babylon irally have

cast their influence in favor of a change of rule. J j

must be remembered thai the priests exerc s pow-

erful influence in Babylonian affairs, being even strong

than the royal house. The inscriptions of over;- sort poinl

acy and importance of the religious classes, as

one of the most, constant themes of these documents is the

frequent allusion +o building of temples, temple gifts, res-

toration of offerings 8c. This prominence of the priestly

classes is 4 o be explained by the fact that they were the

custodians of all knowledge. The art of writing, astronomy

and magic ere their peculiar provinces. It will r adily

be understood therefore ,tl r favor or disfavor would

turn the scale in an at/ empt against the reigning dynasl .

In addition + o this it may be supposed that, .the large Je

•. had been transplanted by Nebuchadnezzar to

rhich could not be expected 4 o feel especially

veil disposed to I , "Obably i

'

considerable part in 1 L cons rac .
] vie" of M

«d hands
t

\ t

does no J
'

•' 'n
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Note 24— Compare the enthusiastic prophecies regarding

Cyrus the shepherd of God Isaiah 44. 28; 45. 1. Cyrus per-

mitted the Jews to return to their old home in +he first

year of his reign,- 537. B. C. Compare Ezra 1.

Note 24— Isaiah 13. 14. psalm 137. Jeremiah 51. The

prophecies of the destruction of Babylon were certainly not

carried out. The only one fulfilled to the letter was
the

that regarding return of the Jews.



in communication with the cons irators, who seem to have

bo .surrender. To these mei the

at Jews, in com on wit] i 3d Babylonian r -

ius party, although for totally different reasons, prob-

•s. It may he supposed t]

the native Babylon , Lad at any price to be rid of +heir

incom] etent ruler were forced to make the best of the pros-

pect of a foreign supremacy, while the religious el sment of

the Tews to whom permission to return to Palestine may have

romised beforehand, certainly regarded Cyrus as the

nted of Jehovah who would carry out His will in ever

respect and utterly destroy Babylon and its Gods; a hope

v/liic! ras wise enough not to realize.

As has just been intimated it is highly probable

Ionian cons]' irators were +o a great extent in

the power of uirc c s. We cannot doubt that had op-

port tfiity offered, the faction hostile to s would

have deposed him as his predecessors had been deposed and

I another native on the + !i"''one. Unfo •' for

them such a course was imposible, as the forcer- of c

•

,
been evi



8>ti



his .is merely a matter of time t The

cons] Lrators ' ' : >re compelled by c ices *o

successor of Ilabonidus.

Poth Sippar and Babylon therefore "/ere surrendered without

of meni !yrus himself, on en-

terin lapita ls roc ived with flattering rejoicings.

Bearing in mind the facts concerning the fall of J he

lay how proceed to investigate,whether

accounl of the Hook of Daniel concerning the miraculous

ce of a warning vriting during the progress of the

feast on 1
.

capture of Babylon,must lie considered

as a pure invention of the author, or perhaps an echo of his-

tory. Although practically no details are known concerning

ime of the fall of Babylon, and there is no parallel rec-

ord of such a portent as is described in Daniel 5., it still

seems probable, as will appear from the followi , I 'a

s of fact und Lblical narrative.

The first question that should be asked is whether

it is possible that such an •vent, took place. It has al-

m notice 'ical

back- • bl ical ace of
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) if it "be admil

a festival was actually held near the close of the

or Nabonidus ,there is nothing to prevent the supposi-

tion
'

ve been given luring its progress.

'"here are three difficulties to be explained however,

which + he Biblical account presents.

a. writing was unintelligble to the hierogrammat-

ists.

The true meaning of the warning.

C. How and by whom the portent, was produced.

A. If such aii inscription appeared at the Babylonian C<

it is ci;:
u inly reasonable 4 o suppose that it, was written

in the Babylonian language and in the cuneiform character.

The inability of the King and his lords and oven of the

skilled scribes to read the inscription , to rcad-*foe—insc

4riea is proably to be explained '
. act 1

4 '

I

form

ed in some complicated and unusual ideographic^ (See Chapter

1, ;.. ' ) This vie- is similar 4 o that advanced by the Tal-

iio thou.: I

'

in a

Listic alphabet. (See above page 8 ) The theory no-

-140-





in deci] I

' nce,was bee

le. Had. the warning
language

the effect of the interpretation

been to a great extent lost on the King.

point
, hat directly the explanation was given

niel, +he Kin understood it perfectly, which wo Id

probably not have been the case had.it appeared in a foreign

idiom. A second consideration which should not be for-

Lat in a cosmopolitan court like the .Babylonian
language

h
i n would have proably been immediately recognized.

If then the writing appeared i ::ian lan-

m all probability not only in the ideographic

' also in a form which. would not have been ea-

sily Lned in sue

nally

in Babylonian is .

....

. :

j

> ' i '

As stated above, t]
I to be con-

. In



Mote 26— Passives -J 1
!, internal vowel change have not been

lost in Assyrian but are not developed.
.
The ac+ive and

passive participles are not yet sharply distinguished, the

difference being merely arbitrary. For examples of passive

participles Compare the frequent "Kima labirisu satir

—

written like its original " and "Rapux epru, dust is spread"

See Jras. 1878, 244. Har.pt. The frequent passive meaning

of ti:e. m risive may be compared in this connection. See

Zb. 11.

Bote 21— Note that a number of forms like qanu, suffer

apocope of the long final vowel in the construct state.

Thus qanu-qan. Sadu, mountain--sad. Hasu, bearer—nas.

Rasu, possessor—ras. Rabu, great—rab.



this case the corresj onding form in Ass '

o the

anuUmina -na,

and really the passive participle of manu, to count. The

irally oc Ldeo-

Lcally
y
is occasionally fo ben plene. Thus, in

Nbk. 17. ': 1 . . >. Tallqvist op. cit. 96. we fin:! + he Form

ma-nu-u-, in irbk. 46, ,4. Strm. B. T. —na-ni, an J. in

Nbk. . : . : . . Strra. B. T. Mi -ni-e, (Com

also ZA1. . form like qanu--reed.

It is inter sting 'o notice that the familiar Mammon

( nu ft-tova) Testament may be a loan "ord from

the same stem --vnina. There is an Assyrian word

a vessel capable of holding a mina

full, which occurs in the Tel El Amarna inscriptions,

I -a Bigrii." Jensen •

ar

''

,v, u'vi ft ' rvo l-
• - (Sec Mold

thesis in 1

in

'-.fr...

• illu and \ .

-



:L<30

.

i
-- Saqalu may bo a shaphel formation from qalu=

belignt. Compfare Sakanu^robaLly from '

1 7 b , and sararu, from

^iiA'iin the case of Saqalu the s is cu ar
.

\rabic

I

as O-- , while the ^ of the shaphel is a^buc find

it in Arabic as '\j^ ".

\
I

.-
:
in this by supposing that

such a form as -q*> ,with ^-'', v/as borrowed, from a dialect

where the original a: of the shaphel was lisped like m .

„ a.

Compare the case ofrjrnjS.; se above note to verse 7 and

BA1. 181. note 2.
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by two quest ioi .-,.'•

ation of the

bablished.) Oppert's "

ana"

ZA1. 430. ] BA1. 496.

Siql for Like Sibtu staff; igru, hire °:c.

The I - -
:

::.-o"|
,'°^Vhalf minas,p] 1

nt Lo the Assyrian parsu^- from

(Parasu,= separate, Asb. 9, 46:

, stop, Ran. 6. 14: 4ft 57,7a; Bin. 2. 19; q arrel 4R.

58. 22: a ."..-'
. . .) Parsu means techaacally

a section of ,( S bi . . 39.) or a c

«r^4- : .

'

. c. . . 10 .)

Corribi
'

"is as in ' laean

su] L As syro-]

:
"

:
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.
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to read (compare

. . 364.) ] scribed nian

>

'

I of the

1 on

ideogrqphically.il Lbylonian . ic character

phra: •
: thus;

. ^7 ,

'

< «f- 7<«

suppose that the signs were grouped in

• • •.
• follows

:

n easily 1 zzled the

most skillful of Babylonian Is, ^e Lagarde

(Mitteil. . .) riddle is of

e Innsbruc ', 'eet-

ing
'

'he

: •

• Lt.
"
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: ranz
I

Bort

. in the inability of 4

n rious

aa to the true meaning and.

cali on of rning shoi . : e discussed.

B. ' erious sentence consists of throe names of

her in a strange orde,r,

the lesser: raina, she

-minas. su] ] osed
-

lies , ical rr.eaning v/hich is not, fully broup-h 4 out in

sentence by Daniel. The in+er.pre-

• ho writer puts into ' • pthet

on a paranomasia. Thus, mina (?*.?V) is explaincv

;v 3 n) -to count "Cod has coi f

"

shekel ( bta ) i s exy lained by bho '-to .
"'

.

e balance and fa:
"

v >^) m ex •
•* ,- to div]

led (i»2>^ r
-))

In Me

-I ' -



Note 30--The passage is as follows:

It, is good that a mina, son of a half-mina, come to a mina,

son of a mina, but not that a mina, son of a mina, should

come to a mina,. son of a half-mina.

Note 81— It is well known that + he weight mina contains 60

shekels, this shekel serving also as the smallest gold unit;

i. e. a gold shekel weighed one sixtieth of the weight mina.

The gold mina on the other hand contained only 50 shekels,

so that it was equal only to five-sixths of the weight mina.

Compare Verhandlungen der physikalischen gesellschaft zu

Berlin, published F .ry, 1800 page 95. C F. Lehmann;

also Verhandlungen der Berliner Anthropologischen gesell-

schaft March 1889 page 249. and Encyclopedia Britt. 17.

631. and the passage Askt. 55. 42. (Cibit) 1 ma-na, 12 siqli

tan--the interest of one mina is twelve shekels; 1. e. at

20 per cent.



omasia on > >
i

,

-

. , I "Gal

.

ms +o "be cor 1 - cl .

in addition 4 o I the
Jo)

. : .
• .. mina son of a half-mina

s son bo'' • Khan . f I r, mina son of a

mina moans a son equal +c his father, (l . C

.

half-mina of the

mysterious sentence be understood as indicating a comparison

of persons i and force of the allusion at once

eF clear. As 1 the sixtieth r^rf of a mina is

i

J Lirect comparison with a mina and two-half

-

minas. As has t by Prof . 1 pt (See

3 mina in this connection would appear

to n i adnezzar .
- b "cl I

ylo-

nian tory, shekel, one sixtieth as valuable seems ^

o

poinl insignii -hose kii is to

:md





the Empire,

nezzar mi e mina. As

. not on]

-.a test

of the tine. of Daniel all throughout the

•

. -i -ht in comparing him with the

insignificani las"t King, The • f points in the 1

Ionian history arc the rise and development of the Em-

pire under '

1 chadnezzar and its final overthrow under the

last King, so that, as already mentioned in Chapter 3, (Pa

Biblical author in choosing Nebuchadnezzar as the

ar although incorrect, as to detail, was

bhe real history of the Babylonian

period.

i destroyed

-

: J

_. '-../Ionian power and divid en + hem

the great empire of Nebuchadnezzar, IT

line vious 1 o • ' 'ho

n , atta

of tl 'nes.-'. un .

,

" ri-
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they were certainly never a world power until their union

"ith the Persians under Cyrus. This combination was suf-

ficient to subjugate the entire west and to establish an em-

pire which lusteu for centuries.

The mysterious sentence if understood in this light would

have been peculiarly applicable at a time like the Feast des-

cribed by the Author of Daniel. Towards the end of the

reign of !iabonidus
,
it must have been evident that the days

of his power were numb' red, ana it seems o
x
uite within the

range of possibility that such a warning should have been

given. Admitting first, that an explanation is possible

for the difficulty experienced by the -vise men in interpre-

ting the enigma, • and secondly, that such a warning would have

been especially applicable to the time, the last difficulty

which remains to be encountered is the question how and by

whom the portent could have been produced.

C. How such an inscription was produced must of course

remain unsolved. It has been considered rather signifi-

cant, however, that the writing appeared opposite the light.

In view of this statement the suggestion has been advanced

that it may have been written beforehand in an invisible ink,

which was brought out by the heat of the lights. (Prof.

Haupt in his lectures.) Although it is not improbable that

:.) -



Note 32. ---It is worthy of notice that as early as 1806

this iaea was suggested. See Bertholdt, commentary 353. where

he suggests that the writing was either an attempt of some

loyal servants of the king, to let him know of his danger, or

a warning of conspirators.



ink of this nature was known to the ancients, especially to

the Babylonian Magicians who must have been familiar with all

sorts of tricks, the matter must remain an open question.

(The opinions of the orthodox vary very slightly. Rabbi

Saadia thought that the Angel Gabriel wrote the inscription.

Compare Thube, quoted Berbholdt 346. Calvin believed that

it was -">'itton by God himself. Compare Ilavernick 180 etc .)

It has already been noticed above that a powerful con-

spiracy was in all probability concerned in the fall of Baby-

lon. In fact we are forced to believe from the apparent

ease with which the city and empire were taken, that the in-

vaders had auxiliaries among the ranks of the Babylonians.

It has been mentioned also that botn the priests and the Jew-

ish populace would have had cogent reasons for being opposed

to Nabonidus. If this were the case, and if such a feast

as that described in Daniel 5 really took place, it seems a

natural supposition that the warning may have been prouueed

by the agency of the conspirators.

The tone of the Fifth Chapter of Daniel, however, seems

to show beyond doubt that the biblical writer consiuered tie

portent a miracle sent from God to vara the impious king of

his impending punishment. The Author of Daniel accordingly
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makes use of the account to serve as a diatribe against An-

tiochus Epiphanes.

The biblical record seems quite consistent in making

Daniel competent to interpret the riddle. It is not impos-

sible that the Autho»* of Daniel knew that the writing appeared

in some rebus-like form which the Jewish prophet owing to his

special training, in the " xv^to ? jfo^ " was able to solve at

once. It can hardly be conjectured however that the proba-

bly real ide%raphic character of the inscription was known

to a Maocabaean Jew. It can only be supposed that the late

writer having at his disposal the account of the appearance

of such an inscription during a festival of the last king of

Babylon made use of the story for his own paranetic purpose.

! An echo of history certainly seems to be present in the '--

record of the Fifth Chapter of Daniel. -N^tr-enly is the a-t-

ten-tJbon-aTrtraeted-by The preservation of the name of Belshaz-

zar, the approximately correct statement regarding his death

and the striking agreement y.vith the biblical account concern-

i the last fe;.s
- d£ the record of Herodotus,' bu-t-4-t-al so

Story of the -mm-

seem not impossible that the mysterious sentence 4ts~eli

Ui ,
. ..

oe based r*n historical fact.

The Book of Daniel loses none of its t. • force be-

cause we are bounu, in the li,_;it of modern criticism, to





consider it a production of the reign of Antiochus Bpiphanes,

nor should conservative scholars exclaim that the historical

accuracy of the work is thus destroyed. If the production

be properly understood it must be admitted that the Author

made no pretense at exactness of detail. To assert further-

more that with the Book of Daniel ,the whole prophetic struc-

ture of the Old Testament rises or falls, seems as illogical

as the statement of Sir Isaac Newton that he who denies Dan-

iel's prophecies undermines Christianity.

I Compare in this connection a review by the Right Rev.

H. ill. Jackson, of Cheyne's Article Daniel in the Encycl. Brit.

—Virginia Seminary Magazine, February 1892, pages 149-159.)

If we consider that the prophecies were never intended to be

more than a historical resume, clothed for the sake of great-

er literary viviuness in a prophetic guise, it is hard to see

how such a conclusion affects the authenticity of utterances

of other authors which may have been meant to be predictions

of the future. If viewed in this light the work of the wri-

ter of Daniel can certainly not be called a forrery but merely

a moral and political pamphlet.

It should certainly be possible for intelligent chris-

tians to consider the book just as powerful, viewed, accord-

ing to the Author's intention as a consolation to dod's peo-
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pie in their dire distress at the time of Antiochus Bpipha-

nes,as if it were. what an ancient but mistaken tradition has

made it, really an accurate account of events balwgipg to

the close of the Babylonian period.

ooOoo
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Note 33.—For the legends regarding Gyrus in general

and especially the account of Herodotus, compare Floigl Cyrus

& Herodot. , Bauer Die Cyrussage, Schubert Herodot's Darstell-

ung der Cyrussage, Breslau 1890. For the chronology of Cy-

rus and Cambyses compare Tiele, (iesch. 483 and literature

cited, note 2. Biidinger, Die neuentdeckten Inschriften

uber Cyrus 39. 1884, Oppert and Menant Doc. Jurid. 262.

Note 34.—The date 538 instead of the usual 539 )[see

Unger Cyax. & Astyages 52. Noldeke, Aufsatze 26.) is neces-

sitated by the nine months' reign of Labasi-Marduk ,unmention-

ed in the Ptolemaean Canon, (compare note /* (:>'>?.) which brings

the date of the Fal 1 forward by one year.

Note 35. ---Unger op. cit. 52. Tiele 424.



CHAPTER FOURTH.

Additional !<ote A.

33)

The Chronology of Cyrus.

The last contracts of the rei^n of Nabonidus are dated

in the month of Iyar (April -May) 538 B. C. Baby lor was ta-

ken on the 16th of Tammuz (July 15th), when Nabonidus ceased to

reign. Cyrus entered the city, the 3rd of Marchesvan (Octo-

ber 27th) evidently assuming the reins of government at once,

as the first known contract of his reign is dated in the fol-

lowing month in his commencement year ; i. e. Kislev 16th

(December 9th.) 538. Mis official first year did not be-

gin until five months later ; i.e. Nisan, 538.

There is sane confusion as to the exact duration of

the
Cyrus* reign. Although Ptolmaean Canon gives him nine years

as king of Babylon, a contract exists, dated in his tenth

year, giving him the title "King of Babylon and the Lands."

(See Tiele Cesch. 4S3, citing Strassmey er. ) It is possible

that this may be an error, or that the writer may have con-

fuseu the last year of Nabonidus or the commencement months

of Cyrus with the first year of Cyrus' reign. The twenty-

nine years of Herodotus 1. 214. and the thirty years of Ctes-

ias (Compare Cicero Div. 1. 46. Justin 1. 9. 30.) attributed





to Cyrus, refer to his combined reign over Ansan anu Babylon.

It is therefore probable that Cyrus began to reign in Ansan.

either twenty or twer.ty-one years before he captured Baby-

lon ; i. e. about 558 or 559; see Evers op. cit. 39. who sets

his birth about 590.

B.

The Genealogy of Cyrus.

Cyrus was descended from the same stock as Darius Hys-

taspes. Their respective genealogies as given in the Cyl-

inder ana the Behistun inscription may be seen from the fol-

lowing table;

Cyrus son of

Cambyses "

Cyrus "

(Sispis) Teispis

Genealogy of

the Cylinder.

Darius son of 1

Vistaspa " Genealogy

AArsama " 7 of the

Ariaramna "
\

(Caispis) " ^ehistun

inscription

The genealogy of the Achaemenian kings presents a hith-

erto unsolved problem, of which a brief statement may be in-

teresting. ,

Darius Hystaspes in the Behistun inscription traces his
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Note 36.—Compare Spiegel, Altpe>*sische Keilinschr. 3.

1881. . .

Note 37.—Herodotus 7. 11. /H-m y°if £c^i ifc 4°.^/,,?,

,f7, „,,//;„ "tot, K-Cfo-o ral K^^v^cco r«l /n«>ir<«r<aifx^ymVfW y^.'J

Note 38. ---Herodotus 3. 70. see Spiegel op. cit. 83.

Halevy Melanges 6.



descent from Hakhamanis (Ac) i) giving five generations

of his ancestry but adding that eight of his family were for-

merly kings anu that he was the ninth. The eight genera -

tions can be made up from Herrdotus .who in his ancestry of

Xerxes adued three names betveen the Caispis (Teispis) and

Hakhamanis (Achaemenes); Teispes 1., Carnbyses, Cyrus, Teispis

2, Ariaramnes, Arsames, Hystaspes, Darius. "ystaspes, how-

was
ever, according to Herodotus, merely a governor in Persia,

thougn of good family ana it is also probable that Arsames

ana Ariaramnes were never kings, nor are they called so in

the Behistun inscription.

Comparing the record of the Cyrus Cylinder with the list

of Herodotus; still further difficulties arise, as will be

"seen from the follo'irv table :

Herodotus & Beh.

Barnes given only
by Her.

Hakhamanis - -Achaemene s

Teispis ?

Carnbyses ?

Cyrus ?

Teispis

Gen. of the Ariaramnes
Beh. and Wer.

Arsames

iiystiispos

Darius

Cyrus I.

Carnbyses I.

Cyrus the Great

ses II.

Gen. of the

Cyrus Cylinder.
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Note 39.—Winckler Uag. 28 omits Achaemenes the "Ahnhei

"jbut he is especially mentioned by the account of Darius as

the first of his house.

Note 40.—Diodorus Lib. 31. 19. also speaks of a Cam-

byses father of Cyrus, and anterior to Theispes.

Note 41.—Amiaud Melanges Renier 260. accepts thu gen-

ealogy of Herodotus ana conjectures that the second Theispes

may have been the first king of Persia to rule over Ansan.

Note 42.—Floigl incluo.es them^op. cit. 22 ) consid-

ering them kings of Hyrcania, (see p. 6-7.) and, in order to

bring down the total, sacrifices Gyrus 1., grandfather of Cy-

rus the Great. But the latter distinctly designates his

grandfather as great king, king of Ansan ; Cylinder 21'
I

Note 43.—Halevy Museon 2. 43. ana Melanges 8. Winck-

ler Uag. 128 hints at this. See in this connection Delatt:

Medes 53.



Omitting tne three immediate ancestors of Darius and on-

ly counting the other line, beginning with Cambyses II., son

of Cyrus the Great, nine kings of Darius' family will be

founu instead of eight.

On examining the record of Herodotus (Teispes ? Camby-

ses ? Cyrus ?) and comparing it with the account of the Cyl-

inder, (T^eispes, Cyrus, Cambyses, Cyrus ) it seems probable

that nerodotus has misunderstood the genealogies, placing two

parallel lines in consecutive order, omitting the Cyrus after

Teispes and introducing a second Teispes. Adopting this

supposition, and omitting, the Teispes, Cambyses and Cyrus of

Herodotus, the following family tree can be presented :

Achaemenes

Teispis

Ariaramnes Cyrus I.

Arsames Cambyses I.

Kystaspes Cyrus (the Great)

Darius yses II

.

Here again, if t::e t.'iroo i."-.mediate predecessors of

Darius be omitted as non-kings, there is an ancestry of only

six, whereas if they be incluued there is a total of nine.

Of course the easiest way out of the difficulty is with

vy to cut the knot by call in Darius a liar anu asserting

_ ifi7 _



Note 44.—Spiegel adds before Achaemenes and Teispes

two supposed kings of the same name. If Achaemenes, the

founder of the dynasty, be conceived of as mythical ( the h'( - lu s

see Budinger op. cit. p. 6. Wincklcr Uag. 28.) and as never

having reigned (Meyer desch. 559.) it will be necessary to

supply three supposititious kings. For other opinions con-

cerning this problem compare Rawlinson Jras. 1880. Oppert

Medes 113 b. 162 b. refuted however by Spiegel op. cit. 84.

Budinger 6. Evers 26 ff. etc., etc.

Note 45.— Inscription of Naqsch-i-Rustam 8. "I am Dari-

us the great king, etc. son of Vistaspa the Achaemenian
/

a

Persian son of a Persian, an Aryan son of an Aryan." Beh.

1. 14. 61 Darius says that the government
,
which Gauraata the

Magian usurper took from Cambyses, had been in the family from

most ancient times. This can only refer to the rule over

Persia. .

Note 46.—Halevy, Revue des Etudes Juives 1880. Comptes

rendues de l'Academie des inscriptions, 7. 1880. Melanges 6.,

See however Delattre Medes 45-54 who r-futes all of Halevy's

theories in this connection.



that he [urposely gave a wrong genealpg; .

Concerning the early ancestry of the Achaemenians, prac-

tically all that can be decided at present is thi t,if as

seems necessar
.

, Ariaranmes, Arsames and Hystaspes be omit-

ted, two unknown kings must be included in the list in order

to make up the total of eight claimed by Darius.

As will be seen from the above, the descent of Cyras the

Great is perfectly clear up to Theispes and that T^eispes was

not only an ancestor of Darius Hystaspes, but also an Achae-

menian and an Aryan is shown by the Persian inscriptions.

Cyrus was therefore not of Elamite origin or naturalization,

as some have sought to show, but an Aryan of Aryan descent,

according to the opinion of the ancient writers both bibli-

cal and profane. Not only is Cyrus called King of Persia

in the Babylonian inscriptions (see below page '( '
) but the

testimony of the biblical writers as well as of Herodotus who

drew from Greek, Lydian, Egyptian, Babylonia! -

: and Persian
(Compare

sources point tc the same fact. the Scriptural references

to Cyrus as a Persian or king of Persia. Daniel G. 28.

2 Chron. 36. 22. 23. Ezra 1 . 1 . 2. 7. 8 : 3. 7 : 4. 3. In

Ezra 5. 13. he is called king of Babylon, See in this con-

nection Delattre Modes
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Note 47.—The place is specified either as al Ansan

(city of Ansan) or mat Ansan, 5R. 64. 29. (country of Ansan)

indifferently. The city and country evidently bore the

same name* It is mentioned in the astronomical tablets in

connection with Subartu. Compare Delattre "Cyrus dans les

Mon. Assyr. 2. anu for Subartu ZA 1. 196.

Note 48. Jras 12. Rawlinson; Sayce Tsba 3. 475. thought

that it was the part of Elam on the Persian Gulf. Compare

Fresh Light 180. Meyer Gesch. 403. and 396.

Note 49.—Delattre Medes quoted Weissbach, Anzanische

Inschr. 124 and also 123.

Note 50.—De Sarzec, Decouvertes en Chaldee pi. 19.



c.

A N S A N.

The country of Anzan, or Ansan, over which Cyrus and his

three ancestors ruled has excited numerous conjectures. (Com-

pare Evers op. cit. 30 ff. and • literature- the** citetl.)

, Some crilics hllve considered jt identicaJvwith Elam, follow-

ing- tiie syllabary 8&rt4ff.«88i An ruu-an (ki) As-sai-an---Elam-

tu, others thought that it was a oity in Persis. (See Unger

op . cat* c 53 ) "fiiat tbB name jjaBnoH be I synonymous cwith f El am is

shown ir. Taylor's Senoacherib 5. 31, where it is recorded that

the king of Elam leagued against Assyria with a nu&ber of

an")

^smaller, state*, aaiong" wnieh' w&s Ansan. The iatt.er therefore

ft .si have og eft afi inttepewiegit rsM&'e, btitnWft* probably at lhat

Lime tributary to EJftjn^as^R'4'/. 1ft. Bitftml to sjiow. In early

days it appears to have been a feeble power as it sucouraoed

lo the attacks of princes like Gudoa (Amiaud Zk. 1. 249. )

and Mutabbil of Durilu (Winckler Uag. 116. 156. 157. ) In

the classical authors there is no mention of the place, but

the Arab, Iun el 'iadim (Kitab el Fihrist 12. 22. quoted Jras.

12. 76. ) speaks of an^Lilin the district of Taster (Shus-

ter) which is probably identical with the Ansan of the Acha -
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Note 51— See above note ^.M^.
U

Note 52— Evers op. cit. 39; Wincklsr Hag. 128. Amiaud,

Melanges renier 260. note 3, refers the prophecy of the

overthrow of Elam in Jeremiah 49. 34. to the conquest of

that country by the Persians. Note that Ezakiel 32. 24.

speaks of Elam as a conquered people. Compare Meyer Gesch.

560.

Note 53—The language of Ansan was Elamitic; cf. Weisabach

124. 125. Amiaud, Melanges renier 249. thought that Ansan

was the most ancient part of Elam.



menians

The title of kin^, of Ansan proves nothing against the

Persian origin of Cyrus, whose family may have acquired this

El ami tic country by conquest, perhaps under Teispes, or some

previous king. It is -ell knowr that in earlier times An-

san was ruled by a non-Aryan non-Semitic native line, and it

may be supposed that all the Elamitic provinces, after the

complete overthrow of El am by Assurbanipal ,wero an easy prey

-qxiokoxaBj^intaiiS*. .tSea- Detetttodtioaafl. SI •>*$.)'
'
--

, *-WrU8 Pefcecence te.Oia" facft-ftfaat the El&mitic Susa

was the scat of the Persian power which .has heeia- cited, by

.Halery.^Ses Delattra,- Medes §8. fceas an -jvidenod gainst the

"gr.u.i .
.0**: ;irioal C-'ri3 , Straao ala, eiv-^n a 3 at is t'wdtor}/ ax-

plan, ti in.' SHssahgvha" Hai l.beu tats ] i': - a
i

1 .irt if Persia.

A •• : T.quest of ?'edi-i, <'/r;- .3 Pii'li,\.\3,

to the distant"situation of their own country . ostablished

the seat of .their" Gov*™ lent in the mors central Susa* the

chief City of Susiana, .which is not so far. from Babylon and

the other provinces. (Strabo 15. 3. 2. quoted Delattre 1.

c. ) Now as Delattre has yointed had Susa been t he i (hered-

itary capital we would expect to find the. Elamitic lan^a^e

- 1G0 -



Note 54—Compare F.ehistun 1. 14. 41: 2. 47. in the inscrip-

tions -of the second sort 1. 15., -Parson, see Oppert, Medes

265, Schrader Kat. 372.

Y) ytiss;- Compare Aniaud, Melanges .renier 24§. 2851 Ih is seems the

most satisfactory explanation, Meyer Gesch. 602. attempts

. no solution of the problem. Halevy Melanges .116. believing

in the Elamitic origin of Cyrus, considered that the term

£flKiit£':ofRBar3*'-'was used- only by foreigners. A
o,t

'Ngfee 56^':CQttparqoTiele Gesch. 27. 19*, 241,U93£,_203.

Hommel Oesch. 719. 739^ 740. 744. Life

.1 ffcfcteJfG-: Tiele 304. suggested * that. £he iiwne Parsua may have

4r

been applied' to" Persia- as early as thel time, Sennacherib
because

-)Wtc 'rv-Amiaud Op. cit. 255, thought that after the time of Sargon



as the usual idiom of the Achaemenian inscriptions. It

seems probable that the Achaemenian kin^s and the Persians

had at some unknown period of their early history conquered

and annexed to Persia proper the Elamitic country of Ansan.

When, with the conquest of Media by Cyrus, a larger territory

was at + heir disposal, a proper capital being necessary for

the new empire, the splendor of the old Elamitic Susa in-

fluenced Cyrus to establish it as his head-quarters.

The name Parsu which is found in the annals is ap-

parently used synonymously with Ansan. Cyrus appears to

have been called indifferently by the Babylonians, either

king of Ansan or of Parsu. ^See^column 2, lined, and line

15. '.Vhfcther the name Parsua (Parsuas) which in early days

seems to have been apjlied either to Northern Media or to

some part of that territory can be identified with the later

Parsu—Persia must remain a mat + er of ioubt. It doesnot

seem impossible however that the old Parsua may have been the

home of Persian tribes, who, migrating to the South carried the

name to t.he regions about Elam. It is not. unlikely that the

names Ansan and Parsu after the Persian invasion of the former

territory became synonymous in much the same manner as Gaul

and France, Pri + ain and Ln^land.— 00OO00
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no more is heard of Parsua, an emigration causeiby the en-

croachments of the Assyrians may have taken place to Ansan.

(?) Hommel Gesch. '783. suggested that +he application of

Parsu to the country South of Media .only began to be current

in the reign of Cyrus (?)

Note 59— Compare Araiaud Melanges renier 246.



A P P R N D T X I.

THE CYRUS CYLINDER AND ANNALS OF NABONTDUS.
--- 0O0 ---

The Cyrus Cylinder is written on a barrel of unbaked

clay, 9 inches long, 3,lA inches in end diameter and 4,l/8

inches in middle diameter.

Hormuzd Rassam, in the Victoria Institute Feb. 2, 1881,

reported it as being the official account of the capture of

Babylon.

The Text was published in 1880 by Pinches in the 35th

plate of the fifth volume of Sir H. Rawlinson's Cuneiform

Inscriptions of Western Asia, and lately in Abel-Winckler's

Keilschrifttexte p. 44 f. The first treatment of the in-

scription, transcription, translation, and commentary was

published by Sir Henry Rawlinson J.R.A.S. XII. 70-97, 1880.

Since that time translations have been given by Sayce, "Fresh

light from the Ancient Monuments," 172 ff. Floigl, "Cyrus and

Herodotus," 1881, Halevy Melanges - "Cyrus et le Retour de la

Captivite," p. 4 ff. Tiele, "Assyrische und Babylonische Ges-

chichte" p. 470 ff, a paraphrase; Homme 1, "Ceschichte Assyri-

ans und Pabyloniens. " Lyon, "Assyrian Manual" 39-41, trans-

cription. Eb. Schrader, "Keilinschriftliche Bibliothek" ITL

pt. 2, pp. 120-127, a transcription and translation based on a
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collation from a photograph; Delitzsch in "Murdter's Geschichte

Babylon!em und Assyrians 1891, p. 259, ff, a paraphrase, and

finelly O.i?. Kagen, "Beitrage zur AssyriologieJLp. 205 ff,

1891, transcription, translation and commentary from an en-

tirely new collation, and R.P. Y. p. 144 ff, a new transla-

tion "by Sayce.

The Annals of Nabonidus are engraved upon a gray frag-

ment of unbaked clay in double columns front and back. The

tablet, as we have it, is about 4 inches high and 3 l/2 inches

in breadth. For the exact measurements , see B.A. II. 206.

Notice of the inscription was given by T.G. Pinches, 1880.

See T.S.B.A. pp. 139, 176, (cf. also Athenaeum 1881- p. 215 v

Sir H. Rawlinson who considered it the Annals of Cyrus
/
and

Sayce, Academy March 13, 1381, XVII. 198.)

The Text of the inscription is given by H. Winckler U.A.G

1889, p. 154, and again lately from afresh collation by O.E.

Hagen, 1891, Ball. p. 248 ff. whose copy differs very slightly

from that of Winckler.

The first translation of the document which was made by

Mr. Pinches appeared T.S.B.A. VII. 1882, pp. 153-169 and was

accompanied by an introduction, transcription and notes. The

same scholar submitted lines 1-4 of c.II. to a new collation,

the result of which appeared P.S.K.A. V. 10.
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Translations and paraphrases of the document have been

given by the authors mentioned above, as having presented

translations etc., of the Cyrus Cylinder; the latest being

that of 0.E. Kagen, R.A. TI. i, 215 ff, with full commentary.

The following translation of the Cylinder and Annals of

Nabonidus is based on no fresh collation but has been appended

merely for the convenience of the reader. As the work of

Hagen depends on the latest collation of these documents, fre-

quent reference has been mede to his publication, more especi-

ally in the mutilated passages.

The numbers refer to the textual and the letters to the

additional linguistic notes.
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_1 Hagen - his -+- +-

2 Hagen supplies "ma - tu - u" - a weak one, of. B. A. II. 230,

3 tamsilu - $&m likeness, similarity, cf.

Tamsil Xamanim I. 47, C. VI. 14, The form "tan-sil"
occurs Sarg. Cyl. 64, cf.

4 Hagen - i - te - ni - ib - bu - us - he ma.de.

5 Hagen - "pa - ra - ac" "Bin sie entehrendes Gebot."
The word may be e44fee3*=?£ae5u1"—or "parcu; " "-parsu" can
mean a chamber or shrine e^-?4gT-VHx^i057-ea«ything
bAr-r^4-~of-f--efTr-ebT- 4Vt-^-. "parcu"--command is, well known-
H.T. 116, Z.B. 14, Asb. IV. 100: X. 62.

6 Hagen - "u ana nakritim." The traces in Winckler's K.T.
seem to be "liraut - tim nakritim" - hostile evil.

"Nakritu* as substantive does not occur cf . B.A. II. 230.

7 Hagen adds uad(dima) - he appointed.

8 Hagen supplies (sa)- qi - se a - su - us - su(?).

9 Hagen , nis - e - su.

10 ^t» Hagen "(and left) their region."

11 Hagen "Zuwendung"(?)



THE CYRUS CYLINDERrTRANSLATION.
--- oOo— -

1. ' ' ni - Stt (l)

2. * ' regions.

3. f ' . (2) was appointed to the

government of his land.

4. si f f 'a similar one(3.) he estab-

lished .(Jrer them.

5. Like FIsaggil "i - te ;4 " + a + f tim

unto Ur and the rest of the cities I 1 I

fi. a shrine' 5 \not suitable for them +~ !

daily he planned and for(6] enmity.

7. The temyle offerings he allowed to ceg-se (7)
+

he established within the city. The worship of Marduk, King

of the gods (8)

8. Evil against his city ho did (9) daily » '

his people 10 by yoke which gave them no rest he ruined all

of them.

9. At their lamentations the Lord of the gods was greatly

angered ' ' (11 > their

side. The gods dwelling within left their habitations.
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Note 12— Ibresu-Hagei translates "Sah sie duron". In note

13, he suggests-sina instead of-su (?) hut it seems possible

to regard the suffix as referring to Cyrus.

>Tote 13— Hagen Pa2. 231. "Mit Drangsal."



10. in an^or that he (* Tabonidus) had caused *o en+er

Babylon Marduk I
f

'

turned (?) to all the dwellings whose abode was cast down

11. and the people of Suraer and Akkad who resemMed corpses

he turned i f he granted mercy. All the lands he search

ed through; he saw him ^

12. and desired t.he righteous Prince, the favorite of his

heart whose hand he took; Cyrus king of Ansan; he .called his

name; to +he kingdom of everything created he appointed him.

13. Kutu, the en+ire tribe of the Umman Manda he made bow

at his feet. The people of the dark heads whom he (Marduk)

caused his (Cyrus) ) hands to conquer^

14. in justice and right he cared for them. Marduk the

great lord, merciful (?) to his people looked with pleasure

on his pious works and upright heart.

15. unto his city Babylon he commanded him to go; he

caused him to ta^e the road to Rabylon, p-oing by his side

as a friend and companion.

16. His extensive army the number of which like + he waters
beside him.

of a river cannot be known, with weapons girded on proceeded

17. Without strife and battle he let him enter in * o Baby-

lon; he spared his city D atylon during the trouble.
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*Tote 14—According to Hapen's collation the correct reading

is "ina put/ ku u pake ". See his explanation page 232.

The accepted reading was "ina pusqi u pake, in need and ad-

versity.

Mote lo—

Hagan translated machte mir geneigt (?)



Nation idus who reverenced him not, lie delivered into his hand.

18. All the people of Babylon, all Sumer and Akkad lords

and governors bowed before him, kissed his feet, rejoiced

at his coming + o the throne, their faces were happy.

19. The Lord feho by his aid brings the dead + o.life, who

is universally benevolent with care and protection, he

blessed him joyously reverencing his name.

20. I am Cyrus, the kinr. of Hosts, the great king, the

mighty king, the king of Babylon, + he king of Sumer and

Akkad, king of the four regions,

21. son of rambyses the great king, king of Ansan, grand-

son of Cyrus the great king, king of Ansan., great-grand- son

of Teispes, the great king, Jung of Ansan,

22. of great royal seed, whose government Pel and Nebo

love, whose rule they desire as necessary to +heir happiness.

When in + o the city of Babylon I entered in friendship as-an

^tily-

23. with joy and gladness I established my lordly dwelling

in the royal palace. "arduk the great lord, made favorable

to me the broad heart of the sons of p abylon and daily I

cared for his "'orship.

24. My extensive army proceeds peacefully in+o + he midst
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Note 16— HaganBetrubniss,. The •vord seems to be "Nakri-

tim". There are plain traces of the character^ri before

tim .

Note 17— Ha£$n "dannat babili'the troubled state of Babylon

Re reads Ki-kal—dannatu page 232.

Note 18— H, sighing 1

Note. 19-- I read with Karen 'nitta-( J du ilutisu) cirtj. kul

(lat matati ?) .

Note 20—Sehrader has "asib nabali." Lyon suggests "asib-

nanie." referring to. K 246. 2. 13 and Ht. 87. cf .BeUtzsch

Zal. 420 note..

Note 21— So Haf-e.ii page 233. .



of Babylon. All Sumer and Akkad the noble race,! permit.t.c I

to have no opposition. (?)

25. The interior of Babylon and all of "heir cities I

cared for properly. The sons of Babylon ' ' as much as

they desired ' ' and + he yoke which was not suitable for

thorn, their dwellings (?)

26. th- ir disorder I remedied. I caused their troubles

to cease. At my favorable deeds Marduk the great lord re-

joiced
t

27. and me Cyrus, the king who reverences him and Cambyses

the son, the off-spring of my body (and) all my troops he

blessed

28. graciously, while we uprightly praise his exalted di-

vinity. (?) All +he kings dwelling in royal halls,

29. of all the regions from 4 he upper to the lower sea,

dwelling (in all countries?), the kings of the lUfest land,

all those who dwell in + ents

30. brought me their heavy tribute 'md im the midst of

Babylon kissed my feet. From as far as Assur, and

Susan,

31. Agane, Abnunnak, Zamban, Meturau, Durilu, as far as

-] -



Note 22- For the succeeding extremely mutilated lines see

Ha
(

^e-i op. cit.



the border of the lan.i of the Quti, the cities across the

Tigris whose sites had been established from former times.

32. The gods who live within them I returned to their

places and caused them to dwell in a perpetual habitation.
to

All of their inhabitants I collected and restored their

dwelling places;

33. and the gods of Sumer and Akkad whom Nabonidus, to the

anger of the lord of the .^ods had brought into Babylon, at

the command of Marduk the great lord in peace

34 in their ovn shrines I made them dwell, in the habita-

tion dear to their heart. May all the gods whom I brought

into their own cities

35 daily before Eel and Nebo pray for a long life for me,

may they speak a gracious word for me and unto Marduk my

lord may they say, that Cyrus the king who reverences thee

and Gambyses his son
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CYRUS CYLINDER
ADDITIONAL NOTES.

cOo

(A.) 1.9. "Kisursun" - For "Kisurru" of. V. 31, 3 .f.

"Ki - Sur - (Ri ?) - Mi - Cir. The meaning seems to be "bor-

der" or"side," see Hagen p. 230. The word may have some con-

nection with the Arabic V" ' - side wall of a house - flap of

a tent pi. , > ^> .

(B.) 11. "Salamtas" - cf. "Axratas" IR. Sarg. 44; V. 34,

v

c. II. 48, and for adverbs in - A S. D.G?i>so- Salamtu, or re-

v
) /

•

ciprocal assimilation Salandu is the same as ft-row- ^7'f-f

of. Haupt Z.A. II. ?W, N.5; Hebr. III. 187, and B.A. I. 3.

(C.) 1.11. "Tara" - mercy used substantially cf. V. 21,

54. "Taru" - "Tiranu, " - forgiveness, synonym of "Mustaru"

V. 21, F;7(B.A. I. 173)and ;.£56 - "Kissu"-- love. Ta-a-a-ra

is an intensive form like "Dayyan" - "Taiiaru" see Zb - 102.

1. 14, Ta-ru-u- merciful (?)perhaps a derivative from

Tarn - 'to turn towards," i.e. "be gracious to." "Ta-ru-u"

may be for "Taru" an adjectival formation with Nisbe(?)

Hagon p. 231 compares V. 47, 17 a "Taranu" = Cillu and states

that it is doubtful whether "Taranu" may be a derivative of a

stem "Taru* - to shield or not. "Taranu", however can be a
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formation with the ending "Ami" from "Tam" just as "Mutanu"

from "Matu" cf. also "Garanu"- running of tears.

It seems necessary to consider with Hagen ;l.c. the "Sa"

in "Epsetisa Pamoata" as a by form of the masculine suffix

"Su," although the explanation is far from satisfactory - cf.

however 1. 19, Tukultisa(- Su) and 1. 28, Maxarsa(- Su.)

(n.) 1.16. Utaddu cf. IV. 15, 3a "Kimakakkab Samami Ul

Uteddu" - like the stars of the heaven they cannot be known,

cf. also IV. 15. - 43/44 a and Deluge (A.L. 3) 106. For the

form see KiA.T . (2)73 , Haupt.

(B.) L J.17. "Sapsaqu" - trouble - cf. Z b 95, M. Lyon Sarg.

80, 51. 'Amiru Durge u Sapsaqe," he who sees steep and bad

paths 'also Lay, 43, 1, "Atamar Durug Sapsaqi," - the adjec-

tive is Sup suau - passim.

(F.) t ;.25. Subatsun - Hagen reads "Suzuz(?)Su-un, Safel

of Nazazu.and translates "the yoke . - » was taken from them."

This however necessitates supposing an antirely new value

"Zuz" for the character *—4 ". In addition to this, the

meaning "taken away", for the "Safel" of Naaaau' (given by

Delitzsch. Dw. 253) in the passage cited by Hagen op. cit. p.

232, to support his translation, seems by no meuis certain.
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The passage reads >"Sarat Znmrisu Uszizu" V. oO, r>l/r>2
f and is

rather to be translated 'one, the hair of whose body the

evil "Rabicu" has caused to. stand Jup "(i.e. in fet,r) and not

•taken away.'

ooCMoo

• -- '
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Note 1--Nunme so both Schrader and Hagen. (

Note 2— -su issi hardly the ending of a proper name. See

Floigl Cyrus and Herodotus 54, 55. note 1. who thought it

referred to Croesus of Lydia.

Note 3— is-si or is-lim ? Hagen

Note 4— reading doubtful ? I- conjectured (e)-zib and

find that Hagen has the same.

Note 5— so with Hn.gen; probably not. a proper name with de-

terminative as Schrader has it

Note—6--for the ideogram see Br. 3036.

Note 7— following H

Note 8—H. reads sa-di-i;why not sa-ki-i?

Note 9—So following H. iblu-ut.

Note 10— H. Nabu-dan.—ucur

Note 11- Tam-tim so H.



THE ANNALS OF NAPONIDUS,

(beginning of the reign)

Col. 1.

1. ---------- his leader- ----------
2. - - - - his - - - he took av/ay (?) the king — - -

3. - - - - of their land unto Babylon they brought - - -

4. ti

(First year)

5.- - - is (ic,iz) xu-xu-ma he did not take away (?)

6. - - ti (of?) their families as many as there -"ere

7. - - - he left. The king collected his troops unto

Xume

8. -is-

(Second year)

9. - - - - in the month Tebet he gave pi :-.ce in Xamatu.

(Third year)

10. - - (i + r.e month ) Ab the high mountain Amanus

11. - - - ma, willows, fruit as uch as there was

12. - - - their - - unto the midst of Babylon - - -

13. - - - he left and remained alive. In Kislev the king

(collected) his ho I .
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14. -tim Nabu x ucur

15. - - - - the sua of the West land unto

16. ----- du-um-mu set up

17 _______________ numerous troops.

18. (the gatejof the City of

Sindini

19. killed bin.

20 (te) -qu

21, -_---____-___ — _ _ _ _ — _ -troops.

ooOOoo

Col. 2.

1. His troops he col (lected) .against Cyrus king of Ansan

to conquer him he went.

2. Against Astyages his troop?, rebelled, and being taken

prisoner to Cyrus (gave '

3. Cyrus unto Echatana the royal city, went. The silver,

gold, treasures, spoil

—

4. of + he land of Ecbatana they captured and unto the land

of Ansan he brought. The treasure and spoil which (ad—

)

5. The seventh year; the king in Tema, +he son of the king
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the nobles and his army in the land of .Akkad. (The king

for Nisan)

6. unto Babylon cane not. Neho unto Babylon csine not .

Bel "/as not. brought out. The New year's festival (remain-

ed unperformed.)

7. Sacrifices in Esaggil and Ezida to the godn of Babylon
/5

and Rorsippa (as is right)

8. they rave. The Urigal poured libations and guarded

the palace.

9. eighth year. ( Fac-o Cl->ul,± ac/>iai>w7rV

10. nin 4
:. year. Nabonidus the king in Tema the son of + he

king, the nobles and army in Akkad. The kin- for Nisan to

Babylon

11. ca':e not. "lebo un 4 o Pahylon cane not. Bel wasnot

br-ough* forth. The new Year's festival remainded unper-

formed.

12. sacrifices in Esaggil and Ezida to the -ods of Babylon

and Borsippa, as is rir'ht they save.
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13. The month Nisan. The fifth day. The mother of the

king died in Durkarasu, which is on the bank of the Eu-

phrates above Sippar.

14. the son of + he king and his army mourned + hree days.

A lamentation took piece. In Sivan in Akkad

.

15. a lamentation f or the mother of the king took place.

In Nisan , Cyrus king of Parsu collected his troops.

16. below Arbeit the Tigris he crossed (?) In Iyyar to the

land Of —
17. its king he killed. Its loot he took. His own

gove;*nor (?) he made go up there.

IS. Afterward his governor remained there together with

the king (?)

10. The tenth year .the kinr in Tema .the son of the king,

*he nobles and his army in Akkad. The king for (Nisan + o

Babylon cane not)

20. Nebo unto Pabylon csjiiu not. Pel v/as not. brought out.

The New Year's festival remainded unferfor-ed. Sacrifices

in (Esaggil and Ezida)

21. To the rods of Babylon, as is -i
I

,

rave. In

Sivan the tw ill -first day - - - -
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22, of the Elamite (?) in Akkad - - - - the representative

in Erech - - - -

28. the eleventh year, the King in Tema. The son of + he

king, the nobles and hi s army in Akkad. (The king for

Nisan unto Babylon came not)

24. Nebo unto Babylon came not. Rel was not brought out

The new year's festival remainded unperformed. Sacrifices

(in Esagril and Ezida )

25. (To the rods of) Babylon (Porsippa, as is right)

they gave - - -

(18 lines wanting)

Col. 3.

1.

2. -------in Adar I star of Erech -----

0. ------ Kings of the land of the sea -----

4. ______--__ (pi iral) ni --------

5. ------ ?jebo from Porsippa +o 30 forth - - - -

6 # . _ _ -ab, the king unto Eturkalama entered in + he

month - - - -

7 # _ _ _ _ u (?) of the lower sea rebelled - - - -

8. (Nebo came unto Pabylon) Pol -as h'-ou^ht out. the new
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year's fes 4 ival they celebrated , as was right. In the

month - - - - Sarruturda and

9. the ^ods of J'aradda, Zamaroa and the c-od? of Kis, Pelit

and +he ?-ods

10. (of) Karsagkalama entered into Babylon. Until 4 he

enri of Elul the gods of the land of Akkad.

11. Those who are above as '.veil as those below the fir-

manent (?) entered into Babylon, The gods of Porsippa,

K»tu

12. And Sipjar entered not. In the month Tammuz
,
'.vhen

Cyrus gave battle
A
Op is.

13. (and?) on the Salsallat to the troops of Akkad, (to

the people of Akkad he made) The people of Akkad
IS".

14. he subdued. Whenever 4 hey collected he slew the

people. On the fourteenth day Sippar was taken without

battle.

15. Nabonidus fled. On the sixteenth day,Gobryas, 4 he

governor of Gutium and the troops of Cyrus withoul battle

16. entered pabylon. Afterward Nabonidus, although he

had shut himself, was risoner in Babylon. Until +he

end of the month shields (?)
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17, of Gutiian surrounded the gates of Esaggil. No

|
ons were in Esaggil and in the other

IS. temples, and no standard had heen b rough* in.

Marc he sv an third, Cyrus entered Babylon

19. the Warine* lay down before him. Peace was con-

firmed to the city. Cyrus pronounced peace to all Fabylon.

20. Gob ryas
v
Satrap, as satrap in Babylon he appointed.

21. And f-om Kislev until Adar the rods of Akkad which

Mabonidus had brought down t,o Babylon

22. unto +heir own cities he returned them. On the

night of the eleventh Marchesvan Gobryas against - - - -

23. the son of the king died. From the twenty-seventh

of Adar until the third of Nisan mourning took place in

Akkad.

a4. All peoj le cast down + heir heads. On the fourth day

when Cambyses son of Cyrus

25. went to Esapakalasummu --------
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ADDITIONAL LINGUISTIC NOTES

To The

ANNALS OF NARONIDUS.
ooo

A.
Col. II. 6.

Isinnu Akitu cf. also Pinches Texts 15, No. 4, 7, the New

Year's festival or Zagnuku {- Res Satti, mcu'u^i See Eih. 23,

"Ina Isinim Zagmuku.

"

Isinnu.— pi. Isinate (See I.R. 66, 3, 7,) -festival

probably from a stem \ j
^ ° - cf. Assinnu - a sort of Priest,

II. R. 32, 22, e.f. and IV. R. 31, 12.

The form IsittuSb 263, must as Zimmern remarked ,(Z.B.

31, N.l) stand for Isintu - a feminine formation from the ^stem

as Isinnu. For Isinnu cf. HT 80, 18; V. 31, 50: Nim. R.P. 75

6: San SM. 119: Asb. S.M. 119, 17: 126, 77.

Akitu - perhaps some sort of sacrifice - (So Hagen B.A.

II. 238) - See F,ih IV. 7 - bit Niqe Akiti Cirti. It is ]ros-

sibio as H. suggests that Akiti Cirti is in opposition to

Hi a. For" Akitu cf. I.R. 67, c. I. 35, and P.T. 17, 7.

B. 8. •Urigal" - Vassu Eiti - Sb 13, some sort of pri9stly

office. cf. P.T. 17, 16.

C. 1^. Piglat Irab, - According to the latest col:

by Hagen (B.A. II. 240) the sign Rah is clear. The meanin
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"crossed" is then-fore by no means certain. It may signify

"approached" - H. cites in this connection the form B.A. II.

61 - Flrabuni and K.T. 33 - Irabanni as the only instances of

such a verb.

D. 18. Sulitsu from S&litu, probably a shaphel feminine

formation from Blu, to go up, i.e. one who is set up, or ap-

pointed, with fern, ending as in Pixatu - Prefect, governor.

(Note here that Salutu V.R. 11. 11 f. and Sulutu Sanh.IV.

48 are usually understood to be from Salu to decide Z.R. 9T1 .)

Hagen translates in this passage "Garrison" citing W.B.

427, 11 ff . where Delitzsch demonstrates that "Sulu" can mean

"bring soldiers into a fortress.

ooOOoo
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APPENDIX II,

• 0O0

Biblio jraphy of the most important Works relating

to the Book of Daniel quoted or mentioned in this Dissertation-

Abarbanel . (Comm.) In Danielem-- see Bertholdt p. XIII.

Ackermann . Comm. 1826.

Andrea . Beweis des Glaubens 1883, Vol. XXIV. pp. 242, 269,

Das Mahl des Belschazzar; Vol. XXV. 48, ff.

Auberlen. Der Prophet Daniel u. die Offenbarung Johannes,

Easel, 1854; 2 Aufl, 1857.

August i . Commentary.

Beer . "Richtige Vereinigung der Regierungsjahre vvelche die

h. Sch**i ft den Konigen v. Juda and Israel beileget.

Bertholdt . Daniel aus dem Hebraisch^ Aramaischen neu uber-

setzt and erklart; Rrlangen, 1806.

Bleek. Rinleitung in das alte Testament Berlin, also

in the Berl. Z.S. 1821, p. 3.)
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Browne. Ordo Saeclorum.

Bugati. Reposition des Johannes Constantinopolitan, p. 57.

Puns en. Gott in der Geschichte, 1857. 1 Tell p. 302, and

pp. 514, 540.

Calvin . Praelectiones Jo. Calvini in librum prophetiarum

^anielis Jo. Budaei et Car. Jonuillaei labors et industria

exceptas;1571, Fol.

-Calv ioi^s-.

Caspari . C.P. Zur Rinfuhrung in das Buch Dan. Leipzig 1869.

Cheyne . Rncylopedia Brittannica VI. "Daniel.*

Collins . "Das Lehrgebaude vom buchstab lichen Verstande der

Weissagungen untersucht, 1726, London.

Corrodi . "Fre imuthige Versuche uber verschiedene in Thsol.

v
and bibl. Kritik einschla^snde Gegenstande 1783, p.'ff.

Delattre. Salomon, Asurbanipal and Baltasar 1S83, Brussels.

Delitzsch . Franz in RB., Daniel.

Derenbourg . The Greek words in Daniel; transl. from the

French, Jastrow, Heb. TV. 7, 13.
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Dereser. Conm. 1S10.

Driver . Introduction to the Literature of the Old Testament

London, 1891, p. A .

Proysen . Geschichte der Hellenen IT. 346, ff.

Puste r.vald. "Pie Weltreiche and das Gottesseich naoh den

Weissagungen des Propheten Dan. 1891.

Kbrard. Comm. zur Offenbarung Johannis, p. 45.

fiichhorn . Rinleitung in das Alte Testament, 3 and 4 Ausgabe.

Rwald. Geschichte, Vol. TV. p. 85.

Ganneau . Mane Thecel Phares et le festin de Balthasar,

Journal Asiatique, Serie 8, 1, p. 36, ff. transl. Heb, 3, 2,

87..— 102. ^ L

Gesenius. Comm. uber Jesaiah, 1--4.

Goebel . Pe Pelsasaro, 1757.

Grot

1

us. Annotationes ad v. Test. (opp. Theol. t. I. Basel,

1732, fol. p. 453, ff.

Uaupt . J.H.U.C. No. 58, 104. J.H.V. Annual Re-

p. 13.
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HavernlcK. Coram. Hamburg 1832; Neue Kritische Hntersuchun-

on ul ar d. B. nRn. 18 .

Hav9t. La Modemite des Prophetes 1891. Recension La

Mitteil IV.

Hengstenbers. Hie Authenticitat d.Dan. and die Inte^ritat

des Zacharia, 1831.

Herzfeld . Oeschichte, I. 154.

Hats el Wilhelm . Fried. Die Eibel A. and N. Test. (6th part,

1785.)

Hilgenfeld . Coram. 1863.

Hitzig. Coram. 1850.

Hoffmann Geor/- . Z.A. TT. 45, 48, (1887.)

Hoffmann . Antiochus IV. (Dissert.) p. 8.°, ff.

Hoffmann Introd. in librum Daniels, 181 ! .

Huetius . Pemonst ratio Bvarigelica 472; (Bertholat 51.)

Hupfeld . Rxercit. Ker, Spec. II.

IbnEzra. Coram. :tvJ*71 I ,V)h) b^'JI H>) >*ir\ S
IV1V9
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Jachiades . Comm.

Jackson . Rt. Rev. H.M., Virginia Seminary Magazine, Feb. '92.,

(on Cheyne Rncycl. Britt.)

Jahn. Biblische Archaologie II. 1, 217.

Jerome . Epistola ad Paul inum. and Prooemium ; Commentary on

Pan. and on Isaiah.

Kautzsch . Aramaische G-rammatik. See sections on Daniel.

Keil . Comm. 1868.

Kimchi . David, Praefat. in Psalm.

Kirms. . Commentatio hist, critica exhibens descriptionem et

censuram recentium de Dan. libro opiniorum Jena, 1823.

Kranichfeld. Comm. 1868.

Lagarde . Mitteil. IV. p. 351, ff. (Recension of Havet q.v.

Laurie . Heb. II. n. 4, Remarks on an Assyrian Precative in

Daniel.

Lengerke. Comm. 1835.





Lenommnt. La Ma^ie ant re les Chaiaoens German Edition, Ch,

VI: Manual of the Ancient History of the Bast, p. 490.

Lucke. Versuch einer vollstand. Einl. in die Offenbarung

Joh. p. 41, ff. 2 Aufl.

Luderwald. Die Sechs ersten Capitel Dan. nach historischen

Grunden gepruft and beriohtigt, 1787.

Maimon. Mo**e Nebochim IT. 41, 19.

Maldonato . (See Pertholdt p. 350.)

Marianus Scotus. -- a Benedictine Monk, quoted Beer q.v. and

Bertholdt, 844.

Marsham . Canon Chron. 596. (regarding Belshazzar.)

Martin. Les civil. Prim. 363.

Meinhold. Die composition des B. Daniel, Diss. 1884:

Beitrage zur Erklarung d. B.D. 1888.

Melanchthon . Commentary 1543.

Menochius .

(See Bertholdt -TO.)

Michaeiis J.D. Commentary' , 1806:

f Orient vLvH-n.iM,;,,,
| ,
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N'iehuhr . Geschichte Rabyloniens and Assyrians . :

Kleine Sohriften p. 207.

Noldeko .. Z A T 414, 418: Mene, Tekel, Peres. Gott. Gel.

Anz. 1884, p. 1018 referring to ^ '

.

Oehler . Theolog. Lit. Anzeiger 1842, n. 42, 348.

Offerhaus . Spicilegium Hist. Chrcn. p. 265.

Orelli v. Alttestamentliche Prophet. 455.
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